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DIVISION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN'S SPORTS

I he Division for Girls and Women's Sports is a nonprofit educational organuation designed to serve the needs and Interests of administrators, teacher~, leaders, and participants in sports programs

for girls and women lt is one of eight divisions of the American

Association for Health, Physical Education and R.creation Active
members of the Division are women members of the American
Association for Health. Physical I.ducatron. and Recreation who are
interested in sports for girls and women and who participate in the
work of the Division "1 here women are professional leaders in
schools. colleges. community centers, Industrial plants. military
serNices, public and private clubs, and agencies

1he purpose of the Division for Girls and Women's Sports is to
foster the development of sports programs for the enrichment of the
hie of the participant
'1 he Division for Girls .1 nd Women's Sports attempts to promote
desirable sports programs through
I. I-ormulatmg and publcuing guiding principles .1 nd standards for
the administrator. leader off icial and player
Publishing and interpreting rules go 'erning sports for girls and
2
3

4

women
Providing the means for

training. evaluating. and rating of
officials.
Dissemmating information on the conduct of girls and women's
sports.

Stimulating, evaluating and disseminating research in the held of
girls and women's sports

Organumg various units of A AIIPI R concerned ritually with
7

girls and women's sports in order to exert effective leadership
Sharing in the interests of other AMIN R divisions and,or
sections in promoting sports programs.

S Cooperating with allied groups interested in girls and women's
sports in order to formulate policies and rules that affect the
conduct of w omen's sport s

DIVISION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN'S SPORTS
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SPORTS GUIDES AND OFFICIAL RULES COMMITTEE
INTEREST INDICATOR

The SGOR Committee is endeavoring to broaden its base of
personnel and to strengthen its services to Guide readers The
purpose of this form is to offer readers an opportunity to _Rim us in

meeting this need. Please complete this form and send it to Oh!

SGOR Associate Chairman-elect. wose name and address appear on
page 16.
Name

Professional Address

City

State

Zip Code_

Check the Sport Committee(s) which would be of interest to

I

Aquatic.%

I 111.; football

Ai cher!.

Golf

IS 1(111111114M

C!. MIlaStIlS

ISV.I. Oh ill
Itin%lint:

I icros%e

- Speedball
- Snua%li
elfin%
- trick and Field

-I

_ Outing Acti%the% - Volleyball

I encinit - Soccer

I acid I lockel _ Sof,ball

_______ Winter Sport%

2. Would you like to serve as a member of a Sports Guide Committee
of your interest"
No
_Yes
3, Would you consider submitting an aitiele to a Guide Committee
as a prospective author?
No
Yes
Possible topic or title
4. Can you suggest topics for articles which 1( would like to hiVe
included in future Guider"' (Please Indicate sport.)

5. Are there others whom you would recommend for consuleratnei
as possible committee members or authors'? Please indicate below
Use additional paper. if necessary..)

Sports)

Name

Professional Address

City

State

Sports Committee Member 0

Prospetti%e Author

Zip Code
(Chet k one)

YI)11 may serve on .111,1. one Sport think lonnuttee al a lime
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DGWS STATEMENT OF BELIEFS
We betterc that opportunities for instruction and participation in
sports should be Included in the educational experiences of every

girl. Sports are an integral part of the culture in winch we live.
Sports skills and sports participation are valuable social and recreational tools which may be used to enrich the lives of women in our
society.
belieFe that sports opportunities at all levels of skill should be
available to girls and women who wish to take advantage of these
experiences. Competition and cooperation may be demonstrated in

all sports programs although the type and Intensity of the competition will vary with the degree or level of skill of the participants.
An understanding of the relationship between competition and
cooperation and of how to matte both within the accepted frame-

work of our society is one of the desirable outcome. of sports

participation.
We believe in the importance of physical activity in the maintenance of the general health of the participart
We believethat part mipa trot' in sports contributes to the developof self - confidence and to the establishment of desirable
interpersonal relations.
For these reasons. we &hoe that girls and women of all ages
should be provided with comprehensive school and community
ment

programs of sports and recreation. In addnion, they should be
strongly and actively encouraged to take part in such programs

PROGRAM

We believe that sports programs for girls and women should be
broad, varied, and planned for -articipants at differing levels of skill.
There should be full awareness of the wide span of individual differences so that all types, ages, and
levels are considered in the
planning of sports programs. In conducting the various phases of

sports programs, principles must guide action. 1 hew principles
should be based on the latest and soundest knowledge regarding

I. Growth and development factors
2. Motor learning
3. Social and individual maturation and adny,tment
4. The values of sports participation as recognized in our culture.
Elementary Schools (grades 1 6)
We believe in planned, comprehensive, and balanced programs of

physical education for every girl in the elementary proeram. These
should provide experiences in basic movements for example. skipOGWS STATEMENT OF BELIEFS
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climbing and in
ping and simple dance steps, bending, reaching, and
skills such as
actnities
which
require
basic
sport
a wide variety of
kicking.
Latclung, throwing, batting, and
appropriately
We believe that Intramural sports experiences in Instructional
modified sports activities should supplement an
these
program ior girls in grades 4. 5. and 6. and that in most casesfor the
experiences will be sufficiently stimulating and competitiveincluded
If
highly skilled girl, We believe extramural sports activities.
should be limited to occasional play
in the upper elementary grades, composed
of representatives from
days (sports groups or teams
days.
and
invitational
events.
several schools or units). sports
Secondary Schools (grades 7-12)

and
We believe that in secondary schools a program of intramural
sound and
be
arranged
to
augment
a
extramural partiopation should
comprehensive Instructional program in physical education for all
be organized until there are
girls bxtrannual programs should not
intramural
programs
and a sufficient allotbroad instructional and
personnel
for
new
programs.
ment of time, facilities. and
Colleges and Universities

programs

W; believe that college and university instructionalhigh school
should go beyond those activities usually included in the
develop skills
program. There should be opportunities to explore and
with
emphasis
on
individual
sports It is
in a variety of at:mores,
for
extramural
experiences
beyond the
desirable that opportunities
Intramural program be accessible to the highly skilled young women
who wish these opportunities.
Forms of Competition

which all
Intramural competition is sports competition in
center.
the
same
school,
community
participants are identified with
industry,
or
are
residents
of
dub. organwation, institution. or

designated small neighborhood or community. competition in which
Extramural (ompctition is a plan of sports
dubs.
participants from two or more schools, community centers,
or
neighborhoods
compete.
organizations, institutions, industries,
include
The forms of extramural competition
I. Sports days school or sports group participates as a unit
by wire or mail
2. Telegraphic meets results are compared
matches to which a
3. Invitational events symposiums. games, or
school or sports group invites one or more teams or Individuals to
part icipate.

groups

or Interagency programs
4. Interscholastic, intercollegiate,
which are trained and coadied play a series of scheduled games

DGWS ARCHERYGOLF GUIDE
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and/or tournaments with like teams from other schools, citie. or
organizations.

International Competition involves players from different nations

provides sports experiences for Individuals or groups with
exceptional ability and emotional maturity. This type of comand

petition under some conditions could include secondary school girls,
but usually it is planned for more mature participants.
Core(reational ai tames are designed to give boys and girls opportunities to participate on the same team against a team of like corn -

position, provided the at tivities do not involve body contact The
basis for formation of teams should be to promote good team play.

We believe that girls should be prohibited from participating (1) on a
boys intercollegiate or interscholastic team. (2) against a boys nitercollegiate or interscholastic team. and (3) against a boy in a
scheduled intercolLgiate or interscholastic contest

ADMINISTRATION
We believe that certain safeguards should be provided to protect

the health and Well-being of participants. Adequate health and
IllstlfanLe protection should be secured I y the institution. First aid
services and emergency medical care should be available during all
scheduled interscholastic sports events. Qualified professional leaders

should ensure a proper period for conditioning of players, a safe
envnonment including equipment and facilities, a schedule with
limited number of games, and similar measures.

We believe that sports ollivating should be the responsibility of
those who know and use DGWS approved rules Officials should
hold surrent ratings In the sports in which ratings are given.
We believe that the entire //naming of girls and women's sports
programs should be included in the total school budget. It is suggested that in tome be handled as a regular school income than

We believe that the se/redid/pig of sports activities for girls and

women ,hould be in accordance with their needs and that their
schedule should not be required to conform to a league schedule
established for boys and men's sports.
We believe that excellence of achievement should be given

rewg,titIon and that the intrinsic valu 's which accrue troni the
pursuit of excellence are of primary uni ortance We believe that,
when awards are given, they should be inexpensive tokens of a
symbolic type, Stith as ribbons, letters, and small pins.
We believe that expert teaching alai quaht y programs generate
then own best pubhe relatins. It is suggested that an effective plan
he developed for interpret:rye; the %Aries of the sports program to

parents, teachers in other fields, and interested members of the
DGWS STATEMENT OF BELIEFS
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school or college community, including the press. A procedure
which has proved successful is to invite key groups to a selection of
demonstrations and sports events at different levels, so that they
may see effective programs in action.

LEADERSHIP
We believe that good leadership is essential to the desirable
conduct of the sports program. The qualified leader meets the
standards set by the protession, including an understanding of (I )
the place and purpose of sports in education, (2) the growth and
development of children and youth, (3) the effects of exercise on

the human organism, (4) first aid a,-.d accident prevention, (5) understanding of specific skills, and (6) sound teaching methods. Personal
experience in organized extramural competition is desirable for the
young woman planning to become a leader or teacher of women's
sports the leader should demonstrate personal integrity and a
primary concern for the welfare of the participant.

POLICYMAKING
And finally, we believe that all leaders, teachers, and coaches of
girls and women's sports should be encouraged to take an active part
in the policy decisions which affect planning, organizing, and

conducting sports programs for girls and women. Leade-s should

',lake :me that qualified women are appointed to the governing

sports bodies at all levels- local, state, national, and international to
ensure that programs are in the best interest of those who participate.

10
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STANDARDS IN SPORTS FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN
Standards in sportS'activities for girls and women should be based
upon the following
I. Sports activities for girls and women should be taught, coached,
and officiated by qualified women whenever and wherever possible

2. Programs should provide every girl with a wide variety of activities.

3. The results of competition should be judged in terms of bone /us
to flu' participants rather than by the winning of championships
or the athletic or commercial advantage to schools or organizations.
Health and Safety Standards for Players

Careful supervision of the health of all players must be provided
by

1. An examination by a qualified physician
2 Written permission by a qualified physician after serious illness or
injury

3. Removal of players when the are injured or overfatigued or
show signs of emotional instals ty
4. A healthful, safe, and sanitary nvironment for sports activity

a geographical area which will
5. Limitations of competition
permit players to return at r:asonabie hours, provision of safe
transportation.
General Policies

I. Select the members of all teams so that they play against those of
approximately the same ability and maturity
2, Arrange the schedule of games and practices so as not to place

demands on the team or player which would jeopardize the
educational objectives of the comprehensive sports program.

3. Discourage any girl from practicing with, or playing with, a team
for more than one group while competing in that sport during
t he same sport season.
I

Promote social events in connection with all forms of competition.

STANDARDS IN SPORTS FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND SERVICE

he various services are offered by committees All requests for
mtormation of services should be addressed to the chaincian of the

committee into whose held ot work the inquiry tails, Inquiries

%%Inch cannot be readil classified should be addressed to the DGWS
vice-president
AUDIOVISUAL COMM ITTI. I. Re wws films ads ises on pro-

duction, provides lists of up-to-date films available for rental or
purchase

Chan man JFAN PUTNAM, Central Washington State College,
1 Ilen,burg 98926

ASSOMTION FOR iNT1- R('oi.t.HuA FE ATIILFTICS FOR
1).7.11N Sponsors national toulnaments and establishes pioceduies for regional development and for sanctioning intercollegiate events
President
CA ROLI OGLI SBY. Purdue Um W Laraette

Ind 47907
DD'ISION HISTORIAN Maintain, .tie of histoncal records and
publications v Inch are available on loan

Ilivolian HAZEL PFTRSON, Utuv of Idaho, Moscow 83483
LIAISON Maintains re!ation,hip, with allied national sport, orgam/anon.,
Chan man MII Dbl.() BARN! S. Cent'
'.sour State College,
Warrensburg 64093

NATIONAL INTRAMURA1 SPORTS COUNCIL A num council

Of DGWS and DM A to provide leadership to inmate and to
improve intramural programs at all educat.onal levels

Chairman GERALD GREGORY, Ilighland School, Skokie. Ill

60076
OFFICIATING SERVICES ARIA
directs policiec. of local board,

Tests and rates women official,.

Chau man. FLSIL C013I3, North Tea, State Ums

Denton
76203 (1972-73)
P1111 OSOI'IIY AND STANDARDS A RI A States and interplet,
standards for girls and women's sports
Chan man LOU JEAN MOYER, Northern
DeKalb
60115 (1972.7,1)

Solicits, receives, edits, and publishes special publications and produces sports technique chat t,
Chairman NANO DAVIS. Skidmore College, Saiatoga
N Y 12866

PUBLICATIONS COMMITTI 1
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RI SFARCII COMMITTEE Carries out special studies, advises on
research problems edits DGWS research articles
Chairman' DOROTHY HARRIS. Pennsylvania State Umv , University Park 16802
SPORTS GUIDES AND OFFICIAL RULES COMMITTEE- Revis. and interprets official rules, edits and publishes sports guides and
technique charts.
Chairman JANICE PI ARCE. Utah State Univ Logan, 84231
organizes committees for
Si ATE CHAIRMEN -Each chairman within
her state See list in

educational and informational work

current DGWS Basketball Guide
pro,
STUDENT SPORTS ORGANIZATIONS Organizational and
gram service to GAA's and WAA's maintained through NGAA
Protect and CWS.
Sixteenth St,.
Consultant BETTY ELINCHUM. AAIIPER. 1201
N.W., Washington. D C. 20036
Publications

SPORTS LIBRARY FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN-- see inside front
cover
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS see inside back cover

SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND SERVICE
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DGWS EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
1972.73

rice President Betty Hartman, Kent State Umv , Kent, Ohio
44240
1 ice President - elect. Frances Koenig, Central Michigan Univ , Mt
Pleasant 48858
I'ast Vice President. JoAnne Thorpe, Southern

Illinois Univ.,

Carbondale 6;01

Area Chairman
Centta,'.J7a37 t Nur man , Washburn Univ., Topeka, Kans 66620

Elect Ina Ander son, Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln 68508
(1973-75)
Eastern Ann Veneria, Newark State College, Union, N J 07083
11972-74)

Midwest. Genevieve Ilartrler, Jackson High School, Jackson, Mich
49501 (1972-74)
Northwest Dorothy Dobie, Marylhurst College, hiarylhurst, Ore
97036 (1971-75)
Southern Roberta Boyce Stokes, Miami -Dade Jr College, South
Campus, Miami, Ha. 33156 (1971-73)
Southvt est. Loye Painter, Logan Junior High School, Logan, Utah
64321 (1972-73)
Liaison. Mildred Barnes, Central Missouri State College, Warrensburg 64093 (1971-73)
Elect Nancy Chapman, thin/ of Illinois, Normal 61761
Officiating Services. Elsie Cobb, North Texas State Univ., Denton
76203 (1972-73)
Elect Mary Roland GI iffin, Winthrop College, Rock 11111, S C
29730

Philosophy and .Standards Lou Jean Moyer, Nor thern Illinois Unit ,
DeKalb 60115 (1972-74)
Research. Dorothy Ilarris, Pennsylvania State Univ , University
Park 16802 (1970.72)
Publications Nancy Davis, Skidmore College, Saratoga, N.Y. 12866
(1971-73)
htect Barbara Hoepner, Univ of California, Berkeley 94720

:1mi:or:sue Jean Putnam, Central Washington College of

Education, Ellensburg 98926 (1969-73)
Periodicals Joan Hultr, Univ of Maryland, College Park
20740
14
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Judy Devine, Kent Slate Univ

Special Publications

Ohio 44240 (1971-73)
Sports Guides and Official Rules

Logan 84321 (1970-73)
Associate Chairman

Kent,

Janice Pearce, Utah State Univ

Joanna Davenport. Univ. of Illinois,

Urbana 61801 (1971-72)

Associate Chairman-elect. Sue Permce, Indiana State Univ ,

Terre Haute 47809
thstortan I Wel Peterson. Umv of Idaho. Moscow 83483
.Student Sports Organizations Consultant' Betty Fhnchum,
AMIN- R, 1201 16th St , N.W., Washington. D.C. 20036
DG WS Consultant Mary E. Rekstad, AAIIPR, 1201 16th St.,
N.W., Washington. D.C. 20036
Staff Program Assistant.

Ehrabeth Hoyt, AAIIPER, 1201 16th St..

N W Washington. 1).C' 20036
Liaison Representatives Pont Other Organizations.

Canada, A IIPER, Women's Athletic Section. Margaret Walker.
McGill Univ., 475 Pine Ave. W Montreal, Quebec. Canada
National Association for Pkvszcal Education of College
Women.

June Galloway. Univ of North Carolina. Greensboro

27412
Other DGWS Structures

Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women see p, 19 for
list of personnel.
National Intramural Sports Council
Gerald Gregory, Chairman, Highland School. Skokie. III. 60076

Catherine Green, Past Chairman, Univ of Washington, Seattle

98105
13etty Ilewell, Princeton High School. Princeton. N.J. 08540
Caiolyn Ilewatt. Chairman-clo( t, Women's gym. Univ. of Texas,
Austin 78712
Ronald Hyatt. Secretary, Univ 01 North Carolina. Chapel Hill
27514

DGWS EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
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SPORTS GUIDES AND OFFICIAL RULES COMMITTEE
1972-191:i
General Chairman

Janice Pearce, Utah State Unix , Logan 84321

.

1970.73

Associate Chairman

Joanna Davenport, Univ. of Illinois,
Urbana 61801

1971-74

Associate Chairman-Elect
Sue Pernice, Indiana State Univ
Terre !lame 47809

.

197%75

Aquatics

Joanna Midlyng. Indiana Univ
Bloomington 4'3701

....

1971 73

Archery

Jacqueline Stuck. Univ of Minnesota,
Minneapolis 55455 ..

.....

. 1972-74

Badminton

Doris Ilenderson, Illinois State Univ ,
Normal 61761 .

107,-74

Basketball

Nan Nichols. College of Woostei,
Wooster, Ohio 44691

1071-73

Bowling

I thel DoLhert , Western Illinois Cm%

1971.-3

Macomb, W. 01455

//e( I Jo,Le ('urtis. 850 Ase
Abilene, I c\, 79601
Fencing
Nano) WO, , Sootlrnest Nfissonii State College,
Springt ield 65802
He(
Maly Ilemecke, I ay.tence Vim

Appleton. Wis 0491 I
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Feld Hockey
1-ran Ramser. Roanoke College, Salem, Va. 14153

...

1972-74

.

1972-74

Flag Football

Mary Grace Colby

of Santa Clara,

Santa Clara. Calif 95053
Golf

Andrea Hauge, Rte. I, Lockhavt.r., Pa. 17745

1972-74

Gymnastics
1.

Wallace, Brigham Young Univ

l'rovo. Utah 84601

...

,

.

.....

1971-73

Lacrosse

Agnes Bixler, Sunny Hills.

Ilockessin, Del 19707

.. 1972-74

.

Outing Activities
Mildred Leine!, Indiana State Univ.,
Terre I laute 47801

. 1971.73

Soccer

Dolores Faber, Nassau Community College,
Garden v'ity, N.Y. 11533 .

... 1972.74

Softball
Dorothy Doble, Marylhurst College.

Marylhurst, Ore 97206.

1972-74

Speedball

Barbara Lundy, Montrose High School.
Montrose, Mich. 48457

1972.74

Squash

Marigold I dwards, Umv, of Pittsburgh.

Pittsburgh, Pa

15213

.

.

, 1972.74

Tennis

Patricia Sherman. State Linn, of Iowa,
Iowa City 52240
.

,
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Track and Field

('m% of
Donnis to
Ilono161:196822

197%74

Volleyball
Lynne Higgins. Illinois St,tte ('nn
.

Normal 61761

Winter Sports
Joanne Washburn, Washington State ()no/
Pullman 99163

1971-73

1971-73

ADVISORY
Past Chairman

Bet y Btov,n, William and Mar), ( ollegc, Williamsburg, Va. 23185
Officiating Services Area Representative
, Demon 76:03
Isie Cobh, North "1'c\ as State

Consultant
Rekstad, AA1111- R. 1201 16th St , N W . V1ashingto:1, I) ('
Mar)
20036

Staff Editor
Constance ( Lau*, AAIIPLR, 1201 16111 St,, NAV., Washington,
1) C, 20036
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ASSOCIATION FOR INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
FOR WOMEN
1972-73
Officers

CAROLli A OGLLSBY, President, Purdue Univ , W. Lafayette, Ind.
47907

CAROL I..

GORDON. ('resident- elect. Washington State Univ ,
Pullman. Wash 99163
LAU RENE MABRY, Coordmator of Natrona( ChamozonshIps 111'1101N State Univ , Normal. III 61761
I)LLLA DURANT, Treasurer. Pennsylvania State Only , Univers0}
Park. Pa. 16802

KAYE MCDONALD, Junior College Representative. Mesa Community College. Mesa, Ariz 85201

ASSOCIATION FOR INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS FOR WOMEN
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DRYS ARCHERY COMMITTEES'
1970-72

MARGARET L. DRISCOLL, chairman, Virginia Po technic Institute and State Univ Memorial Gym. Blacksburg 24061
MARYANNE M. SCHUMM, past chairman, East Stroudsburg State
College, East Stroudsburg, Pa 18301

IRENE HEPBURN, Box 46, Colton, N Y. 13625
BONNIE NEUMAN, Kent State Univ., Kent, Ohio 44240
BETTY ROBISON, 1587 W. Lai:click! Rd.-, Milwaukee, Wis 53224
b. LUCILE SCIINEI DER, Drexel Univ., Philadelphia. Pa. 19104
PEGGY SCIIRODER, 28 E. Schilling PI., Tucson, Ariz. 85706
MARIE L. SENERCIIIA, 18 Nestor St., West Warwick, R.I. 02893
JACQUELINE SHICK, Univ. of Mirmesota, Minneapolis 55455
BARBARA J. WILKE, East Stroudsbwg State College, Koehler
Field House, East Stroudsburg, Pa. 18301
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EDITORIAL COMMENT

I take this opportunity to express my sincere appieciation and
thanks to the Archery Committee for its outstandinf; assistance and
of the Guide
support in putting together this edition
to develop a series of
The Archery Committee has attempted
articles that will be helpful to teachers. regardless of their level of
instruction. All the articles ire directed towards the improvement of
instruction, they range Iron suggested daily plays, to games, to advanced activities in shooting, to the making and repair of tackle.

The Archery Committet of 1970-1972 hopes you find this

edition informative and help ul. We extend best wishes to Jacqueline
Slick, the next Gunk chairman
MARGARLT L DRISCOLL
Chairman, 1970-1972

EDITORIAL COMMENT
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A Basic Archery Course for
High School or College
SUSAN E. HICKS

Susan E. Hicks teaches physical education at Adirondatk
Conzmunay College, Glens Falls, N.Y. She graduated from
East Stioudsbuig State College, East Stroudsburg. Pa

working

on a Muster of Arts degree in physical education at the
Untrersity of Northern Colorado. She holds two national
instructor certificates and is a staff inember of reela-Worket

Archery Camp.

The following outline for a basic high school or college archery
course is designed to give students the opportunity to develop sonic
expertise in target and field shooting. In addition to these basics, it is
vital that all students be given the opportunity to learn other forms
of recreational tachery such as clout and archery golf. If the course

must be short, inclusion of at leas one novelty form is recom-

mended to add to the student's overall experience and enjoy ment of
this wonderful spot t.
This material is introduced m outline form n weekly units, with
approximately two hours class time per week.
1.

First Week
A,
First Hour Introduction to Archery
Present a brief history ancient to modern times.
2. Describe equipment
terminology, types, pieces
1

necessary. accessories,

3.

B.

Measure class for equipment
3 x 5-inch cards to
record names, previous experience. bow weight, arrow
length, other information.
Second !lour Safety and Mimetics
1.
Discuss equipment use and safety
bracing a bow,
wearing arm guard and linger tab, use of whistles to
regulate shooting.
2. Give basic shooting steps
instructor clarification

and possibly demonstration (by instructor or experienced student).

3.

Have class work with partners

halt of class to

shooting line.
a. Have a 10 yard distance with sights
pre-set.
22
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b.

Have class perform mimetic:, while instructoi
checks out students individually befoic they release an allow.
c. Send other half of students
to shooting line. and
check before shooting is allowed,
d. Clear floor, pull arrows from
target, scow the hits,

retrieve ai rows from grass.
Second Week

II

A.

13.

First flour Completion ot Checking Out
Students for
Shooting
I. Pi esent mimeographed materials
clanhcation of
common errors and cot rectums for them.
2. t x plain sight adjustments
eillphaslIC grouping ot
arrows before adjustment
3. Assist students having problems
with hypo extension
of the elbow, shit ling anchor, of string hand tension.
Introduce exercises to stiengthen muscle groups involved in shooting (particulaily back and shoulder
groups).
Second Hour Mirror Work I i-yard Distance
I. Have students shoot from 10 yards.
2, Give special attention again to hy
perex tension of the

elbow, shilling anchors, string hand tension, and

shoulder of how arm.
III. Thud Week
A.
First Hour Shooting at 10 Yards

I. Begin reconling and posting daily Nunes.

2. Nlake individual 3 x 5-inch cards
for
a Last problems and good points,

B.

each student.

b, Make two copies one for you, one (or student.
Second Hour Mirror Wolk 15-ard Distance
I
Have each student shoot two to three allows next to
a mum' leflected image makes correction of enois
very clear, helps student and mstructor spot emus
quite easily,

2.

Videotape may substitute for minors, icplay possibility enables good form to serve as e; Iwplcs, while

en ors can be analyzed and collected.
IV. Fourth Week
A

First (lour
I.

Shoot 20 1 ants

Use IS to 24-Inch targets, white center and black

background
Place emphasis on grouping arrows.
Second Hour
Shoot 20 and 15 Yards, Small l'argets
2.

13.

A BASIC ARCHERY COURSE
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dth Week
A.

[list flour
I.
2

Field Archery Basics
Lx plain pie -draw and post-dtaw gap.

Cover these points in introduction of field ineheiy.
a
Note differences and similarities between target
and field basics. stress the need tot good form in
bOlh.

Review scoring for field targets.
!lave students practice at 10 and 5 yards.
B.
Second flour Field Shooting
I. Review field target scoring system.
2. Shoot a modified flint round
VI, Seth Week
A,
First I tom
Shoot a Modified Flint Round
B,
Second !lour Novelty Shooting
1. Sties, competition bs target instead of individual.
2. Ilave students shoot at balloons, animal targets, letlam colon of target.
b.

3.

VII. Seventh Week
A.

best flour

Clout Shooting
l'xplain clout form, using the clod( sight,
I %plain target area, and scot mg methods
!lave students shoot two to thice ends
Second flour ('lout Round
I. Shoot and stole a clout round distances may bast
to be moditied to fit equipment and facilities,
I.
2.
3,

B.

VIII, hg,lith Week
A
B.

l'nst Hour Shoot and Scott a ('lout Round
Second llour Archery Golf

I. 1 %plain basic
Discuss %zilety piecautions (usual Ones and those pal-

2.

3.

ticulai to the count).
Desenbe scoring and layout of the course (pal. hai-

ards).
4. Have students mak:lite stunt "blooper' and shatglit

IX.

shots.
Ninth Week
A,

list Hour

Ai elle! y Gott

Divide students into lomsomes, Sidi( each group on a
dilleicnt tee (sis, holes good course length).
2. Use ground quiveis
indicate tees and ubbi balls
on coat lunge' stakes for the pin,
Second [lour Aichoy Golf Play 6 I tole Comse
(Option Set up class tournament by determining Ilights
iron; evious stoles. )
1.

B.

24
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X

'lentil Week

Bowbirds
A First Hour techniques
for shooting bowbirds
1. indicate

2. Present safety rules for shooting.
teams.
3. Have students shoot in
each team shoots at one time.
One
person
on
a.
at one
allow only four or five students to shoot

time.
collect
After all have shot, score aerial hits, and
arrows.
13. Second Hour l3owbird Shooting
Eleventh Week
Bowfisrang or Written Comprehensive Test
b

Xl.

XII

A. First Hour

pool or outdoors

1. Have students bowfish indoors in
off docks.
one bow and reel for
Review equipment needed
2
each length arrow,
waterfilled balloons.
3. I argets are
Bowfishing or Written Comprehensive
13. Second Hour
Pest
as terminology,
('over in written test such items
I
novelty form basics.
and
corrections,
scoring, errors
Rainy Day Options
Equipment Companies or Na-

A. Films

from Archery

tional Organizations
participate in bow hunting and bow1. Have students
fishing.
tournament films.
international
2. Show state, national,
bastes (this
techniques,
novelties,
3. Review shooting
second week of the
in
the
first
or
may be inserted
course if there is no means of demonstration)

13.

C.

Archery History
modern times.
Describe development from early toStates.
I
development in the United
2. Describe
national agorazations, tour3. Review archery today
styles. the 1972 Olympics.

naments. shooting
I quipment Care. Repair, and Purchasing
what to buy for
costs
it
I. Discuss basic equipment
hunting archery, what will

beginning target or

cost?
fletching an arrow,
2. Discuss basic equipment repairs
serving and nocking point

replacing a nod:. putting

on string.
where
3. Review the storing and caring for equipment
equipment
equipment.
expected
and how to sto-e
life detecting wear
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Target Archery Tackle Nomenclature
E. LUCRE SCHNEIDER

Lucile Schneider is an assistant piolessm of physical educa-

tion at Dine! Universiti, Phdadelphuz. She received a B.S.
(tepee from Ball State Unirersitylluncie, Indiana. and an
11 S degree jimn Temple University, Philadelphia She is a
menthe, of the staff of au' Techz-Wooket ,liclicry Camp and
was the hostess in charge of maior ariangement for the World
Townzzment held at Palley Forge,
nnsylvama to
1969

Following is a list of basic target alcherN, tackle with descriptions
illustrations
ARROW The arrows are made 01 fibLiglass of aluminum shafts

I

with insert target points The nocks are plastic or nylon. The
fletching is made of fe.it hers of a synthetic material
to

rr,

_

Figure 1

o

A. Arrow head or point
Shaft

B

C

D

Crest or crestir

Index feather (Vane)

E.

F. Nock

!etc(' ing

2 BOW -I he bows are made of laminated woods and glass The
design is that of a recurve to a full working recurve bow.
In

r-

A

Top

B.

String notch
Upper hint)

C

O
E

26
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Back

F. Sight window

Handle riser section
H. Serving

G

I.

F.vot point

1=

J.

Grip

K. String
L. Lower limb
M. Recurve
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3 ARM GUARD Arm guards are made of leather, leather with
steel reinforcement, plastic, and in some cases, wood.

4 FINGF R 'I' NB Finger tabs are made of leather or plastic. They
are made in one or more layers of material.

Figure 4

Quivers are made of leather, plastic, metal, pressed
QUIVERS
paper, or wood.

A. Belt quiver

B. Giound quiver

C

Floor quiver

Figure 5

TARGET ARCHERY TACKLE NOMENCLATURE
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6. TASSELS

Tassels are made of yarn.

Figure 6

7, TARGET
The four color target is used for the majorit of
rounds shot in target archery. It is made of paper, heavy paper.
toughemzed paper, and oil cloth
Color

Point Value

A. Gold

9

B. Red

7

C. Blue

5

D. Black

3

E. White

1

F, The petticoat

has no point value and is not to be recorded as a hit.
Figure 7

8, 130W SIGHT
Bow sights are made of plastic or metal. They
have a vertical slide bar upon which is mounted a pin sight. glass
lens, hooded post, or peephole.

Figure 8
28
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9. BOWSTRINGER The bowstringers are made of wood or synthetic materials. (The design of today's bows has made the bow stringer a basic item.)

Figure 9

10. BOW SQUARE

Bow squares are mule of plastic or metal.

e--Str,evy

Figure 10

H ADDITIONAL BOW AND ARROW NOMENCLATURE

&

A Arrow plate
B.

F. Arrow rest
G. String (brace) height
H. Draw length and bow weight
measuring point
Pivot point

Index feather (vane)

C. Nock locator
D Nocking height
E
Nocking point

1

Figure 11

TARGET ARCHERY TACKLE NOMENCLATURE
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Challenges for Intermediates
JACQUELINE SNICK

facqiline Shick received her B.S. and M.S. degrees from
Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa. and her Ph.D. from the
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. She has taught archery
at the junior and senior high school and college levels. She is
currently assistant professor of physical education at the University of Minnesota.

Most human learning demands that the learner be motivated: that
is. he must have a goal and want to achieve it. Sonic physical activities provide a wide variety of goals, and the teacher's task is to guide

the student in selecting appropriate goals. In other activities, the
potential goals are somewhat limited, and the teacher must seek to
present new challenges in order to maintain student interest. Such is
the case with archery. Once a student has achieved proficiency in the

skill of target shooting, his interest will diminish and learning will
cease unless the teacher tries new approaches and/or techniques.

If target archery is the only dimensicn taught, the teacher has
fail. d to present students with an overall picture of archery. Because

of the increasing popularity of field archery and the value of its
techniques for bowhunting, this area of archery should be explored,
at least at the into' mediate level. If the class is coed, the inclusion of
these techniques is even more important since many young men now
find hunting with a bow and arrow more challenging than using a
gun.

To undeistand the reasons for the variations in shooting style of
the held archers, the students should know the basic differences in
purpose of the twc styles of archery. A target archery round consists

of shooting a set number of arrows from a specified distance or
distances at a standard size stationary target Although a iound in
field archery also involves shooting at stationary targets, the faces of
these targets range from 6 to 24 inches and the distances from which
the shots are taken also vary from target to target The archer must
move to the various shooting stations and may be required to shoot
from more than one position.
In the original field archery rounds, the shooting distances were

unknown to the archer, making the use of bowsights impossible.
Now, however, the distance for each target is known in advance and
bowsights are used in free-style competition. The other competitive
Photos in this article are by Ronald. Murray and Lela Juno Stoner. The
archer is Judy Hix.
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division is called barebow and dots not permit the use of sighting
devices. Therefoie, most archers in this division use the gap method
although sonic use what is commonly called the "instinetwe
method." This latter really Involves "feeling" the position which will

produce the correct direction for the path of the arrow in much the
same manner one must "feel" the position which will produce the
correct path for a thrown object.

Many of the basic skills are similar to both target and field

archery. however, field archery does differ from target archery in the
following techniques:

Stance. A wider variety of styles is found among field archers
than among target metiers. In general. though, the feet are kept
well-apart and the trunk is inclined slightly forward from the hips

(Figure i). Sonic archers prefer to shift their weight somewhat
toward the foot closer to the target.

Figure 1.
CHALLENGES FOR INTERMEDIATES
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In addition to standing, the archer may shoot in other positions
such as kneeling and sitting (Figures 2 and 3). In these positions,
also, a variety of styles is utilized.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.
32
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iiitcherr Usually the archer anchors at the side of the face with
the nock end of the arrow near the corner of the mouth. The
thumb rests under the angle of the jaw and the index finger fits
into the hollow Just below the cheekbone (Figure 4). Although

the exact point of anchor may vary v. nth the individual, it is
generally high and against the side of the face. A consistent
anchor is important because a full draw should be used on all
shots

Figure 4.

Position of the Head. Because of the high anchor, the head
should be inclined slightly to ensure better eye alignment. In this

positin, the arrow will he directly under the right eye of the

right handed archer.
P0310011 of the Bow

Ithe upper limb of the bow is tilted slightly
For a tight-handed archer, the tilt is to the right This position of

iIi how serves (0 improve the sight-line
Arming For bate-bow shooting, both eyes aie kept open and are
focused on the aiming spot m the center of the target This technique is comparable to that used when throwing a ball.
For a conventional field archery round, the target face consists of
only two concentric rings, a white miles ring which counts five and a
black outer ring %Judi counts three The white circle contains

a

small black aiming spot in its center.
In an animal iound. the aiming spot is located 111 a vital area of
the animal.
CHALLENGES FOR INTERMEDIATES
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Initially, the student should acquire proficiency in shooting
at a
stationary target from each of the
three positions. Interest may be
maintained by introducing such games as Tic Tac Toe
and Around
the Clock. Finally, the student should be
challenged to shoot at
moving targets. This could be accomplished by
shooting at swinging
cups and discs.
Most students will be able to master the foregoing
success will depend upon their level of motivation. skills, but their
Therefore, the
teacher should seek to expand upon these
suggestions and consistently present
new challenges for intermediates.
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The Damaged Arrow-A Means To
Greater Archery Interest
FRANK TESKE
Frank Teske is an assistant professor of health and physical
education at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Ifizzr,rsay, Blacksburg. Ile holds a B.S. degree from Michigan State
University, Ann Arbor, and an M.S. degree from Virginia Tech.

Ile has done advanced graduate work at Auburn University,
Auburn, Alabama, and has been teaching and coaching archery
for the past eight years.

After teaching archery for several years, I decided that involving
the student in the equipment might lead to greater interest. With this
in mind the course content was revised to include the making of two

(wood) arrows starting with the dowel or raw shaft. At this point
wooden arrows were still being used for the classes.

Equipment
The original equipment used in the making of the arrows was for

the most part rudimentary and inexpensive, it included a Tessier

Spinemeter, an inexpensive multi-fletcher fletching jig, a homemade
hand operated cresting jig, a homemade feather burner made from
instructions out of Popular Science, Blackhawk tapering tools, and

an aluminum dip tube, A softball bat was used to explain did and
cross grain in the wood. Great ingenuity, i riicularly in the cresting
of the arrows, was displayed and student interest reached a new high
for all archery classes. The student-made avows idso became one of
the grading factors. The original clinic area was the hallway of the
physical education building.

From this beginning we have been assigned two rooms for an
archery clinic and have progressed to fiberglass arrows. The equip-

ment used in the clinic has been updated. We now have several
different styles of tapering tools in addition to the Blackbawks, two

Tessier Spmemeters, three Kwik-Krest motorized cresting jigs, two
glass dip tubes (chemistry department made these from our design)
with overflow well, two multi-fletcher fletching jigs, six Bitzenburger
Dial-O-Fletch fletching jigs, one electric heat glue pot with point
heaters, one point knurling machine, two young feather trimmers, as

well as an Easton electric cut-off saw for use on aluminum and
fiberglass shafts.
DAMAGED ARROW-A MEANS TO GREATER ARCHERY INTEREST
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Repairs

Each week a session is held with dill erent class members in which

repair of equipment (primarily the arrow' is stressed. At these sessions each student is given an opportunity to go through the procedure of actually repairing the damaged part
Fletching Replacement

Replacement of fletchings is generally the most frequent repair
item For this work we maintain a complete inventory of different
colored left wing feathers so that we can maintain the color combinations on the arrows The Bitzenburger fletching jig is a must for
this operation because it allows us to duplicate the angle of the other
fletchings Records are kept by the color of flock, color of fletchings, anti type of crest as to what the angle of the fletching should be
and what part of the ram, feather the fletching should conic from. We
ti y 'o balance the fletchings as to amount of quill or bone, degree of
rigidity of the feather itself, etc.
Before replacing a fletching, the old fletching should be removed

with a knife and care should be taken not to cut into the shaft

material The area should be cleaned by light sanding with 180 grit
abrasive paper followed by a light cleansing with lacquer thinner
The cleaned area should not be touched The fletching or vane
should now be attached by using a jig winch has the capability of
adjustment to a desired angle. The clamp set should be set to the
same angle as the other fletchings. Cement or glue compatible with
the joints or lacquers being used should be applied in sufficient
quantity along the entire length of the fiddling so that it will flow
out slightly on both sides when placed on the shaft. Ample drying
time should be allowed. 25 minutes is the minimum. The leading
edge of the fiddling should then be trimmed with a sharp knife or
single edge razor blade to give a smooth transition from shaft to

fletching A drop of cement is then applied to the leading and
trailing edge to give additional strength as well as to reduce the
effect of humid conditions on the fletching
Nock Replacement

Replacement ot nocks, unless eaiefully done, may affect shooting
accuracy The first step in replacing the nook should be the careful
removal of the old nock. This can be done with a knife, and one
must be careful not to cut into the aluminum insert on fiberglass or
the swage on aluminum shafts. 11 difficulty is experienced in this

method, gentle heat can be applied to the 'lock, thus facilitating
removal

msd.t or swage should then be cleaned of all paint. cement,
and nock I lagments. This may piove to be one ot the most difficult
36
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phases of a repair operation. The first step in our operation is to take

a small cloth dipped in a paint thinner and rotate the insert in the

tightly gripped cloth. This will remove sonic of the paint and cement

as well as loosen the remainder of the nock fragments. Place the
nock insert in a small groove in a piece of wood (to prevent creeping), place a knife edge on the insert groove (holding the arrow at a
90 degree angle), and rotate the arrow shaft clockwise. (See Figure
I.)

st
-4

Figure 1.

This will move the knife up the insert. Then reverse the turning and

this will move the knife down the insert, removing paint m the
grooves.

An alternate, and probably simpler method, is to take a rinsed
out aluminum soft drink can with a pop-top, place the insert in the
"V" while holding the can, and insert firmly with hand and thumb.
(See Figure 2.) Rotate number of turns necessary to clean grooves.
Now take 180 grit abrasive and rotate the shaft while holding the
abrasive tightly around incert. This will remove paint and cement
from outer edges of the threads. A final step is to sprinkle a cloth
with cleanser and rotate shaft while tightly gripping the insert with
cloth and cleanser Rinse with distilled water and dry with a clean
cloth Repeat the various steps as needed. In the case of wooden
DAMAGED AR ROWA MEANS TO GREATER ARCHERY INTEREST
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arrows the wick taper should he scraped or sanded to remove all
foreign material

Figure 2.

l'he new nock should be placed on the taper and rotated several

times to remove any burrs on the inside of the nock. The nock
should then be removed and a small dab of high grade glue or
cement should be applied to the taper. The adhesive should be
spread evenly by rotating the taper on the finger tip and removing
excess This is an important point because the solvent from the
excess cement or glue is trapped in the nock and in escaping can
distort the nock thus causing erratic flight and no group pattern. The
nock should 'oe attached and twisted clockwise with a forward thrust
until it is seated firmly. The nock then should be carefully checked
for alignment by rotating in the hands or on V-blocks.
Points

Points on aluminum shafts may be removed by heating the point
or end of shalt with gentle heat and gripping the point with a pair of
pliers or vise and pulling while twisting the shaft. Caution Do not
overheat or the shalt will be softened and thus unusable. To Install a

new point to this type of shaft, luat end of shaft until it will just
melt the fertile cement, putting a ring on the inside edge of the tube,
38
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and start the point into the tube; then heat the point and coat the
entire shank of the point with cement and press firmly into the tube.
Wipe excess from tube.
Target points generally cannot be replaced on fiberglass shafts as

they are usually installed with apoxy cement. S. uld the point become dull it can be sharpened on an emery wheel, but one must be
careful not to overheat as heat will break down the shaft material. A
fine file can also be used and usually is more satisfactory. Occasionally the point end of a fiberglass shaft is split. Under such condition
the shalt is cut to the next lower arrow length which will remove the
damaged section, and a new point inserted using an apoxy cement
applied to the entire shank of the point which is then firmly pressed
into the shaft.
Points can generally be replaced on wood shafts by heating the
point and twisting off. Care should he taken to heat only the point.
Overhaul

Fairly often when we check the class arrows it appears that a
complete overhaul is needed. When this occurs, we strip the arrow

completely- nock, fletching, crest and paint or lacquer. After removing the fletchings and nocks as previously described, the entire
shaft is soaked in lacquer thinner to remove the old lacquer and/or
paint. Several clippings may be necessary. The entire shaft should be
scrubbed with a cleanser (no detergents), then rinsed. One way of
telling whether the shaft is completely clean is to note whether the

shaft is completely wetted by the rinse waterthat is, there are no
breaks or beads in the rinse water film. The excess water should be
shaken off and the arrow allowed to dry in a clean dry location free
of dust. In the clinic we have an electric heater with a fan which we
use for quick drying. One should avoid touching the shaft. Should
dipping or fiddling be delayed over eight hours, the last stage of the
cleansing process should be repeated.

Although fletchings can be applied to the bare shaft, it is felt that
a better bond is obtained by dipping the complete shaft in a clear
lacquer compatible with the cement prior to fletching. Normally the
only time cresting is done is when we completely rework the arrow.
here again, it is extremely important to use paints which are compatible with the lacquer. Quality brushes should be used, with the
paint being applied in as few revolutions of the shaft as possible.
This prevents a build up of paint and gives a better appearance. If
the paint does not cover well, it is better to let the first coat dry and
apply a second coat rather than risk paint build up by continuous
application. After the desired crest has been obtained and dried, one
should brush cover with a coat of dear lacquer for added protection
of the crest.
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The order we follow

in

making a new arrow, completely

recond'oning an arrow, or repairing an individual item is as follows:
shaft.
1.
2. Cut to length.
3. Install [lock insert where applicable.
4. Install points.
5. Clean shaft.
6. Apply shaft lacquer.
7. Apply crest.
8. Apply fletching.
9. Trim fletching.
Caution items are as follows.
I. Use paints, lacquers and cements which are compatible.
2. Thoroughly clean area to which flocks, fletchings or crests are
to be applied.
3. Do not use excessive cement in applying nocks, and be sure
flock is put on straight.
4. Make sure you use same kind of fletching material.
The clinic is open at posted hours for those who wish to work on
their own equipment at no charge except for materials used. In the
future we will buy the raw materials and will make all of our own
classroom arrows. Building of a string jig is now under way so that
we can make and serve our own bow strings.
We have a new physical education building planned. We think one
of the outstanding features is an indoor archery room with adjacent
clinic for the making and repair of equipment.
We believe that student involvement in these processes has enhanced our program both in tl learning process is well as in the
carryover value for one of the lifetime sports.
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Fun with Games
BETTY ROBISON

Betty Robison received a B.S. degree from Concordia Teachers
College, Thy( r Forest, Illinois and lies done post-graduate work
at the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. She has taught

archery for the recreation department of Milwaukee County.

Following are games to add sparkle to the learning of archery.

Bird Shooting
Object of Game
To shoot discs in flight,

Equipment

1. Flu flu arrows with blunt heads, Flu flu fletclung consists of
large untrimmed feathers glued in a tight spiral completely around

the shaft. They will fly noimally for 20 to 30 yards but wind

resistance on the feathers will slow them down so they are easier to
retrieve,

2. Six commercial bird targets or corrugated cardboard discs 12
to 16 inches in diameter made by gluing several pieces of cardboard
inches in diameter
together to a 1-inch thickness, A circle about
could be painted in the center to help in
Procedure

Two teams arc lined up in single file behind a line about 10 to 15
yards away from the bird thrower, who should be to one side of the
shooters and hidden from view if possible.

Figure 1.

When one member from each team is on tne line with arrow
Hocked the instructor calls "pull," The bud thrower should throw
the bird any time within 20 seconds after the call and at any elevation. The discs should be spun up by the edge so that the flat surface
is toward the shooter. Three "birds" are tossed for each member to
shoot at alternating turns, Each hit scores one point and team with
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highest score wins After the first two girls shoot they move to the
back of then line and the next two girls prepare to shoot
Note: The arrow should be drawn and released just as the disc
reaches its highest point and pauses slightly before beginning to fall
Tic Tac Toe
Object of Game

To break three balloons in any line.
Equipment

Cut a square piece of cardboard to fit on backstop. With adhesive
tape or paint, divide the piece of cardboard into nine squares Staple

a balloon in each square to make three rows of duce balloons.

Attach piece of cardboard to backstop with target staples which can
be made iron coat hangers
Procedure

Place two teams in single file 15 to 20 yards from each target
Each team chooses a captain who will indicate which baboon each
member of the team should aim for. Each girl shoots one arrow at a
Run and then, moves to the back of the line. The first te,,m to break
three balloons in any line wins the game.
Wand Shoot

Object of Game

To shoot at wand
Equipment

Place a I-inch strip of adhesive of masking tape over a target tale
or piece of square cardboard, from top to bottom
Procedure

Divide class into teams with no more than 10 on a team. Each
team lines up in single file 15 to 20 yards from each target Each girl

on the team shoots two arrows and then moves to the back of the
line. Any arrow hitting the wand scores one point Alter all girls on
the team have shot, the arrows are tetrieved and the points are
counted for that round The team with the highest score receives
three points, team with the second highest score receives two points
and team with the thud highest score receives one point After a
specific number of rounds the team with the most points wins the
game
Rolling Target
Object of Game

To shoot at a moving target
42
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Equipment

Cut a heavy piece of cardboard the size of an old bicycle tire.
Color a bullseye as large as desired in the center of thz circle. Fit the

cardboard circle into the tie. Use flu flu arrows or regular .:rget

arrows with rubbe blunts.
Procedure

Divide class ii.to teams with 5 to 10 on one team. Teams line up
in single file behind shooting line. Instructor or assistant stands to
one side and about 10 yards in front of shooters. When all the girls
who are first on each team ha-:e their arrows nocked, the instructor
roils the tire across the groidid in front of shooters to an assistant on
the other side who catches or retrieves the tire. Each girl who 1). first
on each team attempts to hit the target as it rolls by in front of her.
If she hits the bullseye, her team receives five points, if she hits the
outside circle her team receives ne point. If a girl doesn't get a
chance to release her arrow before the tire falls over or is knocked
over by someone else's arrow she loses her chance to shoot at it on
that turn and moves
the back of the line.
The assistant then prepares to roll the tire back the other way for
the next girl in each line to shoot at. After all members of the team
have had a turn, the team with the most points receives three points:
second highest team receives two points and third highest team receives one point. Another round is then begun and after a specific
number of rounds the team with the most points wins.
Pool Bow Fishing
Object of Game
To shoot at balloons in water.

Equipment
At least one commercial or homemade bow fishing reel for each
team and inexoensive balloons.
Materials for Bow Fishing Reel
One two-quart sue bleach) bottle
One length of casting line I yard longer than width of pool
One roll of masking tape
Two speedy rivets

One arrow with a hole 3ust above the tip. (A 7/64 sue bit of
smaller is best and an allow without fletihing will penetrate water
better.)
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Making Bow Fishing Reel

Draw a line around the bottle 2 inches above the bottom of the
bottle. On each side of the circle draw flaps 2 inches high and V.
inches wide above the first line.

1"x1"
flap

4 bleach
bottle

Figure 2.

Draw a flap I x I inch above the first line and on a side
between the two flaps. Cut out the pattern you have drawn with
scissors or single edge razor blade. Round off the corners on the I x
I inch flap. Turn the I x 1 inch flap down over the outside of the
reel. Punch two holes through the flap and the reel and wiser two
speedy rivets.

r

4.

4___) side

view
of
flaps

00

1"x1' flap
with rivets
Figure 3.
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Attach the reel to the back of the bow just below
the handle by
wrapping masking tape around the bow and the
two flaps. (If the
flaps are too wide for the bow, cut them
to the width of the bow.)

Figure 4.

Tie one end of the line securely in rivets
on reel, then wind the
line around the reel and leave
inch loose. Thread the loose end
through the hole in the arrow and make
11/2 loops
1

around the arrow

and tie a secure knot.

t
line
from
reel

Figure 5.
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To hold the line in place on the reel, insert a bobby pin in a hole
on the opposite side of the rivets and on the open side of the reel
(the arrow is now ready to shoot).

bobby
pin

hole

line

Figure 6.

Setting U7 the Balloons

Fill 15 to 20 balloons with water. use air if time is short (Use the
colors of the standard target face if possible, green may be substi-

tuted for black.) To fill balloon with water, slip the end of the
balloon over the faucet or hose and fill slowly. To avoid any air

getting in the balloon, support the balloon underneath so it will not
slip off the faucet. Fill balloon until it is about 1/4 blown up, leaving
about two inches of the neck available for tying the string. Tie string
just above the blown up part of the balloon while it is still attached
to the faucet and is supported underneath. Using this method will
prevent air bubbles from forming in the balloon, so it will sink in the
pool to the end of the string.
Tie strings to the balloons using the following lengths as a guide.

white 3 to 6 inches, green or black 7 to 9 inches, blue 10 to 12

inches, red 13 to 18 inches, and yellow 19 to 24 inches.
Attach water-filled balloons to pool lane markers so the balloons
when placed in the water will be in at least five feet of water. If you
use air-filled balloons, the strings should be of uniform length. At-

tach the lane marker °cross the length of the pool just as they are
used in swimming meets.
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Safety Factors

The pressure 01 the water will not allow the arrow to hit the
bottom of the pool even if shot directly downward into eight feet
of water using 26 pounds of pull.
After the balloon is broken, the pieces may be gathered up with a
net, otherwise they may clog the filter sy _in of the pool
Procedure
Dim le the class into teams consisting of five to eight girls on each
team. One member from each team stands about one foot back from

the edge of the pool. She nooks her arrow when the instructor
signals, she then gets 15 seconds to shoot at any color balloon she

chooses The arrow is then pulled out of the water, the line is rewound onto the reel and the next girl prepares to shoot After each
member of the team has attempted to shoot a balloon, one round
has been completed. The points are then totaled and the results are

reccrded for that round. The scoring is: yellow 9, red 7, blue-5,
green or black 3, and white-1. After a specific number of rounds
the team with the highest score wins.
Bowbaseball
(Game developed by Roger Beck)

Object of Game
To shoot at various size whiffle balls with rubber blunts

Materials for Outdoor Bowball Target
Three 3/8 inch x 5 feet reinforcing rods
Two 8 inch long section% of discarded garden hose

One 5 x 4 foot double bump stitched together on three sides
leaving one 5 foot side open

mice various size (baseball, junior and softball) whiffle balls with
holes in one-half of the balls. These are available at most department stoics.
One length of 1/8 inch nylon cord 3 feet long
i

i.
I

Figure 7.
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Making the Outdoor Bowban Target

Place 2 rod. I foot into the ground and 5 feet apart.

Connect the third iod to the t wo upright rods by using the hose
as a connecting sleeve

hose

hose

F
5' rod

+ l'of rods

-+I

undergrounFigure 8.

Shp burlap over upright frame.

Tie the (Mee balls to the crossbar on top by poking the nylon
cord through the top of the burlap or backdrop. Spa, them evenly
across the backdrop The balls should then hang d( 1 directly in
front of the backdrop and dangle against it.

burlap
or

backdrop

Figure 9.
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Materials for Indoor Bowball Target

Two 1 inch x 4 foot conduit tubing
One 3,13 inch x 51/2 foot reinforcing rod

One () foot x I foot x I inch plank
Four brackets or corner irons with four holes in each

4"

brackets
Or

corner irons
Figure 10.

One-handle to plaice on edge of plank for carrying

One-builap backdrop, set of three whiffle balls. and nylon cord
(same as for outdoor target)
Light bolts and nuts to attach brackets to plank
Foul bolts and nuts to secure conduit tubing to brackets If
possible. two of the nuts should be wing nuts.
Making the Indoor Bowball Target

Drill holes in one end of tubing to match holes in brackets.

Attach brackets to plank so the inside brackets are 5 feet apart
The outside brackets should be placed so they are I inch away from
the inside brackets.
plank
brackets

s'

14

5'2"

1

Figure 11.
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Place tubing in position in brackets and insert bolts through
brackets and tubing to hold the tubing in place Secure bolts with
nuts and use the wing nuts for the top bolts
tubing
bracket

plank

Figure 12,

Bend iemlorcmg rod 3 Indies limn each end and slip rod into

open ends of tubing.

reinforcing rod

t

U.

4-- tubing -4,Figure 13.

Slip burlap bakkdiop over frame and tic the balls on crossbar rust
as lor the outdoor target.
1 o (01.1pw target pull bolt out 01 holes m luaLket and t
tip tubing down au oss the plank.

and

Procedure
Divide

iii) two teams with 5 to 10 playei,, on each team

I ails teal]] stands a set distance ,may Irons its target One team is the
hitting or of Iensive team and the other team is the tickling of delensRe R MO Both teams shoot in .1 speolic 01 der
011(ns( I he team tip to hat begins pi,* by the last gill desig-

nating whkh of the three vanous sue halls she's going to shoot at
She gels three hanics to hit that ball II she hits it oil the Inst
attempt it is a pnietinai (filth, 11 on the second attempt it is a
pot, taw/ double, if on the thud attempt if is a potetitta/ single I adi
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mess is a strike and three strikes are au out. If the arrow is arrested in
flight

and held by the target ball or any shot, a home run

is

recorded. If the archer hits the supporting cord, she is given a hall
and four such hits give the batter a base on balls.

Defense. After the first member of the offensive team has completed shooting, the first member on the defensive team then has an
opportunity to make the batter out unless the hatter has struck out
or scored a home run or a walk The defensive archer attempts to hit
the same size ball on her target in the same number of times or less

than it took the batter to do it. For example if the batter hit ball
No, 3 in one shot, then the defensive archer must hit ball No 3 on
her target m one shot in order to get the batter out. if she misses
then the batter has scored a triple. If it it took the batter two shots

to hit ball No. 3. and the defensive player hits it on the first or
second shot the batter is out, but if the defensive plaei masse, on
both shots the batter has scored a double. If it took Once shots for
the batter to hit ball No. 3 then the defensive archer gets three shots
to hit ball No. 3 and if she hits it on any of the three shots the batter
is out If she misses all three shots the batter has then scored a single
for her team.

After the offensive team has made three outs then the defensive
team becomes the offensive leam and the offensive team becomes
the defensive team. The team svormg the most runs aim a specific
number of innings is the winner
Sources of Information

Consultants for Bow Fishing Reek Pat and Bob Skiels, in- tiuctois
and drotessional arctic!,

Consultant for Bow Fishing Gme. Carol Wolter, head of Girl,

Physical Education at Milwaukee Lutheran high School
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An Individualized Approach to
Archery Instruction'
BONNIE NEUMAN
Bonmr

un assntcrut PrOfeSSOI Della, !Weill 01
\'1 duration
mall
On Women. at Kent State Universit).
is

Kent. Ohio, She holds an in$Irui tors idling from Teela-Wooket
Ir heel Camp She re«,ited her 13.5. degree pom Drake dmret$111,, Des lIornev, Iowa and a 11 S. degree porn the University of No, cwohmi at Greenshwa.

Current emphasis m education is being placed upon increased
student involvement in the learning process Movement education,
Bloom\ three domains 01 learning, and group dynamics are Just .1
lew of the terms that are becoming a part ,;1 the -now generation"
physical education The tempo of the times reflects.' necessity to
be relevant to student needs In archely, what better way is there to
be

relevant and to increase student imolvement than an Huh-

vidualued approach 10 instruction which allows the student to enter
into the &Liston making process at her 0%),n rate to meet her own
needs'

Muska Mosston2 has identified a spec I UM of teaching styles di-

ickleu toward the goal of aclue%mg an -independent, decision-

making indivIdual Several 01 these styles )re identified below with
emphasis on ataely to show the breadth ()I possibilities which exist

for mdividuahred instruction It should he understood that satety
la(tors are planned in advance of the lex mng situation, and that all
students .1%1010e the S.1110e shooting line, shoot, and then retrieve as a

group.
Teaching by Tasks
!he student is go.en a SOWN ot tasks and progresses from task to

task as she is lead)
(1011(.1111y

Tasks can be arranged according to level of
A student may complete the tasks in sequence beginning

Nlaierial in this article is adapted Inlet information to he inkluded ui ,i test
Seidel. I ay Blles, Grate
and Bonnie Neuman, ,Spar( Sxrttt limenzi ill With ,Ilediting A Om

being prepared 1)% Ihls .111010( .111(1 00iler1
I

cp/m// Air eiorar Ii rcr Prof to al 1 die Wiwi (Dubuque Wm C. !Inn% ii ('o.)

Nlmka Nlossion. /ern hmg
Publishing
I966

'/hrc /.pp
52

emu/ / dura/ron Columbus. oldie

.rtes I,,
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ssith the first and continuing to the last or she may begin with the
task appropriate to her skill level. She then focuses upon this task
until ready to progress to a more challenging task
Giving each student a vs 'Uteri copy of the tasks allows the student
to be ,INN are of the Val ions tasks and to record and note her progress
It also flees the instructor to move among the archers to give greater
individual attention In archery. tasks could 'rinse from achieving a

certain number of hits. store. or groupings at various distances to
acInesing a Lei tam rating on foini (See figure I for a sample task
card.)

Teaching by task acknowledges that students will have varying
degrees of skill and learn at varying rates Each student is able to
progress as she is ready Illus. the last learner is not restrained
because of the slower learner. the lower skilled student is not frustrated by the higher skilled Each student progresses according to err
own capabilities.
Reciprocal Teachings
In reciprocal teaching. the students work in partners. Instructions

are directed to the partner who assists the archer as observer, corrector, and reinforcer
Use of the partner arrangement provides immediate feedback for
the archer An alert partner can detect an cum and help the archer
to eliminate It. It is not necessary to wait until the instruLtor is free
to observe and assist each archer. As she works with an archer observing and correcting weaknesses. the partner's own understandings
of archery are enhanced.
To be successful. emphasis must be placed on the partner rather
than the archer and the partner must be made aware of what to look

for and how to correct common problems. The partner is given a
specific focus. For example, she may concentrate on the archer's
anchor position for several ends of arrows assuring that a correct.
tight anchor is used prior to release. She may have to deter mine that

the anchor is correct, or she may need to increase the archer's

dW,IfeileSs of a flaw in performance l'he Institmoi is then free to

move am() .g the partners giving assistance as needed to each partner

who in turn helps the archer. The instructor must continually provide direction for I he partner, explain, and re-explain items to Observe, and comment upon the suet ess of the partner.

As students increase in then abilities to °tisk,' ve and correct, the
tasks given may increase in complexity Partners may be given a
series of tasks or a task card to complete An evaluation sheet can be
used to assess I he archer's performance. A task card pei laming to the
2 Mu/ pp. 71 91
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Stance
Go. d
posture

Din PC7 101V.S.-

Date

Aiiher

1

bold of
tension

Re (caw
Live
, ielease.
fingeis

Figure 1.

Below average pertoi mance

Consistent.
firm, index
finger under
chin, string
bisects chin

:l to Ion

Use a tatIng stale of 1-3 to rile each item
I-xcellent performance
Averge performance

Use of back
muscles
secondary

Mau

and back.
"rcher analyses
btlore relaxing

recoils. boss
rocks I orward

String hand

:' ollow 1171 ongh

awl //old

I valuator

TARGET ARCHERY FORM EVALUATION

Comments

essentials in the shooting sequemc can be used to focus attention on
problems in performance and to note improvement (Figure I). and
The possibilities for using reciprocal instruction are many the
are actively involved in
vatted. Both the archer and the partnerindividual
attention and freshooting sequence. The archer receives
quent telnforcement.
Guided Discoverys

In guided discovery the student is given a (noble!» to explore.
The institietor provides clues to guide the student as she explores
possible solutions to the problem
Because of the nature 'al alchery, it is essential that the problems
Within the limitacan be solved while adhering to safety iegulations.
explore the
tions unposed by sa'Ay. guided discovery can be used to
concepts related to archery to increase the student's awareness and
understanding ot tile "why" behind the actions she is performing
of a piojectile, the importance of
1 he etfeLt ot gravity on the flightshoot,
the production of force to
stability as the archer prepares to
are Just
be imparted to the arrow, and the mechanics of a bow sight
student with
which
can
be
explored
by
the
a new ot the many areas
the guidance of the instructor For the experience to be meaningful,
the questions to be explored must be probing (See Figure 2.)
Either verbal or written directions can be used to explain the
written problems allow the
problem to be explored, however,
speed.
The learning experience instudent to progress at her own
creases in value to the student because of her active involvement
She becomes involved in a) If ying and assessing previous knowledge.
the student is free to proceed at her own pace. and satisfaction is
derived as she is able to reach a solution brought about by her own
efforts.
Regardless of the teach rig style selected, if the individuahrahon
instructor's thoughts, one 'w;11
of Instruction is foremost ill theenhance
the learning atmosphere
become aware of many ways to
involv 'inert Students can be given the

and to increase the student's
For example, instead of all
heedoli, to select their own locus.
may
prefer to continue practice
competing in a tournament, some
to
learn
a
dilfeient
archer event sari as
on individual problems or
individual
practice,
instruction in
held archery. It is possible to have
simultaneously.
field technume, and a tournament Occurring

for each student to experience

ro increase the opportunity
suitable to
success. modifications can be made to provide a challenge
facilities
and
class.
Where
the
the vaiying skill levels withinand shooting distance can be varied
equipment allow. target face site
relevant when one
to :mei Individual needs. Archery can be
the
Individual.
con( ent rates on teaching
s find pp 143.182
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Ilmsing is a suggested worksheet

FORCE PRODUCTION AND THE FLIGHT OF AN ARROW
Determining the I. Meet that a
At
patted

I

ull Draw Has Upon the Force Im-

Dr/cc/10ns- Work with a partner. Mach partner should complete the
items below. Be sure that you rake all comments pertaining to the
archer's tom on the archei's worksheet. Proceed at your own rate.
Devote as much time to any item as you feel is necessary. Do not

Lhaage the position of your sight during the completion of this
01k.,he,:l.
A.

Shoot three arrows using correct form. Have your painter indi-

cate below that propel -.hooting twin was used. Refer to the
chalactelistics listed on the previous worksheet 7
I

Dr isv

3.

Aim

2. AnLhor_

B.

4

Release_

5.

Hold

On the target below mark the placement of these arrows with an

6 I his is only a portion of a worksheet m vInch students evplwe the effect on
force production of the degree of bentness or the bow and then 1.011(1111.1e to
esplore the effev I of a secondary draw, an etended bow arm, and a bow arm
follow through upon the force produced.

7Previous worksheet identified iharacterisins to he observed m 0.01 01 the

steps III the %III/14111g uilueiiie
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C.

For the next three allows to be shot concentrate on using a
secondary draw.
1.

The tension in the back muscles is maintained until the
,.rrow hits the target.
a. The archer continues to use the back muscles to keep the

2.

3.

string tight against his chin during the aiming process.
Until the moment of release he feels like he is drawing
the string through his chin.
b. Partner: Be sure that the arcaer does not overdraw. It is
essential that the string is drawn to the center of the chin
and not overdrawn to the side of thee face.
The archer is in a straight line from the elbow of the string
hand to the tip of the arrow.
A string hand follow-through occurs naturdly following the
release if a secondary draw is useu..^.0zr release the string
hand is relaxed and br.,nes the neck indicating the use of a
lie release. In a dead release the string hand remains at
anchor position following the release.

D. On the target above mark the place tient of these arrows with a
/en) (0).
Partner
1.

Did the archer use a secondary draw?
a,

Was the archer in a straight line from tip of arrow to

elbow"
b.
c.

2.

Was the tension in the back muscles maintained through
the aiming step?
Did a string hand follow-through occur?

Did the archei use a live release or a dead release" How do
you know?

I. Did the first three arrows (X) or the second three arrows (0)
land higher on the target?
I. If correct form was used, this indicates that
(X arrows or 0 arrows) received the greater force.

,. Since these allows received the greater force, it can be as-

sumed that the bow was bent to a
(lesser
or greater) extent when shooting these arrows.
If it was not possible for you to accurately complete the above,
what was the source ol your difficulty? What would you expect
to occur if all items had been completed accurately'?
Figure 2.
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Archery Interest Builders
IRENE HEPBURN

Irene Hepburn received her !3.S. degree in physical education
from Arnold College and her M.S. degree in elementary education from State University of New York at Potsdam. She holds

an instructor's rating in archery from ThIla-Wooket Archery
Camp, and is teaching at Colton-herrepon 'entral School in
Colton, New York,

There are many ways to stimulate interest in archery, For example, does your library have any interesting and/or informative
books on archery? Any magazine? How about the outdoor type
magazines which might have an occasional article on bowhuntmg?
has your school ever held an assembly on archery? The school
assembly companies some,anes have such programs available: if not,

perhaps a representative of an equipment company, a local howhunter, or a member of an archery dub might be able to put together a program for you,
If you can get the use of a display window in your school, an

attractive exhibit of equipment might interest students. For in-

stance, you might create an interesting arrangement of some of the

parts of the arrow and with printed cards telling how an arrow is
made, partially repaired arrows could be included, There Is much
that can be done in the school chop at a minimal cost in such areas
as trophies, broken arrows made into bookends. and miniature target
embl-ms

Clout Shooting

Are you willing to try sonic ditterent approaches to archery in
order to gain the student's interest') Many will not be at all Intelested in shooting at a regulation target, so why not try something
easier like clout shooting? This is a way of getting started that is very
satisfying to the students because it gives them a chance to point the
arrow up in the air and let fly. The equipment necessary for the
range is only a stake an
piece of rope near one end of a large tield,
the student needs only a rabbet hand and a burnt wooden match in
addition to the bow and arrow,
Paint colors on a piece of clothesline to correspond to the target,
i.e., start at one end with 4.8 feel of gold, red. blue, black, and
white. Tie one end of the rope to the bottom of the stake and a real

flag at the top. Use the head of the burnt match as a bowsighl,
holding it on the bow below the htindgrip with the lubber band.
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When all have shot their arrows into the air at the stake from a

distance of 100 to 120 yards, select a captain and five assistanits. The
captain takes the end of the painted rope and each assistant stations
herself at a color. As the captain slowly walks around in a circle at
the end of the rope. the assistants gather all arrows wthin the reach

of their colors. Then each person can select her own arrows and
score them according to the regulation scoring system.

Archery Golf

Archery golf can be played on an optn field very successfully

also. For this you need sonic coat-hanger wire bent to form a circle
at one end and some hollow rubber balls about the size of a football.
The wires hold the balls about 18 inches above the ground. Par for
each "hole" can be established depending on the distance and location of the "hole" and with several "holes" set up, several groups
can start at the same time so that everyone is in action at once.

Other Activities for Fun

Some other things you can do for fun include shooting at
balloons mounted either on a target or at the end of a stake. There
are a number of games which can be played, for example, tic tac toe
can be done with the lines made of masking tape on the target face.
Old worn-out balls which will vo longer hold air and can't be re-

paired can be used for practice shooting. They can be on the ground,
rolling, or thrown into the air. This will depend upon the spec and
facilities available.
When the students meet in class for the first time, have interesting

booklets on archery ready to distribute. Go through them quickly
and get as much information across to the students as possible.

And don't forget the old rehables the bulletin board and the
audiovisual material. Do you have charts showing point of aim, use
of a bowsight, correct 'raw positions, and range Layout" Do you
have interesting pictures from magazines to use on the bulletin

Ivies, film strips, and slide shows on rainy days
board? The use of
during the archery season may help.
!lave you ever shown youi class how to put a new nook or tip on
ar arrow, repair or replace the feathers, or make a bowstring'
An archery club might be perstiac.,J to put on a special meeting

for a special group of your students. Ask the club to talk about

tournaments and show your students how to shoot.
Have you ever tried to get an archery scholarship at an archery
training camp for a deserving student or for yourself and a student?

Remind your students that a person does not have to be an
athlete to shoot a bow. Many people who are crippled can enjoy the
sport, and in fact, in some hospitals it is used as a convalescent
activity for patients unable to use their legs tot
ARCHERY INTEREST BUILDERS
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1 person's age Is unimportant tow participation in archery. From
the age of three people can shoot and the sooner they get started.
the better. Be stile, though, to ht the equipment to the person.
11Lhery is anothei way of getting out - of -doors as soon as possible

in the spring. It can be extended to include camping and fishing.
( ()intuiting archery and fishing in bowlishing makes a Ineal sport.
I quipment is not L. x pensive and it is a lot of Ion.

And finally. remember that archery, along with tennis, badminton. bowling, golf, and swimming is a Winne sport which can be
einoed 101 under \2--,.00 starting Lost and can lead to many interesting dents.
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Annotated Archery Bibliography
JACQUELINE SHICK
Books

Acker, William R.B. Japanese Archery. Rutland, Vt.: Charles F.
Tuttle Co.. 1965. S2.95. Concise, well-illustrated book shows
unique methods of Japanese archery. Describes aims, techniques,

and philosophical basis of its ceremony which is strongly influenced by Zen philosophy.

Armbruster, David A., Sr.; Musker, Frank F.. and Irwin, Leslie W.
Basle Skills in Sports for Men and Women. St Louis. C.V. Mosby
Co.. 1971. 55.50. Contains a chapter on archery including
history, mechanics, rules, basic techniques, safety, terminology,
and teaching techniques.

Arch,fry. Chicago: the Instichampions demtute, 1971. 75 cents. World and national archery
onstrate fundamental archery techniques, Gicssary,
Barrett, Jean A. Archery. Pacific Palisades, alif. Goodyear Publishing Co.. 1969. Pap. 51.75. cloth $4,95. ('overs equipment, terms,

Athletic Institute. Sports Techniques

shooting fundamentals. analysis of form, score and accuracy

analysis, sports and games.
Bear, Fi ed. The Archer's Bible. Gat den City. N Y. Doubleday Co..
1968, S1.95. Selection of equipmmt, techniques of target and

held archery. common shooting faults and how to correct them,
safety, games, and bow hunting.
Boss and Arross Maganne. The Archer's Digest, Brea, Calif. Gallant
1 ibrary, 1971. 55.95. Ilisiory of archery, how to choose target

equipment, basics of how hunting, building your (As n now.
tietching your own arrows, advanced hunting techniques, field
archery, and crosshom,. Glossary.

Broei. NIanon R , ed. Indiridual Spoils for Women. 5th ed. Philadelphia W.B. Saunders Co., 1971. 59,50, Contains chapter on
both I ield and target archery, including history, terms. rules, tachniques, safety, suggestions for purchase and care of equipment.
Burke, I dmond. Arehor The mnplete Ilandboo4 for Begumos

and LApetts. Arco, N.Y. Arc Books. 1961. 95 cents. Techniques .

and improsemcnt ur style.
ampbell. Donald NV, Archery. 1nglessood Chits, N.J.. Prentice-llall,
1971. SI.95. Contains chapter on I:tallies. equipment. fundamental skills, safety precautions, tournaments. novelty shoots.

history. mechanics, movement analysis. conditioning program
Glossary.

!Wig; am of /1( mines, St,
I
I . Physical I. do ea non
Louis C.V. Mosby Co., 1969. 54.95. Contains a &WWI On
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( lark, Dana

archery using a programed format; rules, terms, and techniques.
Teacher's guide available.

Mott, Wan E. Why We Miss and Other Writings. Published by
author, 5570 Fellwood Road, College Park, Ga. 30022. 1970.

S2.95. Analysis of errors and corrections.
Gillelan, G. Howard. Complete Book of the Bow and Arrow. llarrisburg, l'a.: Stackpole Books, 1971. $9.95. history, equipment,
rules, skills. Reference for field and target archery, bow hunting,
and bow fis ung.
Gillelan, G. Ilc Nan Modern ABC's of Bow and Arrow. Harrisburg,
Pa.: Stackpole f Joks, 1967. $4.95. Selection of equipment, fundamentals c' shooting target and field archery, indoor archery
and automated archery facilities, bow hunting and fishing.
Heath, E. G. The Grey Goose Wing. Reading, England: Spicy Publications Ltd., 1971. S20.80. A history of archery.
Keaggy, David J., Sr. Power Archery. 2d rev. ed. Paradise Valley,
Anz.: Powei Archery Products, 1968. S1.95. Includes information on stance, bow grip, bow arm, anchor, release, sight alignment, breath control, physical conditioning, and mental discipline.

Klann, Margaret L. Target Archery. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley
Publishing Co., 1970. S3.50. bquipment, safety, techniques, common shooting problems and how to correct them, rules, and terminology.
Latham, J.D. and Paterson, W.F. Saracen Archery. London. Holland
Press. 1970. S17.50. Basic techniques, analysis, flight shooting,
and shooting from horseback.
McKinney, Wayne C. Archery. 2d ed. Dubuque, Iowa. W.C. Brown
Co., 1971. 95 cents. Tackle, fundamentals of target archery, bow
hunting and fishing, archery in literature and art.
Niemeyer, Roy K. Beginning Archery. Rev. ed. Belmont, Calif..

Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1967. 80 cents. Includes history,

equipment, techniques, rules, and terms.
Pszczola, Lorraine. Archery. Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders Co., I 97i .
52.25. Contains fundamentals, errors to avoid, ways to improve
performance, rules, terminology, and purchase and care of equipment.

Roth, Bernhard A. //ee I.S Your !lobby Archery New York, G.P.
Putnam's Sons, 1962. 53.63. Covers history, construction,
danger, conservation Id ws, and techniques. Illustrated with
photos. Recommended for Junior high school level.

Schuyler. Keith C. Archery porn Golds to Big Game. Cranbury,
N.J.: A.S. !James 1970. S12.00. Lquipment, techniques, target
archery, and huinmg small game.
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Ilmvaid T. Pocket Guide to Archery. Harrisburg, Pa.: Stackpole Co., 1967. S2.95. Equipment and its care, basics of held and
target shooting.
Strutt, Joseph. The Sports and Pastimes of the People of England.
New York: Augustus NI. Kelley, Publishers. S22.50. An extremely
interesting chapter on the role of archery in England from 633 to
1844.

Pamphlets

ilrchery Shills lest Vanual. Washington, D.C. American Association
for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, 75 cents. Contains a series of skills tests with national norms for boys (itilturls,
ages 10-18. Complete instructions for administering the tests and
suggestions for their use as instructional aids.

Articles

Bather, Martha Kipp. "A 'Do-It-Yourself' Indoor-Outdoor Instructional Ground (buyer." Journal of Health. Physical hducation,
Recreation 41 (Sept. 1(170), p. 67. Use of a one-pound cot lee can
with a plastic lid in which are punched six holes to hold the
arrows. Tor stability, the coffee can is half-filled with coarse sand.

Carlisle, Norman. "Look What's Happened to Bows and Arrows.
Popular 3h (litmus 132 (Sept. 1969), pp. 120-123. F scellent
pictures of new designs for bows and arrows. Discusses materials
used for boss s, types of stabilizers, and changes undergone in
arrows.

Cotton, Doyice. "Insuring Proper boon lot Beginning Archers" The
Physical Eduoiten 25 (May 1968), pp. 85-86. The %kilter adsocates starting beginning classes shooting at a distance of 35 yards
as opposed to a closer range of IS to 20 yards. Ile feels that this
lessens the chances of poor form because the students would be
more concerned with form than %kith score since the, would not
be able to hit the target from that distance, Ile also subscribes to
the "buddy'' system for developing good form.
Driscoll, Margaret . Archery Classes t hat Mose." .Journal of
Health. Physical Edu«ition, Reelea twn 41 (Sept. 1)70), pp.

66-67. Suggestions for organization of equipment to ensure the
greatest amount of class time for the Wanting experienve,

Hyman, Dorothy.

I caching the Blind St udent A ehm

Journal of Health. Physical hducation, Recreation 40 ( April
1969), pp. 85-86, A step-by-step desuiption of the pi occdures

the %%mei followed in teaching a blind student.

Schuyler, Keith C, "Selecting a Bow for the 1 argil Archer.'' ('(msumer /Merin SO (June 1)67), pp. 15-18. Contains specifics to
be considered with regard to weight, length, cast, stability, gni),
ANNOTATED ARCHERY BIBLIOGRAPHY
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and price. Lists some of the leading bow manufacturers in the
United States, their addresses, and price range of their lines.
Zatuk. Roger M. and Jackson. Androk S. "Reliability of Archery
Achievement.- Research Quarterly 40 (March 1969), pp.
254-255. Modified Chicago and Flint Rounds were found to be
reliable measures to evaluate achievement of college men.

Periodicals

Archery Wothl. Market Communications, Inc_ 534 No. Broadway,
Milwaukee, Wis. 53202. Published bimonthly. S3.00 per year.
Official publication of the National Archery Association. Magazine lor all archers from beginner to competffne shooter and bow
hunter.
Bow and ,1rrow. Gallant Publishing Co., 130 Olinda Pl., Brea, Calif.
92621. Published bimonthly. $3.00 per year. Articles foi both
the beginner and expert in all aspects of archery.
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Archery Visual Aids
MARIE L. SEN,7RCHIA
Marie Senerchza holds a /3.5. degree from the Umversay of
Rhode Island, Kingston. She is currently teaching at Narragansett Junior High School in Narragansett, Rhode Island. She is a
Life Time Sports Archery clinician and has conducted several
chines.

Prices listed are subject to change. Numbers in parentheses refer to

film distributors listed.
Beginning Archery Classes
Archery, Super 8 film loops. 3-2/3 mm. ea., color, si. Sale S24 95 ea.

(6). Set of four loops covering basic skills, nook, anchor, release,
aiming (pre-gap method): aiming (sight method).
Archery Color, sd. Sale $12 series (13). Series of 22 slides covering
equipment, nomenclature, and shooting techniques.
Archers an Introduction. 16 nun, 18 min., sd. Rental S5. (4). New
instructive film for all age groups.
Archery for Beginners. 16 mm, 12 min., b&w., si. Rental 53.50,
(10). Demonstrates the techniques employed in stance, nockmg.
aiming, the draw, etc. Presents a graphic study of fingers and arm
action with closeup shots. Made under the direction of DGWS.
Archery for Girls. 16 mm, 11 nun., b&w., sd. Rental S3. u 10, 12).
With expert archers demonstrating, students learn fundamental
techniques of shooting, proper stance, (locking the arrow, the
aim, and the release. Stresses relaxation and practice. Excellent
for beginners and advanced students.

Archery Fundamentals. 16 inm. 10 min., b&w, color, sd. Rentalb&w 52.50, color S5. (3, 5, 10. 11, 12). Cover parts of equipment, recurve bows, three anchor points, steps of shooting, point
of aim, bow sight, and field archery, Good first film.
Archers' Instruction and Safety. 16 nun, 10 nun., color, sd. Rental
S3.65, sale $120. (1, 12). Describes necessary equipment, parts of
bow and arrow, bracing the bow, stance, draw, release, etc. Includes safety precautions.

Archery with Larry Hughes. 16 min, 8 nun., b&w.. si. Rental SI.
(10). Instructive and interesting demonstration of proper bow
and arrow technique. Endorsed by AA1IPER.

The Art of Archery. 16 nun, 121/2 nun., color., sd. Rental S5. (8).
Complete and interesting step-by-step instructions on techniques
used in shooting by both the instinctive method and the use of
sighting aids. Includes slow motion sequences of the more important phases.
ARCHERY VISUAL AIDS
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Beginning Archers' 35 mm, 12 min. ea., color, sd., Si. Rental -sd.

$ 1.50, sale 542 50, si. 536 75. (3) This filmstrip contains four
teaching unit~ which cover aiming. scoring, and shooting rules

Introduction to Field Archery. 16 mm, 12 min., color, sd. Rental
54.50. sale $140. (1, 12). Promotional film showing family 01
four being introduced to field archery. Film creates interest for
archer who has never participated in the sport.

Stia girt us an Arrow. 16 mm, 20 min., color, sd. Rental $5, sale
5150 (7). Film shows all phases of archery plus some technical
shots in slow motion showing why the spine of the arrow must
match the bow.

Women's ,Ithery Super 8 film loops, 3'2 nun ea.. color, si Site
518 95 ea 554 series ( 2). Series of du Lie film loops covering
basic skills. stance. Docking through the arrow, draw, aim, hold
release and follow through

Advanced Classes or End of Unit

Bows. and Arrows. 16 mm, 10 min., b&w, sd. Rental $4.50. (9, 10).
Bow and arrow lesson by five-time champion Russ Iloogerhyde.
Includes game call -roving." The skill of the archer is matched
against a colter.
196) 117'il rtimld Championship of Archery. 16 mm. 15 min., color,
sd. Rental $5, sale 5150 (7). Film shows the woild's top tournament held in Vesteras, Sweden.

/969 F/Tzl 25th World Archery Championship. 16 nun, 20 min.,
color, sd. Rental 55. sale S150 (7). Complete coverage of the
25th World Championships held in Valley Forge, Pa.

Motivational Films

ABC-Polar Bear and Mule Deer. 16 mm. 25 min., color, sd. Rental
$10. (8). Fled Bear hunts great ice bear and sea-ches for record
class mule deer in the rugged mountains of the Jicarillo Apache
Indian reservation near Dulce, New Mexico. Cannot be used for
TV or paid audience showing.
Hunt. 16 mm, 16 min., color,
American Sportsinan-Canadian
sd. Rental 55. (8). Locale is the wilderness area of north central
British Columbia where the grizzly bear reigns supreme. !hinting
suspense at its best as Fred Bear stalks a 650-pound bear. Cannot
be used tor TV or paid audience showing.
Archery in the Arctic. 16 in m. 18 min. Rental $5. (4). Ben Pearson
bags record class bears.

Arrow for a Gr=ly. 16 MM, 121/2 min., color, sd. Rental $5. (8).
Story of a pack train expedition through the vast wilderness of
the Yukon territory and of what happens when a daring bowman
meets a truculent grizzly.
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Back Country Bowhunt. 16 mm. 2S nun., color, sd. Rental S 10. (8).
The action is fast and turious as the party of bow hunters pursues
a variety of big game. The film Is further enhanced by fine se-

quences of fly fishing for magnificent rainbow trout in waters
never before fished by white men.
Badlands Bucks. 16 mm, 121/2 mm., color, sd. Rental SS. (8). A bow

hunt for the huge mule deer in the breaks along the Missouri
River in North Dakota. The unusual landscapes and short-range

glimpses of m ch smaller animal life enhance the exciting action
of the hunt.
Bowftslung Fun. 16 mm, 121/2 mm.. color, sd. Rental S5. (8). An
introduction to one of America's fastest growing off-season
sportsshooting fish with bow and arrow. Action takes place in
the vast marshes of Lake Frie in Michigan. Special equipment and
techniques are shown in detail, as are many thrilling battles with
"harpooned" carp up to 30 pounds in weight.
Bowhunter's Safari. 16 mm, 121/2 min., color, sd. Rental S5. (8).
Detailed glimpses of safari life and a visit to the Belgian Congo
where the white hunter meets the forest pygmies in an archery
contest enliven the story of Fred Bear in Africa stalking the swift
antelope species inhabiting the veldt.
BlVana Bowman. 16 mm, 121/2 min., color, sd. Rental S5. (8). Film

record of William Negley's safari to the Belgian Congo in an
attempt to shoot a full grown African elephant to win a bet 01
S I 0,000! A terrific climax that will have even the most blase
viewers on the edge of their seats.

Devils of the Desert. 16 mm, 131/2 mm. Rental S5. (4). Hunting
Javelma in Arizona.

Fins, Feathers and Fur. 16 mm, 2.1 nun., color, sd. Rental S10. (8).
A fast-paced film of off-season sports available to the adventurous
bowman. This film portrays the lure and lore of archery in an
interesting way to audiences of all ages.

Grubstake Bowhunt. 16 mm, 121/2 mm., color, sd. Rental S5. (8).
Bow hunting in the Little Delta country of Alaska's interior.
Hunting the Hard Way. 16 mm, 1/84w, sd. Rental S5. (9). !toward
!fill takes his bow and arrow to the Rockies to hunt the deadly
mountain lion.
Kalbab Bucks. 16 mm, 121/2 min., color, sd. Rental S5. O. An
absorbing account of the first bow and arrow season in Arizona's
Kaibab Forest.

Kodiak Country. 16 mm, 25 mm., color, sd. Rental $10. (8). The

sweep and majesty of Alaska's coastal wilderness tile displayed in

this hunt for the huge Kodiak bear. Witness one of the most

thrilling hunting scenes ever photographed as a bowman faces a
thousand-pound hear across 20 teet of open beach.
ARCHERY VISUAL AIDS
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/he Ilan Adler\ 16 nun, 20 min., color, sd. Rental S5. (8). Un- med. e Lept for bow and arrow, Howard Hill spears barracuda,
-.halts,. and alligators off Key Largo, Florida.

Ilo:anthmte Game Timis. lo nun, 25 min., color, sd. Rental 510.
(s) I led Bear talks the great Kudu, nyala, impala, warthog,
atei bull, and !Malty a huge bull elephan, in Portuguese East
Mice 1 he boss man maneuvers his way through a tremendous
herd of thew great beasts, finally closing to within 40 yards of
the trophy he Lame half way around the world to find.
A'orth to Idrentroe 16 in m, 30 nun., color, sd. Rental S I 0. (8).
Setting is the rugged mountains, forested valleys, and open tundra
01 northern Bulk!' olombia. A party of bowmen on horseback

hunt part mouse, white mountam goats, nomadic caribou,

ptarmigan, and sheep tam,
Me Oldest Game. 16 nun, 20 nun., color, sd. Rental S10. (8). Pur\tut of the Whitetail deer. Hunting from blind, and stalking are
both employed, ssith fine bucks resulting from both methods.
Iritetestmg.

Frame Prong/rout. 16 mm, I2'z nun., color, sd. Rental 55. (8).
Sihn s ateliers stalking the fleet, keen-eyed antelope through the
sparseq of cove!.
Recold Book llowIzzottorg Alaskan Strie. lo nun. 15 nun. Rental
55. (4). See how Jim Dougherty takes record class big game with
bow and at row.
Rurgne(A Hunt or A entztehy. Ili nun, 10 min. Rental S5. (4).
Pheasant hunting will Ben Pearson.
Shootmg Ducks wrth Bow turd ,1rww. 16 min, 71/2 nun. Rental S5.
(4). Ben Pearson shook ducks above treetop height.
Trophy IA. 10 nun, 121 : mm., color, sd, Rental 55. (8). Film shows
scenes of field archery and the bow hunter's method of preparing
tot the hunt. Interest mg scenes of camp life are interspersed with
the quest for elk.
Year of the Buffalo. 16 min, 25 in in., color, sd. Rental S 1 0. (8).
Fred Bear returns to Portuguese Fast Africa to stalk the wily and
un -edietable ('ape Buffalo, rated by experienced hunters as one
of the most dangerms beasts of the African bush.
Film Distributors
.
Ilarold C. Ambrose!' Productions, Box 3, Rancho Mirago,
92270.
2.
3.

4.

The Athletic Institute, 805 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Ill.

60654.
Bailey-Film Associates, 11559 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90025.
Ben Pearson
Library. 421 `Z. Altadena Dr., Pasadena,

Calif. 91 107.
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'sit. San Antonio College
Stetson University
State University College,
Buffalo, New 'fork
Bethany Nazarene

A

I)

B

University of Toronto

trst
Arizona State
Stetson University
Drexel University

1)

B

.1

('lass

Texas Christian University

Arizona State
Humboldt State

Men's Team Results
San Bernardino V.C.

Second
San Bernardino V.C.
Barnard College
Stephen F. Austin
State University
University of Toronto

Women's Team Results

Humboldt State
Humboldt State
State University College,
Buffalo, New York
San Diego State

Bethany Nazarene

Third
San Bernardino V.C.
Stetson University
Brooklyn College

Compiled by BARBARA WILKE

Postal Tournaments of 1970 and 1971

DGWS Intercollegiate Archery

Sue Young
Dave Eastman
R ck Garnett

Men
Mixed

Jick Grooms

Name
Donna Wesson
Randy Iverson
Steve Mendez
Nancy Kravit
Jim Gilbert
Dennis Wipper
Cassie Koss
Franc Hess
Danny Place

1) Women

....

Glassboro State
San Diego State
Humboldt State
University of Toronto

5I8

512
518
538

521

i40

Score
634
644
594
502
540
540
486

Humboldt State
San Diego State
Atlantic Community College
Bethany Nazarene

School
Arizona State University
Mt. San Antonio College
Humboldt State College
Barnard College
Stetson University
Stetson University
San Meg, ;,fate College
Drexel University
State University College
Buffalo, New York
Humboldt State College
University of Toronto
Bethany Nazarene College
Texas Christian University

1970 High Individual Scores

Arizona State
Arizona State
Humboldt State
Texas Christian University

Mixed

Men

C Women

Mixed

Men

B Women

Men
Mixed

A Women

Class

1)

B

A

Mixed Team Results

U,

,

D

C

13

I

A

,

1

3

,

1

3

1

_,

3

,_

Place

3

I

3

1

1

Oats

D

C

I'

163
140
118

163

73
219
190

Rockford College
University 01 Pennsylvania
Cumberland County Community College
Texas Christian University
Bethany Naiarene College
York University

9'

Aniona State University

San Diego State College

98

Go/cis
211
186
104

Tow/

I 21

I

18 3

187
149
122

Uimersity of North Calohna at Greensboro

Niadison College

brstrtunon
Ilumboldt State College
Stetson University

Mixed Division

Ar Ilona State Unnersity
Universit of North Carolina at Greensboro
Mt San Antonio College
Bethany Naiarvire College
Chabot College

Ch root College

am

1960
1940
1810

2041
1963

2118

1769
1769
1732

2368
2346

Smrec
2406

7%.

18'4

1834

2016

1936

2052
1956

C,

6

5

4

3

/_

I

Place

B

Class
A

Leon Magub
Rick Garnett

Tom Strand
Kit Koehler

'5,11Hassett

Brooklyn College
Chabot College
Rockford College
University of Toronto
Mt. San Antonio College
Texas Chi ist ian University

Barnard College
Chabot College
San Diego State College

Instr:ution
Arizona State University
Arizona State University
Humboldt Stale College

San Bernardino Vat ey College
San Bernardino Valley College
Mt San Antonio College
Madison College
San Diego State College

CLASS A Women's Teams

Placement of All Teams

Simon Friedman
Sharon Goldman

Greg Mason
Mary Goetz
Michael St tat man

Carol Juni
Steve Lieberman

Nam,.

Institution
Arizona State University

Women
Men
Mixed
Women
Men
Mixed

Men
Mixed

Mixed
Women

Men

Drrrsron
Women

1971 High Individual Scores

HIGH INDIVIDUAL SCORES

24

142
124

Iota!

Golds
233
210
1810
1403

2470
2422
2210
2134

Team
Scot es

Score
634
640
648
506
540
464
528
526
538
538
520
532

8
9
10

7

6

5

4

3

2_

1

11

8
9
10

7

6

5

4

3

1

-

1

Arizona State University
Brigham Young University
Humboldt State College
Stetsob University
Pasadena City College
Pasadena City College
Pasadena City College

Madison College

Humboldt State College
Stetson University

Humboldt State College
San Diego State College

Madison College

CLASS A Mixed Teams

CLASS A Men's Teams
Arizona State University
San Bernardino Valley College
Atlantic Community College
Brigham Young University
San Bernardino Valley College
Mt. San Antonio College
San Bernardino Valley College
San Bernardino Valley College

59

90
67

15
21
14

il

86
04
47

34
69
67

101

245
134
228
217
180
158
156

1853
1672
1545

2406
2368
2346
2238
2102
2077
2026

2051
1953
1698
1597

2246
2176

2331

2504
2484
2474
2422

tot \\ omen

,t

53
88

101

91

San Diego State ( ollege
San Diego State ( (liege
San Diego State ( allege
Stetson 1. !met sat

t.

I00

'1)
2-,
21

31

41

51

:):°'

711

504
77c
736

826

417
911
908

97 '

1.;31

I .r7i

144.1
140'7

145"

I

s'N.

\t1/o11.1 Slate I [MCI,*

Stetson I. imetsit

steisoh 1. tmetsit

9,')

151)5

1

)"*;

4

Men's Teams

Ted)))

St 0,

49

IUD

136

144
I It)
112

h.' hol (.. (liege

B

14 'WI

(t 4104

141

(

CLASS

%\otnen
Mississippi State ( ollege
Mississippi Stale ( ()liege tot W. omen
G0111,1 \,,s1 concge
ississippi Slur college tot \\ (nce
(,olden V. est ( ollege

M155155111)1 State ( ()liege

Mississippi State College tot \\ omen

Stetson 1. nReisit

Bat nat ( ollege
San Diego State College
Ramat ( (liege
San Diego State ( ()liege
Mississippi State College tot \\ omen

Illt00010(1

San Diego State ( allege

13

2

It)

O

4

Nat e

CLASS B Women's Teams

1.,

I

I

9
10

8'

7

6

5

a

3

I

'

Place

6

I
5

3

I

,

12
13
14

11

10

CLASS B Mixed Teams

169
167
150

University of .:oath Carolina at Greensboro

[Mississippi State College for Women

1793
1712
1670
1618
1613

106

67
64
69
55

11894102

1(1)45

1954

2096
2002
2002

2I0

Tea in

Drexel Unnersity
Stephen F. Austin State University
Brooklyn College
Aniona State University
University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Drexel University
University of North Carolina at Gt eensboto
University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Institution

B i o o k I y n College

Total

1769
1769
1732
1656
1465
1045

1677
1647
1442
1352
1255

Scales

CLASS C Women's Teams

23

98
92
73
69
38

40

70
62
43
27

Gohls

Golden West College
Golden West College

University of North Carolina at Greensboro
San Diego State College
Arizona State University
University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Humboldt State College
Golden West College
Humboldt State College
Golden West College
Humboldt State College

m

c

o

r-fl

o

if

<

rx,

o
1

>

tri

o
n

0

co

CLASS C Mixed Teams

II mills-Ad t State College

Humboldt State Coliege

9

Ilumboldt State College
Humboldt State College

Drexel l'ime say

Cumbei land County Community College
Rockford College

Rock n-t1 College

l'imer,Ity 01 Penn)lvania

S

7

6

5

4

3

I

-,

5

4

CLASS C Men's Teams

UniverNit) of North ('alohna at Gieen,boio
Mt San Antonio College
Univer,ity 01 \mill Cal ohna at Gieensboro

Chabot College
Ancona State UniNersit)

,I

3

Mt San Antonio College

Mismssipin State College to,- Women
NII.,,I,,,Ippi State College for Women
Drexel Univermty
Miya,,,appi State College for Women

16

15

14

13

I2

1120

31

26

1

89
80

'3

19

1

90
63
43
39
45

1

187
149
122

2118
2041
1963
1958
1937
1932
1834
1744
1656

2052
1956
1936
1854
1802

1241

47

13

1387
1313
1255

3'

York University
resas Christ tan Universn

e VIN Christian Univet sit y
Bethany Nazarene Colkge

CLASS D Mixed Teams

56

163
140
118

1960
1940
1810
1387

1517

5

121

52

2036

1982
1644
1596
1477
1362

2076

96

Ni t

I

Team
Seal es

Nort hm, est .NItatioutt State College

183
112

62
47

71

86

138

196

r

tal

1834
1824
1798

CLASS D Men's Teams

G

San Antonio College
Bethany Nazarene College
Chabot College
few, Christ tan U n wersit

Bethan) Nazarene College

Mt San Antonio College
North est NI issourt State ':ollege

Utuversit) of Toronto

Untverqt of I oronto

Univeisn) 01 know()

llrstrttrtrolt

I

6

5

4

....

,

I

Plat e

CLASS D Women's Teams

.1

'

4

4,

.1

s,

.

-

140e.:

'4

t4

s
;- lir

2

CO

0'

Donna 1,1 e,son

ikon

Nancy Blank man
Sh.ii on ( ook
Joan tw Ring
s..talys B()'. "I)
22
21

21

11.11,(1.a BY ne

20

a()

18

16
17

14
15

pcnisc.' it..1111,111
l',7inela St i.
Bonnie Landload
Dianna (,r.s.

Janet Iludson
Beyky ( initluel
Sue Vint ke
Duty tat,

1

12
13

1

;atm..: Smith
WV t lark

Donna Deniungton
Betts Jean Bryant
H,,rb.i'. I lily
(
Ratil.In

10

S

7

6

andd

( Able l'apoone

L anhtite

4

4
oi,44

t

*V

r.

unnei.,0

Unlyeasity

San Antonio ( ollege

Madison ( ollege
\ladison ( ollege
San Dry go Staly. ( ollege
San 1)rego State ( °liege
San Ihego State ( ollege
San Diego State ( ollege

%lad, .011 College

1t

San Bei martian° V alley ( ollege

\It San Antonio ( ()liege

Madrson

Aduona State l'a)Iveisat
San Bernardino ' alley ( ()liege
Nlt San \ Mona( ( ollege
San Bernardino Valle; ( °Beg,San Bet nankin. Valley ( ollege
I I San Antonio ( ollege
S in Beinardano Valley ('orege

San Bernardino Valley ( °'g.

San Bernardino Valley Conege
\ nona State litmer.7,11
S..n 13ernardino Valley ( oIIec

\IiotuSt.it

(,uu

c

-

CLASS A Women

.I

.

aro! Juan

.

111t

'

Ili .t 1 tu

4

-

.*:Tgr-

t, -0

-

11),I1t

.

2

I

Pal tic

-,

=

*

-

i"(t,

,

I

ec

.

-

SI

3

".'

341

304

386
372

4!]

5'r.
592
580
570
558
556
556
548
544
526
454
436
416

624

626

634

51 1)1 4'

."

3

1

8

6

0

0

1

34

27

30

0

0

0

0

42
42
36
35

44)

3

66
61
60
3

3

a.

G old.

4'

55
53

4

7

1111)

re.

1.

11.

. ..

).

",

1

at

as

7a

5.
6.
7.

8.
10.
1 1.

Boston University Krasker Memorial Film Library, 765 Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass. 02215.
haling ilm Loops, 2225 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass.
02140.
Paton Aluminum, 7800 Ilaskell Ave., Van Nuys, Ca :if. 91406.
Grayling Film Service, RR I, Grayhmi, Mich. 49738.
Roa's Films, 1696 N. Astor St., V,Iwaukee, Wis. 53202.
Stuck Film Service, 6157 Yarmouth Ave., Reseda, Calif. 91335.
University of Connecticut Audio-Visual Centel, Storrs, Conn.
06268.

12.

University of Illinois Visual Aid Services, Champaign, Ill.

13.

61820.
J. Weston Walch, Publisher, Portland, Maine 04104.
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Archery Golf

Archery golf is an interesting and challenging activity

combining
certain characteristics of golf with flight and field shooting
in
archery. At the present time, there are no NAA rules,
Miller, director of the Teela-Wooket Archery Camp, but Myrtle K.

has submitted
the set of rules used there for many years. They
are adaptable to any
locality or situation depending on the facilities available.
Object of the game IS to put an arrow through each
of six 9-inch
targets in the least possible number of shots.
Each group shall select a captain to make decisions and
to record
scores after leaving each green.
Only one bow may be used unless It is broken, in
shot may be taken over with another bow withoutwhich case the
penalty The
same applies to a broken bowstring
Arrows of any kind may be used.
Each shot counts one, also each penalty.
The stand for a field shot, which may be a flight
or approach
shot, must be directly behind the
point of landing of the previous
shot.

The archer with the lowest score on each Target shoots first
on
the next tee shot.
After the tee shot the archer tardiest from the target shoots
first.
Do not advance until the shot is completed.
Full draw is not required. The bow may be held
any position.
An arrow in an unplayable position may be shot in
from
equal or greater distance from the target, with a penalty of a point at
one point

A lost arrow, if not found in five minutes, may be replaced
by
another which is shot from a spot agreed upon by the
group, with a
penalty of one point added.
A shot may be conceded, with one point added to the
arrow lands near enough to the target so that the archerscore, if an
can make
the point of his nocked arrow touch the target. The feet
must
remain in their stance behind the
spot where the point of the
previously shot arrow landed.
The target may be turned to face the archer shooting.
"Fast" is the term used if it is necessary to sig:-al
anyone on the
course.
In case of a tie, there shall be a play-off.
Bows and arrows can be dangerous. Avoid any possible
danger to
archers and all others on or about the course.
Take the tee shot only after achers have left the
green ahead of
you.
Proceed only after everyone in the group has shot his
arrow.
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AI Wills

Kathy Glassco

28. Lauren Peterson
29 Lorraine Nunez
3C. Christopher Nunnery
31. Kevin 0.11agan
32. Toni Baldwin
33. Jon Maeda
34. Betty Smith
.73. Cynthia Metcalf
36 Nancy Steuck
37. Becky Bennett
38 Nancy Telian
39. Donna Matsumota
40 Christine Olson

1-7

'3. Dian,. Yusehik
24. Thcmas Wtihams
25. Michael Cooper
26. Deborah Dalton

18. Chris Ward
19 Ellsworth Go.horn
20. Lonnie. Hurst
21. Sarah Calderwood
22. Bruce Barney

17

12 Jay Kinney
13. Steve Black
14 !tarry Feverwerker
15 Rob Lindhurst
16. Sharon Peper

Pasadena City College
Stetson Univeisity
Stetson Univeisity
Madison College
Pasadena City College
Arizona State University
Humboldt State College
Brigham Young University
Arizona State University
Humboldt State College
Pasadena City College
Brigham Young University
Humboldt State College
Brigham Young Univeisity
Stetson University
Pasadena City College
Pasadena City College
Humboldt State College
Pasadena City College
Stetson University
Pasadena City College
Pasadena City College
Pasadena City College
Pasadena Cit:, College
Pasadena City College
Pasadena City College

Ancona State iuveisity

Stetson University
Brigham Young University
30
33

0

12

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

19
17
14

0

9
13

11

9
12

ii

3 ,,

427
387
356
353
333
324

441

20

0
0
0

23

0

,5

15
28
21
16

3s

0
0
0
0
0
0

33

33

550
550
550
548
544
518
516
512
486
486
472
470
458
449

55'

556

566
562
560
558

571

34
0

38
35
36

46
0
0
0

a,

a)

rly se (diset
Cheryl Rogun

Mary Goet
Nancy Ki t \it

I lc

Williams

26 Josephine C
27. Julia Mauldin

Nlargatet Watkins

24. Karen ilall

'3. l-ni

9. Jeannie Davts
20 Tammte Vilhams
21. NIaly Joe Repasky
22. Nancy Shannon

7

Je iy Courtney.
8. Cat loll Savage

I. Nancy Pierson
Deborah Thompson
Karen Peterson
4. Beth lrottier
S. Lisa Buchner
6. Leslie Krt.,liot

7

Nat:. y Ross
8. 1 hi bet Ii Richards
Mary Juhas/
10. Chery I I. en,

5. Mary Farrington
6 \iatth n Singel

4

1

'

r0

Miss State ('ollege lor Women
Miss State ('ollege tot Women

Miss. State College " u Women
Barmaid College
NIINS State ( ()liege for Women
Stetson LI ei sit y
Stetson University
Stetson Univeisttv
Miss Stott- College tot Women
Miss. State College tot Women
Miss. Stale College t Women

San Diego State Uinvetsit
San Diego State University

Barnard College
San Diego State Univeisity
San Diego State University

11.11'11.11d College

San Diego State University

13ainatkl College

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0
0
0

0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0

1.

Pe/jec t

San Diego State Unn.ersity
San Diego S ate University
Barnard College
San Diego State Unneisny
Mississippi State College lot Women

Bat nal d ('o

Barnaid College

1.3a naid College

In %,t

ion

CLASS B Women

8

0

4
3
0

I

3

7

S
5

!,

16
IS

16
17

23

22
28

18

'5

23
28

'9

34

31

360
359

361

364
364
363

368

378
369

398

438
433
420
418
415
414
399

440
438

441

452
452

-!54

491
480
464

Goids Sc
s06
43

1970 Colleges Registered
14. Mt San Antonio College

,Allied Unnelsn)
Altred, New Yolk
Ai liona State University

I

2

Walnut ( ahloima

empe, Anima

A t lantit Community College * 16
May', I mting, New Jersey
17,
4, Bar nal d ()liege
New York, New York
5 Bethany Mimetic College
Bethany, Oklahoma
6 Brooklyn College
19
Brooklyn, New York
7 Central State College
3

H.1111011(1. Oklahoma

S. Drexel University
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
9 Glassboro State College
Glassboro. New Jersey
10. Graccland
Lamom, Iowa
Humboldt State College
Arcata, ('alit ornia
*I2 Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
13, Mississippi State College
for Women
Columbus. Nhssissippi
I

20
21
'11

I

23
24

Pasadena City College
Pasadena. California
Salem State College
Salem. Massachusetts
San Bernardino Valley
College
San Bernardino. Calitorma
San Diego State College
San Diego. California
State University College
of New York at Buffalo
Buffalo, New Yotk
Stephen I. Austin State
University
Nacogdoches. "I exas
Stetson University
Deland. Florida
Texas Christian University
Font Worth, Texas
University of Califon ma
at Berkeley
Berkeley. California
University of Toronto

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

*No stores reserved
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I)

0
0

0

6

0
0

21

'9

19

23

21

21
18

16
6

0
0

0

27
24

'7

33

0

0

456
456
453
452
448
448
448
446
446
446
444
440
440
438
438
438

25

23

464

'S

3;
34
30
29

32
35

42

400
480
479
476
470
468
468
464

504
500
496

45

40

5V6

4

13

A

1)

C

B

Class
A

-

3

I
1

3

_1

1

,

_

1

I

3

_

I
1

3

3

I

3

_

1

1

Place

:iota/

2096

83
210

Men's Division

San Diego State College
Stetson University

Ancona State University
San Beinai dm° Valley College
Atlantic Community College
Chabot College

Unmeisny of rotonto
Uimersit 01 Toronto

Blookl n College
Die \el Univelsit
Stephen h Austin State University
University of 1 oionto

144

141

160

245
234
228

86

196
138

7
1I((()

1972
1927
1922

2504
2484
2474

1982
1644

2076

220°02

°2

1930
1808
I 709
105

136

13.unard College

San Diego State College
Barn:ad College

2210

24.72

2470

Team
S«), es
142

Golds
233
210

San Beinaidino Valley College
San Beinaidino Valley College

Institut:on
Aniona State Univelsit

Women's Division

1971 Team Res,,Its

13

GoiJen West College
Golden West College
Ilumboldt State College
Humboldt State College
Golden West College
Ilumboldt State College
Golden \Vest College
Ilumboldt State College
Ilumboldt State College
Humboldt State College
Humboldt Stale College
Golden West College
Ilumboldt State College
Golden West College
Humboldt State College

42. Curt Leslie
43. Jim Bowen
44. Dennis more
45. Milton Phegls*
46. Tom Welling
47. Paul Schneider
48. Ray Harris
49, Mark Barstead
50. Gat Hand
51. Toni Nielsen
52. Ken Wittenlwrg
53. 1.d Andrade
'4 Resin McCormack
55. Rise Kanase
56, Vance Geismg,,

G'dds..a West College
G,)Iden West College

38. Art Green
39. Darryl Harmon

40 Ed Paiker
41. Jell St. Clair

35. Richard Page
36. Jim Stier
37. Mike Grishko

34. Frank Johns

San Diego State College
Ilumboldt State College
San Diego State College
San Diego State C011ege
Humboldt State College
Steston University
Stetson University
Stetson University

32. Mike Hasson
33, Roy Mann

'

10

6
0

0

0

9
6
9

3

1,-,

(

0

10
8
9

I.:

8

14
14
12
14

I

21
19

6
9
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
20

19
24

0

0

20
20
20

21

0
0
0
0

355
352
315
318
313
312
310
300

361
355

408
375
374
374

41 I

436
436
432
430
426
425
424
422
414
414

Mike McDougle

24

'3

Jack Kelch

Phil Maas

22. Jo Zappen

20. Bill Blatt'
21 Ruth Pemberton

9

3. Kathy Borlman
4 Eleanor Lathan
5. Jim Lancaster
6. Danny Hartman
7 Paci Giffin
8. Mary McFarland

1. David Sisk
2 Sandy Ilarrison

7. Arlene Troup
8. Mary Lance
9. Floyd Ingram
10. Leatha McGowan

I

Simon Friedman
2 Rector Rendon
3 Juanita Mel ver
4. Bruce Thomas
5. Janice Draughn
6. Steve Ogan

Part! el pal: t

t.ionten West College
Golden West College

.I4en West College

San Diego State College
San Diego State College
University of North Carolina
University of North Carolina
University of North Carolina
Arizona State University
Arizona State University
University of North Carolina
Arizona State University
San Diego State College
University of North Carolina
San Diego State College
Arizona State University
University of North Carolina
University of North Carolina
University of No"li Carolina
Golde West College
Golden West College
Golden West College
Golden West College
Golden West college

bat 1 (El (UM

CLASS B Mixed

9
4
5

293

278
245
229

5

13

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

401

9
6
10

15

0

397
3,:0
:,/ i
370
334

17
15
17
17

20
/1
__
1/
__
20

14

440
440
439
432
423
422
422
420
419

44 I

1-i
_-

450

:4

444 5(5) 846

Score

28
25
29
25

Golds

0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

I

0

Ends

Pt deet

Jot 1-nethed

I I

SIIN.111 1110In,N

1.11e.

Linda 1oinen:,o
Judy I we:

Vickie N1cDamel

2.:)

Deborah Gli,,on
'7 Debbie Gitlin
,,int.), Johnson

25

24. Carol Boyd

2

18. Sand (Hirer
19. Sun I a),, lot
20. Sun I iNerbeig

Martha Ism no
Deuplee
10. V..10 1 iopli,
17 13arb eltman

i4

13

2, Babetta (;%% inn

C.1101 l'OV.er,

Jeri: R .u1

Kaicn Komi

Kith)

hai>1

Chii.Sckula
('.omen 1rei/a

Bat bara Cohen

IO

7

o

4

2

Sha.on Goldman
\ mahe Snacti,a
19

-1

.

\ ii.liti Slate lien

Die \el Univcisatt

1,(nReisit, ut \mill aluillia

Nli.. St ,Ie ( ()liege to] 11omen

Unici.d )1 Nolili aiolina

Aniona State l'imeiNit

Diexel Univei.il
Univel,d of Noith Caiolina

Die \cl ( invei.11

13looklye College

Die \el IJimeiNii
Blookl n College
\ won.' State II imelNit

\I voila SIM(' 1,niveisIt
Um % eiNit of Noith ( atolina
Steph-li I Ati.tin Staie 11 ni
Aniona State t imLiNny

Stephen I

Biooki ii College
1),e \el lin"el 1p,

(1

-1-13

43S

436

24

402
454

4-4',1 (77 :222)

4o2

478
474

:11s8(6,

48S

90

498
400

s.(12

;Oh

CS'S: ;1111((:))

17

12

0
0
0
0

:,;

s20

....,

...., 8

20
20

10

27

0

1'

1.'

;.I

;I

,
_

1

0
0

I

1.4

;2

1

_

1()

;0

0

::,

0

7

4_`

I

I

...

,

_

.

1

1

0

c0

4

_

--, ;

',

Biookln College

-,..;

49
40
44
-1;
44

-,4

-;

4

Dies.d
Biooklt n College
Die \el (Thi\eisal)
Stephen I. ,\ wain State (ii %

CLASS C Women
Biookl n ( ()liege
13looki n Collere
Biookl n College
Stephen I Au.tin Siaic (inn

4.0

Manor-it: O'Rourke

53. Glenda Parkin
54. Kathleen Atkins
55. Filen Moatgomery
6. Sandra Buck

52. GASprtull

51

50. Janet Dindrstaa

Miss. State College I Or Women
Nliss. State College lor Wormni
N11. San Antonio College

Mrs., Statt College for Women
Drexel University
Miss. State College for Women
Miss. State College lor W. men
Miss. State College for Women

49 Kathy Mayers

48 Mary Walk

47

MINN. Slate College lor Women
Miss. v.-I:lie College lor P: 0 me.n

University 01 North Carolina
University of North Carolina
University of Nor th Carolina
University of North Car ohna
University 01 North Carolina
Miss State College for Women
Drexel University
University of North Carolina
Mrss State College lor Women
University of Norlli Carolina
University of North Carolina
lor W mien
Miss State Ct
Miss. State Coileg,e for Women
Miss State College for Women

univelsit of North Carolina

Uniwisity of Nor in Carolina
Unneisity 01 North Carolina
University 01 North Carolina
Drexel University

Kay Ferguson

46. Ike Matins

44 Cat Ihrine West
45 Mary Inge

42. Kathy Dolly high
43. Beck ; Fisher

41. Kathy Flint

39. Jayne Lir Las
40. Margaret te I.vans

Denese Gornto
38. Martha Maumn

3'. Helen Leeder
33. Linda Shearer
34. Fran Rogers
35. Sandy Barham
3o. Cathy Fraser
37. Judy Comfier

'9 Cindy Johnson
30. cony,. ay ( lemenhon
31. Sue Williams

0

0

C

7

12

8

10

338
319
327
326
315
312
312

9
0

0
0

341

0

350
344
342

0

5

6

351

8

0
0
0

0

0
0

394
367

8

401

2

415
415
415
406
404
403
402

420

-120

428
426
420

421,

436

4

20
4

15
15

IS

14
17

18

20

18
17
16

0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

()

0

co

4. Mike Bart
5, Ralph McComb
6. Donald Hurwitz

2

Dennis Navarre
3. Orville Multine

0. Gary Jarrett
I. James Fuller

9. Hal Wright

2. Art Albro
3. Mark McGovern
4. Bill Falletta
5. Bob Olmstead
6. Don Cook
7. John Hemplul'
8. Dan Hamilton

Part z (van t
I. Bill Hassell

61. Sharon Simpson
62. Becky Quintana
Dorothy Edwards

58. ?tyre Taylor
59. Stephie De Marco
60. Linda James

57. Janeece Garrick

Chabot College
Chabot College
Chabot College
Arizona State Univeisity
Chabot College
Art una State University
university of North Carolina
Arizona State University
University of North Carolina
University of North Carolina
Umversny of N nth Cerohna
Mt San Antonio College.
Arizona State University
hit. San Antonio College
Mt San Antonio College
University 01 North Curolma

histautron

CLASS C Men

Miss. State College for Women
Miss State College for Women
Drexel University
Mt. San Antonio College
Mt. San Antonio College
Mt. San Antonio College
Drexel University

506
496
496
496
490
488
484
482
480
478
476
468
460
458

0

0

0
0

24

28
32
33
19

38
38
34

.524

526

Score

221

270
267

44
42

0
0

0
0

29'

271

309
305

52

Go/d.s
53

5

4

12
8
7

36
30
30

AV.

5

6

0

0

0

1

3

5

/ :rids

Perfect

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

Steve Snearer

18. Andres Serrano
Rochelle Bandarsky
19, Barbara Hook, adt
20. Debbie Seaton

5. Bill Theis
6. Ted Lada
7. Alan Rudolph

3

William Dicke
4. Devon Howaid

2

8. Roger Salover
9 Roger }toward
0. Mike Sekula
I
Nancy Powers

4. Ken Hartle
Jim Maillet
5. Tom Kalata
6. Kathy Corl.;on
7. Virginia Johanson

3. Bob 1 vans

I. Cathy Ruch
Tom Strand
2
Paula Ileikinnen

I 7. Mike Kirkman
18. Bill Goldston
19. Dennis Hostetler
20. Mike Carpenter

Univesity of Pennsylvania
Drexel University
University of Pennsylvania
Rockford College
Drexel University
Rockford College
Drexel University

University 01 Pennsylvania
Rockford College
University of Pennsylvania
Cumberland County Coll. ge
Humboldt State College
Cumberland County College
Rockford College
Rockford College
Rockford College
Rockford College
Humboldt State College
Drexel University
Rockford College
Humboldt State College
Humboldt State College
Humboldt State College

CLASS C Mixed

University of North Ca -Ana
Univeisity of North Carolina
Mt. San Antonio College
University of Noith Calolma

34
38
33
33
35

0

0
0

i
0
0

I

31

35
:;5

0

2

40
40

31

0

41

I

54
54
52
43
43

55
55

59
59
58
57

1,

0

0

2

4
4

5

6

7
6

8

9
9

0
0
0
0

538
538
536
534
530
530
528
528
524
506
502
592
500
498
492
490
484
484
483
478
478
474
473

446

44:

450
448

Glenda Deigan

14

Carol Uncap her

12. Anne M. Johnson
13. Debbie McClung

I I. Angelika Ka lulling

9. Rebecca Herring
10. Jane Dean

8

7 Chns Grant

I
Kit Koehler
2. Anne Chalmers
3 Kathy Warburton
4. Sue Young
5. Cheryl Ke
6 Anne Shen\ ood

33. Ruby Wa 114111

21. Pat Coniston
22. "Tom Mattox
23. Pat Foster
24. Pat Bergamo
25. Hal Hy les
26. Sandy Karageanes
27. Jackie Deike
28. Laura Schnell
29. Chris Rose
30. Mantaret Collins
3 !. Joycc, Phillips
32. Shirley eontom

9

CLASS D Women
University ot Toronto

0

0
0
0

Bethany Natatene College
Northm est Missouri State College

University ot rownto

0
0

4

Umvelsny o1 Twonto
University of Toronto
University ot Toronto
University of "Toronto
University of "Toionto
University ot Toronto
University of 1 oionto
Mt San Antonio College
University of Toronto
University ot Toionto

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0

(I)

Humboldt State College
umbold t State College
Humboldt State College
Cumber'and County College
Humboldt State College
Cumberland County College
Humboldt State College
Ilumboldt State College
Humboldt State College
Humboldt State College
Humboldt State College
Humboldt State College
Humboldt State College

1

411
41

15

496
484
462
446
426
412

538
522
508
508
502
500

361

468
463
462
460
460
439
438
428
416
412
374
372

16

21

21

34
29
24

41
21

41
42

45

51

59

13
12

5

19

19
22
21

24
24

28

31

30

CII

8

Ben Wells

Richard Abbas
9. James Schuknecht
10 Kent Dryach
11 . Don Sides
12. Ted Robinson
13. James 1 arcom

7

6. Len Lowry

5. Danny Spears

4. Robert Navarro

2

Michael Grace
Craig SchmucK
3 Richard 1eddersohn

I. Leon Magub

Para< want

21. Janet Babb
22. Nancy Barrett
23. Leslie Snuth
24. Irene Lynch

20. Jane hole

19. Caryn Bernhardt

18. Kay Liman

15. Anita Lucas
16. Janice Perrin
17. Bev Harrison

Bethany Nazarene College
Texas Christian University
Bethany Nazarene College
Chabot College
Chabot College
I'cxas Christian University
Bethany Nazarene College
Texas Christian University
Bethany Nazarene College

Mt San Antonio College
Mt San Antonio College
Mt San Antonio College

Mt. San A nt Jim) College
Chabot College

himturion

CLASS D Men

Northwest Nilsson' I State ( allege
Nit. San Antonio College

Mt San Antonio College
Mt San Antonio College
Northwest Missouri State College
Northwest Missouri State College

Bethany Nazarene College
Bethany Nazarene College

Univer.aty of Toronto

Bethany Nazarene College

328
272
269

0
0
0

0
0

,
26

24
23

3I

3I

0

31

0
0

Golds
49
47
47
44
43

8

480
464
462
462
454
450
448
446
444

Score
520
512
512
504
500

351

-3

14

400
396
380
376
370

18
17
18
9
16

!3

40<)

20

0

3

Pe, I eel
nds

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Doyle Damman
Mark Swegle

8. Marbta Haviland
9. Yvonnt Wai noel;
10. Hien Alston
II. Jill Sairoeder
12. Elizabeth Bearer
13. Ken Miller
14 Gaye McKenzie
15. Christopher Curtis
16. Mary Ilelen Frank()

7. F. Ica Stinson

4. Bill Koster
5
re Millet te
Ba. bar.' Monan

2, Cam Lucas
3. D,ck Barclay

I. Rick Garnett

16. Jerry Hill
17. Mitchell Baker
18. Don Hill

15. Mi...'hael Harris

14

II
II

0
0
0
0

23

27

38
34

38
39

49

56
56

II

18
14
8

19

I)

31
17
17
7

0
0

0

York jmversity

Texas Christian University
Texas Christian University
Texas Christian University
York University
Texas Christian University
Texas Christian University

0
0

7
6

0
0
0
0

0
0

CLASS D Mixed
Texas Christian University
Bethany Nazarene College
York University
Texas Christian Univelsity.
York University
Texas Christian University
Bethany Nazarene College
Bethany Nazarene College
Beth:. w Nazarene College

Northwest Missouri State College
Texas Christian University
Chabot College
Nort hwest Missouri State College
Northwest Missouri State College
Northwest Missouri State College

318

320

358

494
490
490
472
472
464
448
444
379
370

532
514

53'

438
438
396
384
367
338

1971 Colleges Registered

I. Arizona State University
Tempe. Arizona 85281
2 Atlantic Community College
Mays Landing, New Jersey
08330
3. Barnard College
Columbia University
New York 10027
4. Bethany Nazarene College
Bethany. Oklahoma 73008
5 Brigham Young University
Piovo, Utah 84601
6 Brooklyn College
Brooklyn. New York
210
1

47. Cen,ral State University
Edmund, Oklahoma
73034
8. Chabot College
I layward, California
94545
9. Cumberland Count y
College, Vineland,
New Jersey 08360
10. Drexel University
Philadelphia,

Penna 19104
11. Golan West College
Ilunt ingt on Beach,
Calif. 92647
* 12. Graceland College

Lamoni, Iowa 50140
13. Humboldt State College
Arcata, California 95521
14 Madison College
Ilarrisonburg, Virginia
22801

15. Mississippi State College

for Women
Columbus, Miss. 39701
16. Mt. San Antonio College
17

Walnut, Calif 91789
Northwest Missouri
State College

Maryville. Missouri 64468
Pasadena City College
Pasadena, Calif. 91106
19. Rockford College
Rockford, Illinois 61101
20. San Bernardino Valley
College
San Bernardino, Calif.
92403
21 San Diego State College
San Diego, :'al lf. 921 15
'22 S
University College
of New York at Buffalo
Buffalo, New York 14222
23. Stephen F. Austin State
University
Nacogdoches, Texas 75961
24. Stetson University
Deland, Florida 32720
25. Texas Christian University
Fort Worth, Texas 76129
26. University of North
Carolina at Greensboro
Greensboro, N. C. 27412
27. University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pa. 19104
28. University of Toronto
18

Toronto 181,
Ontario, Canada
29. York University
Downsview 463,

Ontario, Canada

* No scores received
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ANNOUNCEMENT 1972 ANO 1973
INTERCOLLEGIATE ARCHERY POSTAL TOURNAMENTS
rile Postal"' ournament. sponsored by the Archery Subcommittee
Of the DOW'S,
thsigned to provide opportunity for competition
between those colleges and universities which have indoor 'tinges or
outdoor climate suitable for winter shooting.

Several classifications are provided so that competition can be
adfusted to meet limitations in available tune, space. or ilumbvr of
archers. A who(); may enter any nUnzber of the classult alums listed
below, 1,In (zither nut! enter but one ela
l'eams arc composed of tour archers. A school may enter teams
of 4 men, 4 women or 2 men aiiJ 2 women
('lass A 01 ficial Columbia Round 48" target
60 at rows at 30 y ards 48" target
Class C 60 arrows at 20 yards 48" talget
Class D Nlimature Round 60 arrows at 15 yards 24'' target
Ihis meet will be held November I through December 15. The
registration fee for one to ten teams from one school is 52.00. For
each additional in teams the fee is S2.10. ntr.v blanks for use the
Class 13

one below) and regulations concerning the tournament can be

obtained upon request. ('ontact tne tournament manager. Barbara J.
Wilke. 1 ast Stroudsburg State College. Koehler Held House, Last
St roudsbdrg, Penna. 18301.
(Cut here or type facsimile)
INTERCOLLEGIATE ENTRY BLANK

The number of teams we wish to enter in the following classes

is

indicated

below:

Total number of teams in
Total number of teams in
Total number of teams in
Total number of teams in

Class AMen's
Class BMen's
Class CMen's
Class DMen's

., Mixed
,

,

Mixed
Mixed
Mixed .

,

Women's

,

Women's

,

Women's

,

Women's

University or College Archery Chairman,
Manager, or Faculty Sponsor

Name of University or College
Address

Check below

Enclosed for 1.10 ti oms.
Enclosed for
extra teams at $2.00 per each 10 Total fee
Total amount enclosed

ARCHERY TOURNAMENTS-1972 & 1973 ANNOUNCEMENT

Fee of $2.00
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OFFICIAL RULES FOR ARCHERY TOURNAMENTS
pprored by the National Archery Association of the United States
RULE 1. ROUNDS
Section 1. Target competition can be based on either individual or

team scores or both. Any one of the rounds may be used for

individual or team competition. The rounds area. American Round' 30 arrows from GO yards. 50 yards. and 40
yards, respectively.
b. Junior American Round 30 arrows from 50 yards, 40 yards. and
30 yards, respectively.
e.

Columbia Round- 24 arrows from 50 yards, 40 yards. and 30
yards, respectively.

(I.

c.

Junior Columbia Round 24 arrows from 40 yards. 30 yards. and
20 yards, respectively.

Scholastic Round- *-24 arrows from 40 yards and 30 yards
respectively.

f.

Junior Scholastic Round' *- 24 arrows from 30 yards and 20
yards respectively.

Range Round% *--60 arrows from a single distance -either 50
yards. 40 yards. 30 yards. or 20 yards-on regulation targets.
h. Miniature Roundl*-60 arrows from 15 yards on a 2-foot target.
scaled to the same proportions as the regulation target.
g.

RULE 2. EQUIPMENT
Section 1. Targets shall be
a. Of standard size (48 inches) in diameter, divided into a .ventral

disc, 9-3/5 inches in diameter, and four concentric rings, each
4-4/5 niches in width, painted respectively, from within out.
gold, red, light blue, black, and white.

b.

In sufficiently good condition so that arrows will not

pass

Through them.

Set on standards of soft wood.
NOTE: Targets of baled straw may be built up from the ground
and not placed on a standard.
d. Placed on a straight line parallel to the shooting line and set so
that the centers of the golds are 51 inches from the ground.4

c.

*Not official rounds of NAA.
Recommended for advanced coeducational groups only.
2 Rounds designed particularly for school use.
Rounds designed particularly for indoor shooting
I his rule must be complied with in championship events I or events other

than championship. the centers of the golds need not he within the stated
tolerances.
100
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e.

Slightly tilted back at the top.

bq blown or pushed over.
f. Securely anchored so that they will not

g. Numbered or lettered.
h. Covered with a face in sufficiently good condition so that there
will b- no question as to the value of hits.
Separated by at least 10 feet, center to center; preferably 15 feet
i.

Section 2. The outdoor range shall be
there must be sufficient
a. Level and sodded with grass closely cut.
for
arrows
that
miss
the targets to Ian;:
area back of the targets
safely.
the flight of the arrow
b. Free from obstruction in line with
distance, from the
c. Clearly marked with lines showing accurate
target at which archers are to shoot. These lines ".list be parallel
to the line of the targets.
d. Roped off at least 10 yards back of the shoting line and at the
area.
sides to keep spectators from the shoot
ime.
NOTE: Archers nuy
Clear
of
obstructions
on
the
shooting
e.
they
are
I.00ting.
use a ground quiver while
Section 3. The indoor range shall nave a backdrop to protect the
Rule
arrows that miss She target. (See also Section 2 b, c. d. and c of
2 above.)

Section 4. Any type of sight or aiming device attached to the bow
does not
may be used. Any type of point of aim may he used which
the
ground
and
does
not
protrude more than six inches above
interfere with shooting or scoring.
Section 5. Any type of bow except a crossbow may be used.
Section 6. Any type of arrows except those that would unreasonably injure the target or target face may be used.
NOTE: The arrows of each archer must have a distinctive mark.
usually iJentified by the colored crest.

RULE 3, OFFICIALS AND THEIR DUTIES
Section I. Lady paramount' is the presiding official of the ladies

shooting line, and is selected by the hostess club. Iler duties are
(Rule 2,
a. To examine the shooting field and see that it satisfies.
Sc:.tions I. 2, and 3.)
b. To sec that all rules herein stated are enforced.
sure that each archer has
c. To check target assignments, making
(See
Rule
5, Section I b.)
been correctly assigned a target.
Field captain is the presiding official over men's shooing lines and would
have the same duties as outlined for lady paramount.
101
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d. To see that all preliminary practice is properly supervised either
by herself or an assistant.
e. To call together the target captains before the last practice end is
announced to see that they are instructed in their duties and to

answer any questions they may have concerning tournament
regulat ions.

f.

To maintain order and congeniality on the shooting line.

g. To make adjustments for complaints registered by the target
captains.

h. To be sure there are least three uninterrupted pra,:tice ends, at
the longest distance. followed without undue interruption by the
beginning of scoring for the round.
t.

To signal with one blast of the whistle to commence or cease
shooting for each end: and two blasts to indicate -n emergency
which is a signal for all archers to stop shoot mg immediately.

j.

co penalue an archer after repeated infraction of a rule which
has been called to her attention by the target captain. For the

first repetition after warning, the loss of the highest arrow of that
end: for the second repetition. the loss of the end: for the third
repetition, expulsion from the tournament.
k. fo sign all scorecards at the end of the tournament as well as
I.

official results of mail and telegraphic meets.
To announce first, second. and third places at the conclusion of
the tournament.

Section 2. The target captain is the official presiding over the
archers on one target. She is selected by that particular group of
ushers. normally she is the first in the order of assignment. Iler
duties are
a. To see that each archer shoots in her turn.
b.

fo settle

all

local questions. NOTE: Appeals concerning her

decision may be made to lady paramount, whose decision is filial.
c. to draw the arrows from the target and announce their values to
the scorers. (See lule 6.)

d. To call lady paamount who shall (I) witness perfect ends. and

(2) make decisions on debatable questions.
e. To take an an her's place on the shooting line in the event of an
unavoidable ezlay such as may occur when a bowstring breaks or
other accident to equipment occurs. (Sec Rule 5 . Section I 1.)
Section 3. The scorers shall report and record each arrow's score on
an official scoreboard and also record the total number of hits and
scores for cacti end, group of ends, or range scores. and the total huts
and scores for that round.
a. There shall be two scorers for each target selected by archers
shooting on that target, normally the second and third gills
assigned to that target.
OFFICIAL RULES FOR ARCHERY TOURNAMENTS
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b. They shall carefully check their records with each other at the
Lonclusion of each end and round (Sec Rule 6.)
RULE 4. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
Section 1. An end shall represent six arrows shot consecutively by
one archer. (A perfect end is an cnd of six consecutive shots that hit
the gold.)
Section 2. A range is a term which applies to shooting a given

number of ends from any one of the given distances in a round.

Range score is the score for that range (or distance).
Section 3. A round is a term which applies to shooting a given

number of consecutive ends (a range) from more than one given

distance, (EXCEPTION: See Rule 1, Section 1.)
Section 4. Gold the highest scoring area on the target face located
in the center.
Section 5. Double Scoring Systema system requiring two people
to record the same scores on one target who check with each other,
ensuring accurate scoring.
Section 6. Double round shooting the same round twice
RULE 5. TOURNAMENT REGULATIONS
Section 1. The hostess club shall
a.

Notify guest archers and teams of (I) the rounds to be shot. t 2)

date registrations arc due, and (3) the date and time of the

tournament. NOTE: If the match is a telegraphic or mail meet,
the hostess dub must announce the date scores are due.
b. Make target assignments in the order registrations are received.
(See Rule 5. Section 2.)

c.

Prepare the shooting field as described in Rule 2, Sections I, 2,
and 31 provide a whistle, scorepads, and pencils.

d. Engage the lady paramount.
e.

Send results of the tournament to all clubs participating in mail
or telegraphic meets,

Section 2. Target assisnments it is

recommended that no more

than four shall shoot at one target,
Section 3. As much practice as desired may be taken before the
tournament commences, providing there be at least three uninter-

rupted practice ends, at the longest distance, followed without
undue interruption by the beginning of scoring for the round. No
practice shots shall be allowed after the tournament has started.
Section 4. Order of shooting
a.
104

is recommended that no more than two people shall shoot at
the same time on one target, in which case each stands on the
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shooting line one pace to either side of a perpendicular from the
gold.

b. Where the archers on a target are shooting in turn, it is customary
for each archer to shoot three arrows and then yield her place to

her target mates, and then in her turn shoot the other three
arrows. If in the opinion of the field officials there is good

c.

reason, they may request archers to shoot six arrows at a time.
Archers shall shoot in the order their names appear on the
scorecard.

Section 5. An archer shall stand so that she has one foot on each
side of the shooting line.

Section 6. Shooting for each end begins'at the signal from the lady
paramount's whistle. At the completion of each end the whistle is
the signal to go to the targets to score.
Section 7. When not shooting, archers must stay at least three yards
back of the shooting hne.
Section 8. A round which requires shooting from more than one
distance is started from the greatest dis:anee, after which archers
move toward the targets to shoot from the next distance

Section 9. Any attempt to annoy or confuse another archer

is

unsportsmanlike. If after a warning from the lady paramount the
archer persists in being annoying, she may be disqualified by the
law paramount.
Section 10. An arrow leaving the bow shall be deemed shot if the
archer, while standing where she has been shooting, cannot reach it
with her bow.
Section 11. If for any reason an archer cannot take her place en the
shooting line. and she has some arrows yet to shoot for that end, the
target captain shall stand in her place to aid the lady paramount in
determining when to blow the whistle.
Section 12. Shooting shall be stopped at any tune upon two blasts
from the lady paramount's whistle. The signal indicates an s.iner-

gency.

Section 13. The whole round must be shot in no more than two
sessions to be counted as an official score. (It is to be understood
there is to be no practice between sessions or before the second part

of a round.)
Section 14. In case an arrow hits the target and hangs down across
the face, thus being in danger of getting hit by another shot, the lady
paramount shall sound two blasts on her whistle to stop all shooting
and will see that it is placed securely into the target where it hit.
Section 15. Coaching an archer on the shooting line by means of
inaudible and inconspicuous signs Or symbols is permitted. provided
OFFICIAL RULES FOR ARCHERY TOURNAMENTS
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that such coaching is not distracting to other contestants. If a
contestant on the same target or adjacent targets complains that
such activity is personally distracting, such coaching must be
terminated immediately. Audible coaching of archers on the
shooting line is not permitted.

Section 16. Coaching an archer while she is on the shooting line is

prohibited during an official round.
Section 17. Foot markers may be used awl left on the shooting line

during the round, provided they are embedded ,m the turf and do
not extend more than 1/2- above flic ground.
RULE 6. SCORING

Section 1. The double scoring system shall be used. (See Rule 3,

Section 3a and Rule 4, Section 5.) A sample scoresheet is shown on
page 66.

Section 2 The face of the target has five concentric rings, each
bearing a definite scoring value. The center of gold scores 9 points
for each hit, red scores 7 points, blue scores 5 points, black scores 3
points, and white scores I point.
Section 3. An arrow that cuts through two colors is given the higher

value.

NOIT. An exception occurs when the target face or arrow has
been touched before a decision has been made, in which case the
arrow shall receive the lower value.
Section 4. Penetrations and rebounds
a.

An arrow that has passed through the scoring faee so that it

is

not visible from the front shall count 7 at 60 yards or less.

Arrows passing completely through the target. if witnessed, are
scored in the same manner.
b. An arrow shot at ranges of 60 yards or less rebounding Iron' the
scoring face of the target shall count as 7. it must be witnessed
by another person.
c. Both penetrations and rebounds shall be placed in the red by the
target captain atter she has checked the target for line hits.
Section 5. An arrow embedded in another arrow on the scoring face
shall score the same as the arrow in which it is embedded.
Section 6. Tie scores shall be resolved in favor of the archer

shooting the highest score at the longest distance. then the next
longest distances, in descending older. If still tied through all

distances, then, ties shall be resolved by the greatest number of golds,
then reds, then blues, then blacks. If still tied, the tie shall be
resolved by the greatest number of perfect ends. If ..fill tied, it shall
be so recorded
106
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Section 7. Arrows must remain untouched until withdrawn by the
target capta:n. or her deputy, in the presence of the scorers. Arrows
withdrawn otherwise shall not be counted.

Section 8. Scoring and drawing shall be witnessed by all archers
shooting on the target.

Section 9. In case a target falls over during

end, the archers on
that target shall shoot the end over again.
Section 10. Unless each hit is separately itemized on the scoresheets, the score shall not be counted.

Section 11. If, in any end, an archer shoots more than six arrows,
she shall forfeit as many of the highest scoring arrows as the number
of exti arrows shot.
Section 12. Any archer may check her score or that of another
.ocher aftf.r the round is completed.
Section 13. A hit or hits made by an archer on a target not assigned
to her shall not be counted.

Section 14. It is customary to draw the arrows having the highest
value lust.
Section 15. equipment failures, rr shaps, or other occurrences not

specifically coveted in other nil shall not entitle an archer to
repeat a shot unless the nus-shot rrow can be reached by the bow
from the archer's position on the s noting

RULE 7. SAFETY RULES
Section 1. Always remember that the bow and arrow is a deadly
weapon and conduct yourself accordingly at all times
Section 2. Arrows should be nocked only on the shooting line, and
only pointed in the direction of the targets when flocked.
Section 3. Never practice except under organized practice rules,
unless you are absolutely sure there is not even a remote chance of

an accident.
a.

Archers may not shoot at varying distances from different

shooting lines nor engage in unauthorized practice, unless
separated by the width oi 'bur target lanes
Section 4. Be alert for unexpected children or even adults who may,
through ignorance or thoughtlessness, suddenly be on the held.

Section 5. Do not hesitate to call attention to actions of other
archers wh h you know are dangerous either to the archer or others

Section 6. The part of the range in front of the shooting line is
forbidden territory while others are on the shooting line.
OFFICIAL RULES FOR ARCHERY TOURNAMENTS
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Section 7. In drawing arrows from the target, be sure ';0 one is
behind you where they may be injured by sudden removal of an
arrow. Stand at one side of the target when others are drawing.

Section 8. Inspect arrows to see that they are not cracked or
damaged.

Arrows that are cracked should be broken they cannot

safely be repaired.
NOTE' Complete, up-to-date, Official NA A Rules are available from
Clayton 13. Shenk, Executive Secretary, National Archery A ssociatwn, 2833 Lincoln Highway E., Ronks, l'a. 17572.
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INTERNATIONAL ARCHERY FEDERATION
TARGET ARCHERY RULES OF SHOOTING
Reprinted by Permission of the NAA
Art. 700THE FITA ROUND:

the 1.1m round consists of 36 arrows shot from each of the

following distances.
90, 70, SO and 30 metres for gentlemen
70, 60, 50 and 30 metres foi ladies
Shooting shall be in one direction only, and will commence at the

longest distance and finish at the shortest distance in the older set

above

A round may be shot in one day or over two successive days. If a
round h shot over two day s, the W, longer distances shall be shot

on the fast day and the two shorter distances shall be shot on the

Iwo ends of three sighter arrows are permitted
preceding the commencement of shooting each day. These are to be
shot under the control of the Held captain and shall not be scored.
second day.

In the event of a program, including a 1ITA round as well as

some other rounds, the FITA found shall always be shot first.
Art. 701TARGET FACES:
Diagiams.

122 cm. target face
Scoring Values
Gold (Yellow).
Red

Light Blue
Black

White

80 cm. target face
Inner Zone I()
Outer Zone 9
Inner Lone 8
Outer Zone 7
Inner Zone 6
Outer Zone 5
Inner Zone 4
Outer Zone 3
Inner Zone 2
Outer Zone 1

Descrfpnon There are two standard circular FITA target faces,
122 cm. and 80 cm. diameters.

Both these faces are divided into five concentric color zones

arranged from the center outwards as follows.
Gold (Yellow). Red, Light Blue, Black and White

Fact' color zone is in turn divided by a thin line into zones of
equal width, thus making in all ten scoring zones of equal width
measured from the center of the Gold: 6.1 cm. on the 122 cm. face,
and 4.0 cm. on the 80 cm. face

Such dividing lines, and any dividing lines which may be used

between colors, shall be made entirely within the higher scoring zone
in each case.
TARGET ARCHERY RULES OF SHOOTING
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Any line marking the outermost edge of the white shall be made
entirely within the scoring zone
On Target Faces of 122 cm. a tolerance of measurement shall not

exceed 3 mm in any one zone and 4 nun on the full 122 ctn.
diameter. On target faces of 80 cm. a tolerance of measurement shall

not exceed 2 nun in any one zone and 3 min on the full 80 cm.
dia meter.

For distances of 50 and 30 metres, the target face of 122 cm.
diameter shall be used.

For distances of 50 and 30 metres. the target face of 80 cm.
diameter shall be used.

Art. 702RANGE LAYOUT.
The range shall be squared oft and each durance accurately
measured from a point vertically beneath the Gold of each
Target to the Shooting Lute.
b. The Waiting Line shall be indicated at least five metres behind
the Shooting Line.
c Each buttress shall be set up at an angle of about 15 degrees.
d. The ('enter of the Gold shall be 130 em. above the ground.
a

CONVERSION TABLE
Centuneter-Metrec
1 Cent:meter
80 Centimeters
122 Centimeters
1 Metre
5 Metres
30 Metres
50 Metres
60 Metres
70 Metres
90 Metres

Fords

Pee,

Inches
0 3937
31 5

=
=

3
5

= 32
= 54
= 65
= 76
= 98

1

2

2

48.0
3.37
4.85
5.10
0.50

I

10.20
7.90

1

3.30

1

Art. 7(15SHOOTING:
a. Each archer shall shoot his arrows in ends of 3 arrows each.
b. Excepting for persons who are permanently disabled. archers
shall shoot from a standing position and without support, with
one foot on each side of the shooting line.
c. An arrow shall not deem to have been shot if the archer can

touch it with his bow without moving his feet from their
position in relation to the shooting line.

d. While an archer is on the shooting line, he shall receive no
assistance or information, by word or otherwise, from anyone.

other than for the purpose of making essential changes in
equipment.
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Art. 706SCORING:
a. One scorer shall be appointed for each target.
b At 90, 70 and 60 metres, scoring shall take place after every
second end (6 arrows) at world championship , ,unaments,
but at other tournaments scoring may take ;...1,t after each
end of 3 arrows or after every second end (6 am, is).
At 50 and 30 metres, scoring shrill a:ways take p't.ce after each
end of 3 arrows.
L.. Scorers shall enter the value of each arrow on score sheets as
called out by the archers to whom the arrows belong.

Other archers on that target ;lull check the value of each

arrow called out.
Only arrows scoring ten points shall be referred to as "Golds."

d. Neither the arrows nor the face shall be touched until all the
arrows on that target have been recorded.
e. An arrow shall be scored according to the position of the shaft
in the target face.
f.

If more than three arrows (or six as the case may be),

belonging to the same archer should be found in the target,
only the three lowest (or six lowest, as the case may be) in
value be scored.

Should an archer be found
disqualified.

to repeat this,

he may be

g. Should the shaft of an arrow touch two colors, or touch any
dividing line between scoring zones, that arrow shall score the
higher value of the zones affected.

h. Unless all arrow holes are suitably marked on each occasion
when arrows are scored and drawn from the target, arrows
rebounding from the target face shall not be scored.
i. An arrow hitting:
1.
The target and rebounding shall score according to its
point of impact on the target, provided that an

unmarked hole or mark made :ly the rebounding arrow
1.

can be identified.

Another arrow in the nock and remaining embedded
therein, shall score according to the value of the arrow
struck.

3.

Another arrow, and then hitting the target face after
defection, shall score as it hes in the target.

4.

Another arrow, and then rebounding from the target,
shall score the value of the struck arrow, provided the

5.

The target face after rebounding off the ground, shall

damaged arrow can be identified.

not score.
6.

A target other than an archer's own target, shall not

score.

TARGET ARCHERY RULES OF SHOOTING
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The field captain will insure that, after scoring, no arrows arc

J.

left in the targets before any signal is given for shooting to
re-commence If this inadvertently happens, the shooting shall
not be interrupted.

re-commence. If this inadvertently happens, the shooting shall
not be interrupted.
An archer may shoot that end with other arrows, or make up
the arrows lost after shooting over that distance has been completed. In such circumstances, the field captain shall participate

in the scoring after than end, making sure that the arrows

which remained in the target, are checked back to the archer's
score card, before any arrows are withdrawn from the target.
k. In the event of an archer leaving arrows, e.g., on the ground in

the target Lrea, he may use others, provided he informs the
field captain before shooting. The field captain shall exercise
such checks as he deems fit in each circumstance.

An archer may delegate authority to score and collect his
arrows to his team captain or to another archer on his own

I.

target.

m. Score sheets shall be signed by the scorer and the archer,
denoting that the archer agrees with the score, and thereafter
he may make no claim for any alteration of the score.

If the scorer is participating in the shooting, his score sheet
shall be signed by some other archer on the same target.
n. In the event of a tie in score, the results shall he determined as
follows.
For individuals'
I.

The archer, of those tying, with the greatest number of
scoring hits.
If this is also a tie, then the archer of those so tying with
the greatest number of Golds (hits scoring 10 points).

If this is also a tie, then the archer of those so tying,

2.

with the greatest number of hits scoring 9 points.
hor teams.
The team, of those tying, having the archer making the
highest individual score.
If this is also a tie, then the team of those tying, having
the archer making the second highest individual score.

If this is also a tie, then the teams so tying, shall be
declared equal.

Adopted at the F.I.T.A. (International Archery Federation)

Congress, Stockholm, Sweden 1959, and amended Vasteias, Sweden,
1965.

(The above set of rules is incomplete. For complete rules for
target and fide archery, refer to The Archer's handbook, published

by the NAA, 2833 Lincoln Highway East, !tonics, Pa. 17572).
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NATIONAL FIELD ARCHERY ASSOCIATION OFFICIAL ROLES*
Reprinted by permission of the National Field Archery Association,
Field Round Rules
Terms

UnitA 14-target course including all official shots
RoundTwo such units, or twice around one.
Double RoundTwo complete rounds.

OutFirst "nit to be shot in a round.
InSecond unit to be shot in a round.
StakeShooting position.
FaceTarget face.
ButtAny object ugamst which a face is placed.

"fourth
ShotThis term in connection with the stake number.
shot," shall be used in referring to the differen. shots on any
course.

SpotAiming center.
TimberWarning call to other archers who may be in the dodger
zone, announcing that you are ready to shot t.
Faces

1. Four face sizes shall be used:
a A 24-inch face with a 12-center bull and a 4-inch spot.
b. An 18-inch face with a 9-inch bull and a 3-inch spot.
c A 12-inch face with a 6-inch bull and a 2-inch spot.
d A 6-inch face with a 3-inch bull and a 1 -inch spot.
The outside ring shall be black. The bull shall be white and the
spot shall be black.
Animal targets bearing these official round faces may be used

in which case the faces need not be painted, only outlined, but

aiming center or spot must be plainly visible. Spot must be
painted sonic color sharply contrasting with target color. This
same spot and ring target is official without animal silhouette.

2. All butts must be so placed that the full face is exposed to the
shooter.
3. A standard unit shall consist of the following 14 shots:
(4 arrows at each distance)
15, 20, 25, and 30 yards at a 12-inch face
40, 45, and 50 yards at 18-inch face
55, 60, and 65 yards at 24-inch face
'See Constmvon. 13plaws. and Polley of the National Meld Archery
I96b edition. N FAA. Route 2, Box 514, Redlands, California

Association.

92373. (Note: Revised each year and available on April I. $1.00.)
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and the following tout position shots. eat'i allow
be shot twin
a
ferem position °I at a dit Ierent rget
+4; )aids at 18-inch target, all from the ine distance.
but from
terent positions of difteient targets
30. S. 40. and 45 yards at IS -inch target
50. 00, 70, and 80 yards at 24 -inch target
20. 25. 30. and 35 yards at (-inch target.
4

In Wing out the course. any Order
be u ed as the official
shooting older on ail) lour - position shot. l'he plescribed distances must be adhered to without variation.
A range, to he ol hew!. must be approved by the National Field
Archer Association (see Official Handbook for construction of
;ming courses).

Scoring
Bullseye. including spot 5 points

Outer circle 3 points.

Shooting Rules
I. An kinds 01 lio55. except a crossbow. and any kind of arrow.
except bioadheads, ma), be used
2

the status 01 doubtful avows shall be determined before
drawing any .brows tram the tat get.

3.

'I he target captain shall be the final Judge of all disputed
art ows

4. An al TOV, shaft cutting two rings shall be scored as being 111 the
ring of greater value l'hc outer line 01 the I ield archery target

is outside the scoring held. Ior that reason the arrow shaft
must Lot the line so that no coloi of the line can be seen
between arrow shall and scoring field before a hit may be
counted, 'Hie same is true for the inner line between the two

scoring clicks
5. Skids or glances into the target shall not be counted.

6. Arrows passing through the lace, but still in the butt. may be
pushed back and scored as a hit in the circle through which
they went. Tins does not mean that they may be withdrawn
and then stuck back through the target.
7. Witnessed bounceouts believed to have hit the target in the
scoring area will be ieshot. Arrows passing through the taigct
in the scoring aica will be scored as witnessed by the other
shooters in the group,
8. All ties shall be decided by shooting the I list tluee taigets. II a
tie still exists after three tat gets. continue from target to target
until the he is broken.
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1

14

4

9. No archer may practice on any shot of a course to be used for

tournament shooting later the same day. Special practice
targets should be supplied.

10. An archer who shoots arrows at the target in excess of the
prescribed number shall lose the arrow or arrows of higher
value in all NFAA rounds.
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Editor's Note: Teachers of golf are increasingly being asked to teach

large groups of students. The 1971-73 Golf Guide Committee felt
that such a trend has created a need for more information and help
in techniques of teaching large groups. The following three articles
resulted from our search for ideas.

Corridor Golf
JAN WOOD

Jun Wood received her 11 S. degree from the University of
Caltlotnia at Los Angeles, did giadliate svork at the Unieisity
of 5-outhern California, Los Angeles, and iccen(n1 her M.A.
degree m administration from San Francisco State College In
19(4 71n, sias the DGWS Golf Rept esentatire for the Southwest District and has been a National Foundation Aim Representative since 1966. Jun Wood has taught golf at
forma Polytech Workshop for the past fire summers.

A soft ball or soccer field witli its live-yard Imes can become a
natural setting for the teaching of golf. It is possible to accommodate large numbers of students in such a setting when the corridors
formed between the sides of the held by the fire -yard stripes are
thought of as fairways (14igure 1). 1 he corndois on each side of a
designated "fairway are (lien out -ol-bounds or lough (Figure 2)
li
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Figure 2.

In order to indicate a target and the distance for a desired shot, a
flagstick or the equivalent (such as an arrow or quiver) can be placed
one-third, one-half, or two-thuds the distance toward an outer side
line. This enables the target Ilagstick to be used by both outside lines
at the saute Ilme, 10111111g hole numbers I-9 on one side and 10.18
on the other
oaches, football fields, golf classes, and divots ate of ten incom-

patible. Rut a guarantee of no divots on the field ma) settle this
problem No lines other than the ones present on the field are
needed

SeLentyILLo girls can be actrvelL involved in corridor golf
ange the Mass into 18 I oursomes. partners will altern,ite play ing and
coaching each other. At the same time 0111pelliwn can be arranged,

(match or stroke) either with p.utneis ru in the foursome. In such a
Lase, "honois" Lail be observed fog each new "hole."
Play and Scoring
lee of 1 areas need no special !Milking

the outside sidelines are
the lee Imes. Before play, begins, players must be equipped with
scorecards and pencils. "I he following s) stem lor pia) and scot mg
can be used
I. Designate the area two club lengths liom the "flag" in any

direction as the -green,"

2. Ho the ball down th Loirnhu to the Ilagqiik. 11 it land.,
within 01 on the glee)), \Lore three (one stroke plus l\\O
sitokes
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3.

If the ball lands either long or short of the green, add one
more stroke for a total of four.

4. It the ball stops out-of-bounds (in an adjacent corridor),

whether long or short, score five,
As the class prr4gresses, a more discriminating alternative could be
used for scoring balls that go "out -of- bounds" If, ,or a right handed
golfer, the shot goes to the right and is a push shot, score four. It the

shot is pulled to the left, score five. The push shot which is the

stronger shot of the two is thereby rewarded. (While the push shot is
related to a hook, the pull often leads to the weaker slice.)
Use a shotgun start with a plastic ball to begin class play Groups
can he placed on 9 holes or on all 18 holes at once. Holes 1-9 will he
stretched along one side of the field with holes 10-18 along the other
side (Figure 1). The number of balls each student hits will depend
upon the teacher's preference and the circumstances of the class. but
could range from one to live. Have the students hit the required balls

hum the tee, then walk forward for recovery of balls and scoring,
Alter recovering the balls, students walk diagonally to the next hole.
It is likely that a class will complete only 9 holes the first day.
but with speedy golf techniques, 18 holes can be completed later.
Testing

When testing time comes, the same envnonment and procedures
can be used. One test 01 direction control and/or accuracy is the
following
1.

Arrange stations, having six balls and a student who is a
teacher -scot et at each.

2

3

"I est by having a student-playei hit three balls at tlagstick.
Score three points for ball down the coiridoi. two points to
tight (pihb conalor), one point to 'cat (pull conido,
Student recovers three balls. As teacher - scorer records scot e

and signature, the second person gets wady to hit the other
three halls

4. Rotate assignments
Corridor golf prosides the teacher and students with some unique
opportunities A large number of students can be offered meaningful

practice. I ittle additional equipment is needed. on:. 'milkers for

tlagsticks. lither hard balls or practice balls can be used Players can
practice hitting to a variety of distances, can coach, of can be tested
Competition can be arranged for added incentive
This kind of golf course is already built for your It would be a
wise stroke to begin using a toot ball held, of perhaps to mark you!
own soccer h-id in this way
CORRIDOR GOLF
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Avid Teacher

Avid Golfers
VIRGINIA LOHAMLLER

leccired her /3 /1 degree nom the State
intersiir of Montana, llinsoula. and her M A degree twin
cache's College, Columbia Unirerszo, New Yolk /In arul
golfer for more than 30 tears, she is the Inuit DG WS Golf
Chairman, the Iowa 111)1.1? Journal editor, and a physical
education instrwhn ut !Vest /high School, Darenpol 1. Iowa

Large groups of students eon structure swings for golf play. they
can understand the layout of a course, game procedure, and fundamental lutes, Yes, regardless of class sue, if you ate an avid teacher
you will develop avid golfer. Your one objective is to complete a
single unit so intensely that each student can play the game with
reasonable knowledge and some confidence about her swing. No
space is too small for this assignment if you are willing to test your
ingenuity.
Ilere
some ideas for an introductory golf unit
Lesson 1

Begin with onentatiGn about the sport. its lifetime %attic, its
possibilities lot sociability and relaxation, and its lifetime challenge
to the real competitor. Beginneis also need to !calve that difficulty
can be experienced tr ,tiucturing a swing, which should be recognized as a science insolving the laws of physics mphasue the satisfaction which will be felt as skill is desehoped. Golf instructior

sheets should be distributed to familiarize students with histoly,
equipment. terms, s. fety factors, and basic 'Wes. At this time, review the sektion on safety with direct reference to class airangement

and directions about which students oust be aware. I'm indoor
instinction, consulei assignment's of all areas for partners Or I ee
outdoor instliktion, areas of field could be sectioned.

Your instiuction oldt:is to the thiss must be explained begin hitting.
slop hitting, retrieve: close oidel (class gathers quickly in front of
instructor). to stations, exercise older.
Polish up those dui-, and indicate intelest m youi own equipment. Line up .he woods and irons, explaining then structure, anticipated distances tom a few, and something about tratectoly, Krell
you accessomy pieces of equipment will be of interest. A demonshalion of the duection swing with a numbei eight, a distance swing
with a wood, and )our putting stroke will start the hall i oiling,
Concepts (Idler legaiding the right gip for beginners. Certainly it
IN dittitult to dlange teC11111(itles once grooved, I herefoie, why not
120
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desote enough time to teehng a good overlapping grip') A sound grip
is the crux of the swing. Rather than confuse beginners with various
stances, initiate the
address position. If indoors. diaiam with
chalk a large "Il" turned sideways. Partners can ch..,:k as the student
stands with her toes on one line with the line of flight parallel and
the ball line perpendicular.
Lesson 2

In starting swing instruction, the feel can be learned by using
weighted strings, partners sharing if quantity is limited. After this
expel fence, a club is held between two fingers and allowed to move
like a pendulum. hinphasize that clubhead weight is grooving a pattern without being forced to do so.
A cue may be taken from the National Golf Foundation which
recognizes the effectiveness of introducing the short swing before
the lull swing. With class members remaining in their semicircular
formation Mound the instructor, present the direction swing. As
described in the Golf Myna tor's Guide, a player's arms form a
triangle, shoulders serve as the base, and hands are the apex.' When
the student swings her club, this triangle swings back and through
along a track to its target. The class, following demonstration and
swinging practice, is ready to use half swings with plastic balls fuming

at large colored circles on the wall or ground targets outside. After
many years of experimenting with methods, the writer firmly believes a greater percentage of students will develop better swings if a
direction swing is taught first. This approach allows the student to
build a small structure before attempting the involvements of the
full swing. Confidence will be gained and the pendular movement
will serve as a framework for expansion.
Lesson 3

By means of a blackboard, or with cutouts, diagram a green and
its surroundi'ig area to claiify the type of shots students are learning
and to iclate them to the slant of the club face, Beyond 10 yards a
golfer will pitch with short irons, depending on the contour; within
10 yards, he will use the pitch-and-run. Illustrating the relationship
of trajectory to club selection is helpful. Practice in short pitch shots

is enjoyable when hitting over track hurdles, to colored targets
placed on walls, or to archery targets in an outdoor situation.
Golf Inquiet(); 's Guide, a National foundation publication. Merchandise
Mart, Chicago, Illinois 60654 (1969), p. 31,
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Lesson 4

Lesson 7

Introduce the pitch-and-run with it nairower stance, relatively
stable lower body, decreased swing, and vaitance m club selection
Station method teaching is excellent for practice areas for pitch-

and-run to a cup, short pitch shots to wastebaskets, longer bitch
shots over hurdles to hula hoops. Dr Maxwell Malt/ in Ard/osuccess mechanism 11111sI have a
Crhernetv.s writes "YoUr
goal or target.-- Golfers must alw ays visualise a target for every

Alter practice on t Ins basic swing structure, start using hard balls
it conditions permit. The thrill of that well hit ball Into a canvas cage
becomes contagious? Dui

the several class periods devoted to dis-

tance swing you cannot repeat too hequently the "back and
thiough" admonition. The concept of hitting through can be im-

shot.

proved by placing an eight-inch colored still) of paper in front of the
ball. This pinpoints attention as the student sees the clubhead pass
through the amt.

Lesson 5

Lesson 8

There is one basic swing in golf and the direction swing is now
lengthened to become the distance swing. Ilere, exercises can be of
utmost value. Golf Instructor's Guide and Golf Lcssons3 include
many which could replace warmups to make preliminary class activity more meaningful. The towel exercise will introduce the feeling
of the full swing To identify the need of short and full swings, roll
out a long strip of wide, green shelf paper and add cutouts to set up
bunkers, out-of-bounds
a typical golf hole: rough. sand traps a
area with a fence, natural water hazard, trees. tee-off. All of these
can be cut from colored construction paper Review the pitch,
pitch-and-run by selecting clubs as they would he used. Working
back to the tee, suggest a number of full shots. The class, arranged in
a large circle mound the instructor, tart,( i side toward hei, can slat t
the full swing without balls. After students have assumed the correct
address, the backswing is easily assumed when the instil for says

"Turn your back to me." The downswing and follow-through are
made with the instruction "Now face me." Practice continues with
plastic bails, using regulation mats, strips of carpeting or rug samples,
and hitting to wall or field targets.
Lesson 6

After reviewing the full swing and giving individual assistance
where needed, describe the "C" position (head over ball, back

straight but angled, knees easy and pointing to the target). This
position looks like the letter "C" from the side. Label this a must for
every sw:ng. Demonstrate how one can easily slip into an "I"
position,
relation tc.,

raise up and miss and top balls. Present more detail in
le components of a swing. arc. rhythm, apd plane.

2 Maxwell, Malt?, M.D., NychoCybnetics (I' nglewood Cliffs, N.J.. PrenticeHall, Inc., 1960), p. 26.
'National Golf Foundation publications.
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Instructions for Testing
(Both targets)

I. The target

is the

a

The following ideas for four stations where each student could
check her full swing could create interest for one class period Cut
strips of colored construction paper, 18 inches long and I-inch wide.
Place the 1-inch end against a wall. The student stands with back to
wall and heels on line with the 18-inch strip. If on the baekswing the
clubhead hits the wall, the plane of the swing is too fiat. Another
station is set up for a downswing check with the use of the same
strips laid I inch from the wall. If the clubhead contacts the wall on
the downswing, it is evident that the right hand has dominated or
possibly body rotation vas incorrect. Still a third station with
handkerchief size pieces of material, held under the right armpit, will
determine if the right elbow is correctly positioned at the top of the
backswing. Glasses of water set outside the ankle position will
encourage proper balance and correct foot position in pivoting The
wristwatch gimmick could also be used. squares of cardboard to
which rubber bands have been attached form a reminder like a
watch. When hands are hip high. the cardboard should face the
partner standing opposite. thus mdtcating a correct position of the
clubface at this point in the swing, With a four-way rotation of
students, these interest areas offer much incentiv^ for practice. The
backswing, downswing checks could be combined. opening an area
for checking each individual's swing pattern with the use of a camera
or a videotape. If you take the time for an analysis with each student
you are making a Major contribution toward her future golf.
Lesson 9

One entire pert(
could be devoted ,o an evaluation of each
swing using sonic form of checklist. It could include address
position, preliminary movements, takeaway, top of backswing,
downswing, impact area, finish, and total swing pattern. Many
teachers may want to consider short, frequent written quizzes as an
important tool in evaluation.
AVID TEACHER

AVID GOLFERS

Self-TestingHow Do You Measure Up?
LYNNE GA3KIN
NANCY PORTER

on the wall, outlined, with numbers

showing the value of , , areas.

2. Aim carefully and hit, in turn, twenty plastic balls at the target,
trying to hit the 10-point area.
3. The number of the area in which each ball hits will be recorded
on your score card.
4. Should you MISS the ball, swing at it again. Each swing will count
as a trial.

5. You are allowed as many practice swings as you like, but only
one practice trial with a plastic ball
6.

Began when you are ready.
Tt

;I

;
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Lynne Gaskin is a graduate of Wesleyan College' in Macon,
Georgia, and received her M.S. degree from the University of
North (Wolin(' at Greensboro. Nancy Porter received both the
B.S. and dl. lid. degrees from the University of North Carolina.
Both women are instructors at the University of North
Carolina.

Effective skill testing promotes learning. .1 he benefits of selfteting are apparent students administer and score the tests and

Lesson 10

After adequate periods have been devoted to structuring direction

and distance swings, putting technique should be introduced Although there is a basic pattern, it is unquestionably a challenge to
any beginner to settle into his own putting groove. Sections of rug
runners of varying lengths can be laid out for putting courses, or a
larger rugs can be used for clock putting, add scorecards and rules
for the novice. Much is gamed in this phase of the game through an
objective approach.
Lesson 11

Lay out an outdoor or indoor course. using a no-bounce or plashk
ball when indoors. With imagination, hazards can be labeled, green
areas outlined, substitutes used for trees and bunkers, and out-ofbounds markers strategically placed A careful review of basic rules
and etiquette is necessary before students begin playing the game.
Scorecards make it more realistic. Foursomes could take turns on
each hole: scorekeeper, caddy, player. -ule and etiquette advisor
Lesson 12

Why not have a "choice" day? We at West High School in Davenport, Iowa, experienced a memorable highlight' when a National Golf
Foundation educational consultant visited and helped each student
realize her potential as a golfer. Such a service is open to anyone

interested by writing the Found:tion's office in the Merchandise
Mart, Chicago, Illinois 60654.
Summary

This game is so vital. You, as a teacher, are making a worthy
contribution by including golf in your curriculum. regardless of class
size. its enjoyable and therapeutic values will be rewarding to everyone you teach. And as an avid teacher you will gain much satisfaction through structuring swings for avid golfers!

DGWS ARCHERY-GOLF GUIDE
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Checkpoints for a Full Swing Five Iron
MARTHA T. PARKES
Martha Parkes received her B.S. degree from Skidmore College,
Saratoga Springs New York, and her M.A. from the University
of Colorado. Boulder. She is currently girls physical education

(Woman at Art oyo High School m San Lorenzo, California,
and is past rice president, DG WS Southwest District. A 10
handicapper, she has taught high school physical education
classes in golf Jor eight years.

Typical high school golf classes number 30 to 40 students. No
teacher can personally get around to that many girls frequently
enough to observe them individually and to detect and correct
err, rs. Students must learn to check themselves for correct form and

detection of errors. or they can be taught to work effectively as
partners it they learn what to loA for. Use of meaningful checkpoints (specific things which occur on the swing) makes it possible
for the performer's partner to detect errors in execution.
Only a few new checkpoints should be introduced, explained,
demonstrated, and drilled each class period. Groove a good swing by
reinforcing sound mechanics with lots of unison swinging. The voice
of the instructor can aid in developing rhythm as she indicates
timing of backswmg, moment..m of downswing. and the habil of
momentarily holding the tollow4biough position.
Help students to understand the terms and phrases used in your
checkpoints so they know what you mean when you call a col melion. o a golfer not in your class the phrase "knuckles 5-6 inches
from your thighs- might not mean much. 13ut a class member to
whom the checkpoint has been explained and demonstrated knows
what it is you are trying to communicate about how close the
student's hands are to her lens
It helps to break the swing down into parts which can be isolated

and held momentarily while the student, or her partner, looks to see
if the position is correct. In the carry stages, have a class do only the
haAswing and stop at the "top of the backswing" to check an item
such as "left arm straight.- (Eventually each student should be able

to hiing her arm to the correct position kinesthetically, without

having to take her eyes oft the ban to see what she is doing.) Later.
encourage the students to hold the follow-through to determine if
they arc still on balance or have swung through completely
("stomach facing target,- not back hip lett behind with only the
arms and upper body doing the swinging).

CHECKPOINTS FOR A FULL SWING FIVE IRON
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prefer the whole-part method of teaching the full swing and
very early get the beginners into proper position at the top of the
backswing and on the follow-through. They then seem to have less
trouble with what goes on between the start of the swing and the
1

follow-through. My classes do lots of rhythmic swinging to promote

for developing clubhead momentum. We swing in unison,
rhythmically back and forth fog seven or eight times before stopping
and addressing an imaginary ball again. When I see that the class has
feel

some feel for the swing we then do just one swing at a time. If a
student seems to lose the rhythm of the swing, encourage her to go
back to rhythmic swinging with the reminder that this is a perennial
brush-up technique, not just a learning one.
Each student is given a copy of the following checkpoints to
assist her in learning. Once a girl has learned these checkpoints in a

class situation, she can refer to them from then on to referesh her
memory and to keep her golf swing correctly grooved.
CHECKPOINTS FOR FULL GOLF SWING

I. Stance
A. Feet about as far apart as hips are wide
13. Left foot slightly toed out
C. Weight centeree _venly over both feet
D. Knees and hips slightly bent
E. Grip with inside borders of both feet
I1. Address Position

A. Clabhead soled evenly and slightly behind ball, bottom
13.

forward edge of club face perpendicular to target
Body lined up so that a line drawn from toe of right foot to

toe of left foot and extended into space would go directly
toward the target

C. Body slightly bent at ankles, knees and hips, and head
slightly forward

D. Left arm straight, light elbow tucked and pointing toward
right hip
h. Knuckles five to six inches forward of thighs when holding
club at address

III. The Swing
A. Backswing
1. Lett arm is straight at the elbow, but not locked.
E. Club is drawn back close to ground (not lifted)
3. Club. hands, and arms work at unit, moving back together.
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A.
.

Wrists are cocked as back swing approaches waist level

Head renpins steady (no lifting up or down, or .,,,aying

from side to side).
6. Weight remains centered over both feet.

B. Top of Backswing

1. Club is level with top of head and is above back of the

neck.
2. Club shaft points away from target.
3. Club is nearly parallel with the ground.
4. Wrists and thumbs are under dub shaft.
5. Right elbow remains close to the body and points toward
the ground.
6. Left shoulder is under the chin (not forward of it)
7. Stomach faces away from target.
8. Left knee points toward toes of right foot.
9. Outside border of big toe of left foot maintains contact
with the ground.

C. Downswing
1. Left side of body is held firm.
2. Dead remains steady, eyes on the ball.
3. Left arm is straight (no elbow bend).
4. Wrists are kept ;inn.
5. Clubhead is swept through the ball (not poked or
slapped at it)
6. Clubhead should follow a line toward the hole.
D. Follow-Through
I. Heel of dub shaft points toward target

.

2. Hands are level with top of head, wrists cocked, arms

slightly bent (but not collapsed).
3. Stomach faces target.
4. Right shoulder is lower than left.
5. Body is balanced over both feet.
6. Left leg is slightly bent.
7. Right knee is bent ,ed points toward toes of left foot.
8. Club is level with top of head and parallel to ground.

CHECKPOINTS FOR A FULL SWING FIVE IRON
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The History of the DGWS National
Intercollegiate Golf Championship
MARGO L. ANDERSON
Margo Anderson teaches at the State University of New York
at Binghamton. She completed hez B.A. degree az St Olaf
College, Northfield, Minnesota and received her M.A. degree
Jrom The Ohio State University, Columbus. This material is
from a thesis which was submitted in partial fulfillment of the
requitenzenty for the M.A. degree. A former state tournament
Competitor, Margo Anderson plays to a 6 handicap.

In 1941 Gladys E. Palmer and her physical education staff at The
Ohio State University conducted the first National Collegiate Golf
Tournament for Women. This was an era in which the professional

leadership opposed intercollegiate competition for women This
sentiment was deeply ingrained in the leadership, for many of these
women had labored arduously to curb abuses which had crept into
competitive athletics for women in the early I 900s. Throughout the
1920s and 1930s they succeeded in rectifying many situations, in
the process, they also succeeded in nearly eliminating all forms of
competitive opportunities for college women.

Miss Palmer and her staff viewed play days and sports days as
unrealistic competitive situations for the highly sk.11ed, moreover,
they believed that the changing times warranted MP
Intercollegiate competition. There was every reason . .3"1"1-)vrtihoatf
apetition
many of the problems previously encountered in su,..

could be prevented if the contests were conducted by qualified

women in compliance with current standards. Good leadership was
of paramount importance to insure the welfare of the participant.
The Ohio State group decided to sponsor a national tournament
which, it was hoped, would demonstrate that such competition
could be an educational experience. Golf was eventually selected as
the most suitable activity for this tournament, which was announced
to the profession in March 1941.

First Tournaments

Thirty girls from 21 institutions competed in the first event in
June, 1941 and several of them displayed a high caliber of skill.
While Marjorie Row of Michigan State University was medalist with

a score of 75, 15 other girls qualified for the Championship Flight
with scores of 89 or better. Eleanor Dudley of The University of
Alabama eventually won the matcn play event.
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Because of World War IL the second tournament was not held
until 1946. In 1953. the event was moved to the University of North

Carolina in Greensboro. with Ethel Martus, chairman of the
Women's Physical Education Department. serving as sponsor.

The Tournament embarked upon an uncertain course when it left
Ohio State. After conducting the Tournament for two years. The
University of North Carolina bowed out. but Pauline Martin (Mrs.
John Erickson), a member of the physical education staff at Lake
Forest College, Lake Forest. Illinois assumed the responsibility for
continuing the Tournament. Pauline Martin had represented Ohio
State as a Tournament contestant for four years.

Following the Tournament at Lake Forest in 1955, there was
once again a problem of securing a sponsor for the next year. This
time Purdue University. under the leadership of Helen llazelton,
agreed to conduct the Tournament in 195E. The Tournament had
managed to survive on the year-to-year basis because Tournament
alumni sought to perpetuate it: yet, there was a feeling that
something else was needed to insure the Tournament's future growth
and development. Laura Iluelster, chairman of the Department of
Physical Education for Women. The University of Illinois, called an
informal meeting to discuss the matter at an intramural conference

in Washington. D.C., in November, 1955. Those present at the
meeting were representatives of three organizations: American
Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. Athletic
Federation of College Women, and National Association for Physical
Education of College Women. Although the group did not have the

power to act, it did locate colleges to sponsor the 1956 and 1957
Tournaments. Purdue University had previously agreed to hold the
1956 event and the University of Illinois agreed to hold the 1957
Tournament.
Development of Tournaments

A committee of eight women representing AAIIPER. ARFCW
and NAPECW (Nancy Porter, June McCann, Sara Staff Jernigan.
Dorothy Wirthwein. Mary Jean Mulvaney. Joan Iluesner. Rachel
Bryant, Ellen Griffin) met at Purdue in June, 1956. and drafted
plans for the continuation of the National Collegiate Golf Tournament for Women. The group, henceforth known as the Tripartite
Committee, formulated administrative policies which, with a few
exceptions, have guided the Tournament to the present Owe.
It was decided that the Committee should hold annual meetings
at the Tournament site. An outgrowth of the !957 meeting was the
establishment of a Tripartite Council which was to study the general
area of extramm .1 sports for college women. As a result of action
taken in June, 1958 by the parent groups, this group was authorized
HISTORY OF OGWS NATIONAL GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
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to function as the National Joint Committee on Extramural Sports
for College Women. It was to work through subcommittees
responsible for designated problem areas and the development of
competitive opportunities in various sports. The old golf committee
became such a subcommittee known as the Tripartite Committee on
Golf for College Women. The committee continued to establish
definite policies relative to the Tournament and explored the

possibility of other extramural golf events for women as well.
Among its duties regarding the Tournament were selecting the
hostess college two years in advance, annually reviewing and, if
necessary, revising the handbook which guided hostess colleges in

the conduct of the Tournament; and generally tending to the

administrative affairs of the Tournament.
The Committee successfully guided the Tournament until 1965

when another turning point wac reached. In that year AAHPER,
ARFCW and NAPECW voted to disband the NJCESCW whose
responsibilities were assumed by DGWS. DGWS recognized that the

time had come for the establishment of a national organization

which could direct all of its energies toward guiding and controlling
intercollegiate athletics for women. The Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics for Women was to assume this purpose.

The status of the Tripartite Golf was dubious at this point. The
NJCESCW was now defunct, but the Commission had yet to be
established, consequently, there was no existing body to which the
Committee could report. However, it did continue work independently in administering the Tournament until DGWS established
another structure. The Collegiate Golf Committee was later recognized as a vital body by DGWS and as of 1969, its definite structure
and purposes were in the process of being finalized. It was to serve in
an advisory capacity and as a policy-making group to the Tournament; in addition, it was to promote other intercollegiate golf events
throughout the country

The various golf committees throughout the years were and

continue to be, responsible for perpetuating a distinct Tournament

tradition through the implementation of the various policies. A
handbook for hostess schools and tournament reports is submitted
to each hostess school. Invaluable as well in this regard are the
Tournament evaluations, solicited since the beginning, and completed by each contestant. Many of the suggestions offered by the

participants have been incorporated throughout the years.
The structure of the Tournament has remained essentially
unaltered since it began in 1941. Both an individual champion and a
winning team composed of two representatives from each school are
determined; moreover, individual flight winners are recognized as

well. Other special golfing events also have been offered for the
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contestants. The 1971 Tournament at The University of Georgia,
Athens, saw the first major change in that it departed from the
traditional match play. The 1971 Tournament was a 72 hole medal
play event.

Awards have been presented to winning contestants since the

beginning, and recently, DGWS standardized the awards which are
given to the winners of all DGWS championships.
Two rotating awards, the Gladys E. Palmer Trophy and the Mrs.
Stewart Hanley Trophy, distinguish the Collegiate from other DGWS
championships. The Palmer Trophy, a 12-inch silver Revere bowl, is
presented to the winner of the Championship Flight each year. It
was purchased with a fund collected by friends of Gladys Palmer in

re,,,g,::on of her

leadership in initiating and conducting the

Tournament. The Palmer Trophy replaced the Ohio State Rotating
Trophy, the first Tournament Trophy, which was retired in 1958.
The Hanley Trophy, first presented in 1962, is a traveling trophy
similar to the Palmer Trophy and is awarded to the representative
in Aitution for the team championship. It was the result of a gift by
an anonymous donor in honor of Mrs. Hanley's service to golf at the
University of Michigan and her participation in international team
matches.
Tournament Traditions

Much of the tradition of the Tournament is a reflection of the
philosophy of its first sponsors, Gladys Palmer and her staff at Ohio
State. The first Tournament Committee made every effort to insure

that the Tournament would be an educational experience for the
contestants. It attempted to provide opportunities for development
of sportsmanship both on and off the golf course. Thus, it housed
the contestants together in a dormitory nd planned n merous social
events during the week of the Tournament. Since the Committee
knew that many of the girls were to receive their first competitive
golf experience in the Tournament, it attempted to assist them in
learning how to compete properly. The Committee was trying to
impress upon the girls that the Tournament could be fun regardless
of whether they won or lost a match. The social activities and extra
golf events were included to encourage the contestants to stay after
they had lost.

Thirty years have elapsed since the first Tournament and the
many social changes witnessed by this span of time are found

reflected in the Tournament. Inflation alone has forced an increase

the entry fee from 5 to 25 dollars for each participant. More
mportant, however, have been the expanded development of
intercollegiate opportunities for women and the corresponding
increase in participation. The purposes of the Tournament have
HISTORY OF DGWS NATIONAL GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
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remained essentially as they were in 1941. The Collegiate continues
to provide an opportunity for college women to compete with those
of like ability and interests. Although the number of planned social
activities has been reduced, there are still gatherings of the
contestants and the banquet is regarded by many as the highlight.
Whereas the Tournament has always catered to the highly-skilled
golfers, it is presently moving in the direction of increased
selectivity. In the past, the Collegiate served as an introduction to
tournament play for many girls who had little or no such experience.
However, this has changed in recent years with the advent of a large
field 01 low handicappers. It is hoped that proposed regional

tournaments will provide the girls of lesser ability with suitable
competitive experiences.

Perhaps the pioneering efforts of Gladys 1;. Palmer and her
dedicated staff in sponsoring a tournament which was national in
scope were ahead of their time. While they may not have proved that

1941 was the right time to resume competitive opportunities for
college women, they did succeed in demonstrating that It was

to conduct a tournament under the highest possible
standards and beyond reproach. Professional leadership later recognized the inherent values of such competition which they saw could
be an educational experience. The Tournament. then, conducted by
the professional leadership, has served as a successful guide to other
competitive opportunities for college women ever since.
possible

Past Tournament Sponsors and Winners

Tournament Sponsors
1941

Ohio State University

Winners

1.1eanor Dudley, University 01 Alabama, University

1947 Ohio State University

Phyllis Otto. Northwestern University, Ivanston, Ill.
Shirley Spork, Michigan State Uni-

1948 Ohio State University

Grace Lenciyk, John B. Stetson

1949 Ohio State University

Marilynn Smith, University of Kan-

1950 Ohio State University

Betty Rowland, Rollins College,
Willie! Park, Ha.

1946 Ohio State University

versity, Last Lansing

University, Dc Land. Ha,
sas, Lawrence

1951

Ohio State University

Barbara Brunmng, Wellesley College,
Wellesley. Mass.

1952

Ohio State University

Mary Ann Villegas, St. Mary's Do-
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minican College, New Orleans, La.
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1953- Women's College,
Univ. of North Carolina
1954 Women's College,
Univ. of North Carolina
1955- Lake Forest College
1 956- Purdue University
1957-University of Illinois

1958- Iowa State College
1959-- University of
North Carolina

Pat 1..c.,er, Seattle University,
Seattle, Wash.

Nancy Reed, George Peabody College, Nashville, Tcnn.
Jackie Yates, University of Redlands,
Redlands, Calif.
Marlene Stewart, Rollins College
Meriam Bally, Northwestern University
Carol Pushing, Carleton College,
Northfield, Minn.

Judy Eller. University of Miami,
Miami, Fla.

1960-Stanford University

JoAnn Gunderson, University of

1961- University of

Judy Iloetmer, University of Washington
Carol Sorenson, Arizona State Uni-

Michigan

1962-University of
New Mexico

1963-Pennsylvania State
University

1964-Michigan State
University
1965- University of Florida

Arizona

versity
Claudia Lindor, Western Washington
State

Patti Shook, Valpariso University
Roberta Albers, University of Miami

1966-0Iuo State University

Joyce Kaimierski, Michigan State

1967-University of

Martha Wilkinson, California State
College at Fullerton

University
Washington

1968 Duke University
1969- Pennsylvania State
University

1970-San Diego State
College

1971-University of Georgia
(72 Hole Medal)

972 New Mexico State

Gail Sykes, Odessa College

Jane Bastanchury, Southern Illinois
University

Cathy Gaughan, Arizona State University
Shelley Hamlin, Stanford University,
Individual Winner, UCLA, Team
Winner

University
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Editor's Note: The next two articles, "Indoor Golf Tests" and

"Self-TestingHow Do You Measure Up," cover indoor anu outdoor
aspects of teaching. A teacher can get ideas from both to meet her
testing needs.

Indoor Golf Tests
ANDREA HAUGE
Andrea Hauge received her B.A. degree from St. Olaf College,
Northfield, Minnesota and her M.S. degree from the University
of Colorado, Boulder. While a teaching fellow in Boulder, she
developed the tests in this article which she has used for
indoor golf classes in a variety of high schools and colleges

around the country, most recently at Lock Haven State
College, Lock Haven, Pennsylvania. Andrea Hauge is the Golf
Guide chairman-elect for 1972 -74.

When golf is taught in an indoor setting, a special degree of

patience and imagination is required to keep the students interested
and challenged. First, they must develop a consistent swing. Second,
they must try for accuracy. Even in limited indoor space it is
possible to aim and to measure one's success. Targets are a natural
device for such practice.

At the University of Colorado, golf was taught in an indoor
setting during the winter term. To provide motivation for practice
and accuracy, and to aid in evaluation of the student's ability, two
target type tests were di /Wed, one for the drive and another for the

pitch shot. Plastic balls with holes were used throughout the

instructional period and testing.
Drive

The target area for the test of the drive may be taped or drawn on

a

wall used for rebounding balls during practice (Figure 1). The

target area is 18 feet wide, 9 feet high and is placed 18 inches off the
floor. Balls are hit from 25 feet away from the target. The club used
during development of the test was a No. 2 wood, and balls were hit

from a rubber practice tee. Numbers in the spaces of the target
indicate point values scored by hits in those spaces.
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Figure 1.

Pitch

About 6 feet of floor space is required for the concentric circles
of the target area for the test of the pitch (Figure 2). Radii of each
circle from the center out are 9 inches, 31 inches. 53 inches, and 75
inches. Balls are hit from a rubber or cocoa mat placed 28 feet from
the outside circle. A No. 8 iron was used for this test. Distance from
the targets may be altered to match the students' skill level, or the
space a 'ailable.

Each ball is scored according to the zone (0-4) in which it stops
rolling, except for the following'
Any ball that stops outside the lane is given half the score of
1

the adjacent zone.

2

Any ball that does not carry ove- the zero zone is scored. as

"0" regardless of where it rolls.
3. Any ball that is swung at and mug d is ;cored as 0 A ball that
stops beyond zone four is s-oied as 4 (or a score of 2 if the
nail is "wide"). Balls stopping on boundary line are given the
higher score.

A partner, standing with the player, scores by charting the spot
where ,;ael: of the 20 balls stops. For example, in Figure 1, a player
hits from position 5 in the left lane
Ball 1 = score of 2

Ball 4 = score of 1.5
Ball 2 = score of 2
Ball 5 = score of 4
Bail 3 = score of I
Ball 6 = score of 0
Al ter his first ten balls, he changes positions for the secord ten.
The self-testing event for the full swing meets ie criteria
concerring class !fine. scoring, and field markings. Classes of 20 can

complete the test in 40 minutes including instructions and ball

shagging. When designing the scoring zone, an attempt was made to
keep these at a minimum and yet be able to discriminate among

levels of pertormance. Twenty-yard intervals seem to serve this
purpose. The role that all balls must carry over the zero zone in
order to receive any score demands sonic measure of skill in ball
contact: at least it penalizes badly topped shots. '[lie length of this
zone front the hitting area was empirically determined to be 30
yards.

Having concluded that 90 yards perhaps represents a respectable
distance for a novice 5-iron shot, the deliberate decision was made
not to extend the scoring areas to 5, 6. etc. (Figure 1). While greater
distance has merit it accompanied by accuracy, the beginning player
faced with greater distance can choose a longer club.

The lane width of 30 yards was thought to be a minimum for

accuracy at a distance of 90 yards: therefore, a decision was made to

give sonic credit for balls that went to the right or left of the lane.
Ilalf-score for such balls was an arbitrary choice. This method of

scoring for accuracy seems to be discriminating enough for this level
of skill
In marking the target area the lanes and zones were outlined with
18 3-root Unsticks placed at mteisections of lane and zone lines. In
order that
testing area could appear and disappear within five
minutes, pi,
to hold the flags where countersunk at these
intersections. Lime 1n...s were unnecessary as the flags were adequate

indicators of the areas, and the students apparently had little
SELF-TESTINGHOW DO YOU MEASURE UP?
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difficulty judging and charting the balls. The flagsticks shown in
Figure I in the rear segment of lane 3 are directional targets.
Putting

The 9-hole putting event consists of 3 holes played from a
distance of 6 feet, 3 from 12 feet, and 3 from 18 feet. The order of
the holes (with respect to length) is randomly established by the
nstructor or students. The random order is more game-like than any
specified sequence of distances. Score is the nine-hole total.
Pitch-and-Run Shot

Any green may be used for this event, so long as the cup is set in

the approximate center. The fact that different greens vary in
contour is game-like, and reading the green is a part of the

pitch-and-run shot. Therefore, a standard situation is not vital to this
event and several greens may be used if available.
Ten balls are hit from a distance of no more than five yards from
the green with a No. 7 iron. (This distance could be altered and a
No. 9 iron used.) If the ball does not matally land on the green, a
score of zero is recorded by a partner If the ball lands on the green
and then rolls off, the score is one. If the ball lands on the green and
stays on the score is two. if the ball lands on the green and stops
wahm a flagsnck's length from the hole, the score is four. Each
student hits ten halls and his score is the total of ten trials. Four or
five players might hit to the same green at once. Their partners stand
on the sides of the green to score and stop the players momentarily
as needed to measure or remove balls in the way
Summary

Squads within large classes might rotate among three events or an
individual might select to practice his weaknesses as he sees them.

The merit in these events lies in the fact that they represent a
compromise between supervised practice, reinforced only by a
teacher's comment, and a highly formalized testing situation in

which more elaborate markings and precision-scoring are usually a
part. These events are sufficiently structured to det, rmine ranges of
performance from which the student, as weil as the teacher, can see
"how he measures up".
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Success for the Beginning Golfer
MARGO L. ANDERSON

'Warp. Anderson is pr "sently teaching at the State University
of New York at Binghamton. She completed her B.A. degree
at St. Olaf College, Northfield, Minnesota and received her
U.A. degree from The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
In order to play golf, one must be able to hi, the ball and advance
it toward the target. Unfortunately, the matter is not as simple as it
sounds, for the bail inn t first be hit and then advanced with both
control and accuracy. There are these three specific challenges in
golf: (1) hitting the ball; (2) advancing the ball; (3) advancing the
ball with control and accuracy.
Problems of the Beginner
When the beginner falls to contact the ball after the first several

attempts, a curious pattern follows. The extreme end result of that
pattern is the destruction of the very swing the beginner is
attempting to build. As the frustration mounts with each successive
miss, so does the tension. Although a certain amount of muscular
tension is necessary, the type experienced by the beginner makes

efficient execution of the swing Impossible. The club is gripped
tightly and the entire body stiffens; the tempo and rhythm of the
swing also begin to deteriorate so that eventually all timing is lost.
The beginner is so obsessed with hitting the ball that the swing
becomes both fast and hard. Even if the ball were hit at this time, it
probably would not be struck cleanly. And if it were, the beginner
might possibly be so reinforced by her efforts that she would repeat
all successive swings in the same manner.

The phenomenon of "trying too hard" is the root of this pattern.
If the challenge is too great the opportunities for success are
minimal. If continually frustrated in her attempts at success, the
beginner will try even harder or view the goal as an Impossible task
and quit. If the entire process is carried to an extreme, it can only
lead to a psychological barrier thwarting further learning To prevent

this from occurring, one must first recognize the causes of the
frustration and then work to keep them at a minimum by providing
opportunities for success. This means that the instructor must be
aware of the beginner's Immediate goal: to hit the ball.
All three of the beginner's goals (hitting the ball; advancing the
ball; advancing the ball with control and accuracy) are obviously
interrelated, foi a well executed swing will accomplish all three. A
SUCCESS FOR THE BEGINNING GOLFER
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beginner does not always see this relationship as it applies to her
own swing, rather, she perceives three separate entities which occur
in a sequential pattern. She realizes that she cannot succeed in
meeting all three goals at once, but she would at least like to be
successful at one. She, therefore, focuses her complete attention on
that goal which is most challenging to her.
No person can entertain a variety of thoughts at any one time and
still accomplish something. A beginning golfer who is concentrating

on contacting the ball cannot perform the swing while thinking
about the position of her head, hands, wrists, arms, Imps, knees and
feet and about the position of the club as it travels through its arc If
she were to manifest the intense concentration necessary for such a
feat, her swing at best would resemble the pattern of her thoughts.
The beginner cannot think of everything; in fact., the fewer things
she has to think about the better.
During the initial phases of instruction, the beginner's fate is
really in the hands of the instructor. An instructor who is cognizant
of the beginner's goal can alleviate much of the frustration. The

instructor must first isolate the source of the, problem which hinders
the student in achieving her goal. The instructor must avoid being

overly critical and offer only those corrections that apply to the
problem. In this way he allows the beginner to concentrate on one
thing at a time. Here, then, is a separate treatment of each of the
beginner's three goals with corrections specific to these goals

Hitting the Ball
The old
No golf ball will ever be hit well if the golfer slashes at
adage of "Just meet the ball" is very true in this regard. The concept

of an easy swing is most important during the initial phases of
instruction and beyond as well; power will always accompany an

easy swing if executed properly. An easy swing does not connote
one that is executed in slow motion, rattle', it is one that is natural
and in no way forced. Beginning golfers must be constantly
reminded to practice swings that are neither forced nor overly last.
"Meeting the ball" is not always enough, for one must "stay
down on the ball'' as well. Those people who fail to contact the ball
either do not look at it or pull away from it at impact. The former is
easily diagnosed while the latter is more subtle and usually is caused
by a failure of the knees to work properly as the swing is completed.
In order for the ball to be hit cleanly, the knees must remain slightly
bent during the crucial moment of impact thus allowing the tippet
body to maintain its position over the ball
If the head stays down and if the knees remain slightly bent, the
ball should be struck. If it is still missed, attention should be focused

on the swing itself. A dropping of the right shoulder on the
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downswing will cause the golfer to hit behind the ball thus hitting it
"fat- or even missing it. When the shoulder is dropped, the arc un
which tp clue, is traveling h shortened. 1 he club is much closer to
the ground which is evident at impact when the club first contacts
the ground lather than the ball. In extreme cases, it becomes
impossible to continue the swing any furth-r,
Advancing the Ball

The trajectory of most golf shots is a lofted one. but a majority
of beginners have difficulty in hitting the ball into the air "T hey do
not succeed in getting under the ball because they either top or
blade the ball Failure to hit the MI cleanly can be caused by a
number of factors including the three already mentioned' looking
up, pulling away from the ball, and dropping the right shoulder
Sometimes, the problem can be attributed to a hooded club head at
impact. The difficulty can also lie in the swing itself.
At the outset, instructors should emphasize the tact that the club
is swept through the hitting area at the start of the backswmg and
continuing into the follow-through. A line starting from well behind
the ball and extending toward the target should either be drawn on

the hating surface or imagined by the golfer. As the swing is

executed, the club head should then stay along this line for as long
as possible. Beginners sometimes find this difficult because they pick
up the club as the backswmg is started. They then bring the e!,11)
into the ball in a similar manner so that the swing resembles a
hacking or chopping motion. Likewise. they often raise the club on
the follow-through just as the ball is snuck Whatever the case. the
club contacts either the top or side of the ball
The positioning of the ball in the stance can also be a factor
causing unlofted shots. Po. r positioning can result in the club head
striking the ball at the wrong moment in the downswing. Playing the
ball farther ahead in the stance can prevent this problem The ball

should be played off the inside of the left heel and even laithei
akead it necessary in extreme cases, Although the ball's position

often changes according to the specific club being used, it is often
better for beginners to play each ball in the same place regardless of
the club m use This gives the beginner one less thing to think about
and also provides him with a constant pattern which is repeated
prior to each swing.
Advancing the Ball wun Control and Accuracy

This is the eternal quest of all golfers aid it is never attained to
one's total satisfaction. However. this Is not to say that it is beyond
the realm of the beginnei's ability, for he will become concerned

when he is ready. After he is able to advance the ball with little
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difficulty. he will want to know where it goes. and he will ask why
the ball goes astray it the reason has not already been brought to his
attention
There ale several basic factors which can cause the directional
problems encountered by the beginner A fault!, grip is. perhaps, one
of the tumor causes of these difficulties. Anithei imolves the mists.
Some beginners rotate and Ilex the wrists at the top of the
backsxxing This makes it extremely difficult to hang the club head
into the hitting areas in the proper manner.

A cause of some of these problems Lan also be found in the
position of the club head at impact A club head that is either too
open or too closed can cause the ball to deviate nom its intended
target.

Many of the directional ploblems plaguing the beginner can also
be attributed to a basic inability to bring the club head straight back
and straight through the hitting area. Consequently, it is important
that the beginner understand and become aware of the Concept of
straight through the hitting area as it applies to his own anatomy.
r his cannot be emphasiled enough, for a straight swing, will help

obviate the most common and minor of dire, oi, :I problems
experienced by beginners, pulling and pushing the bill.

'I he loot of some directional problems of ten Ibs in one's body
position and alignment toward the target. Beganne should alwayg
be urged to practice in relationship to some target .-thether it be an

intersection of lines on a gymnasium floor or a tree outdoors.
Moreover, targets should be frequently changed to insure continued
concentration on alignment.
Importance of the Basics

A sound knowledge of these fundamentals might prevent many
problems from occurring. It is advisable to review the basics
periodically in order to teemphasize their importance. A comfortable position of address is a preparation for every swing and prior to

each swing the beginner should be urged to check the following
items' resting, position of the club head, grip, stance, posture, and
alignment toward the target.
The main aspect of the instructional sequence, the swing, often
poses as a chlemt,ta to the instructor, for he is confronted with a

what swing should he teach with what club'' Because the
beginner's immediate objective is to hit the ball, it might be better to
introduce first a short swing using a short or middle iron. This
choice

method lessens the difficulty of hitting the ball, but at the same

tune, it affords the beginner an ()immunity to master those
concepts which are an integral part of every swing. Whatever method
is decided upon, the beginner should be led into the full swing as
SO011 as possible.
14.1
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Instructors commonly teach for the attainment of predetermined
goals designated as the outcomes their students will hopefully
acquire after completing the course. An ability to perform the swing
is rated as the most important item on a listing of such goals in golf.
Unfortunately, an ability to perform the swing does not always
imply an ability to hit the ball. Because of this discrepancy, it might

be better to emphasize the latter in the priority of goals. This will

allow the beginner to attain success: and, at the same time, it will aid
him in building a sound swing. For if a golf ball is hit cleanly, it will
be the result of a good swing.

.16
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Women

and Golf
LAVERNIA JORGENSEN

Lavernia Jorgensen received her B.S. degree from River Falls

State Teachers College, her M.Ed. from the University of
Minnesota and her P E D. from Indiana Unirersity, Bloomington While being active in many aspects of her profession, she
has long promoted golf for women.

It one were to take a realistic picture of women who pursue the
wondelful game of golf today, what factors would be apparent'' A
composite picture would perhaps reveal that the woman
is 50 years old
averages a score of 100 and up for 18 holes
is single or manned with grown children
is a member of the country club
belongs to the middle or upper income group
is more interested in social than competitive golf
participates once a week on ladies day,
often desires better skills.

There is a second composite picture of a woman not generally
found on the golf course but who desires to be there. This woman
is 20 to 30 yea's of age
is single or a housewife with pie-school age children
has few social connections
may possess some or no golf skills
desires to play an occasional pine with boyfriend of husband
has a tight !emotion budget
teals she cannot conquer the complex game of golf
Both of these pictures ought to distill() all women
physical
educators and meereation !cadets in pal ticular Yet, despite the
popularity and prestige of the game of golf. theme me many factors
which negate pal ticipation.
Age Factor

What are some of the ploblems that hinder the inomotion of golf
clay among women.' Unless the skills and complexities of the game
are !coined at an eamly age, the courage to try decreases as one glows
oleic'. Iven the college -age woman will drop the course if she feels
she cannot meet 11111111181111 Ntaildaids of skills npected by the
insbuctor. Many who complete the course still lack the confidence
to tee-oll in public once they leave the sanctuary of the class
situation. 10 compound the pmobleni in the oleo of skill, even
though women may lean) how to play in the physical education class
146
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or recreational setting, many give up the game after a few years
when playing ability does not improve measurably, ability remains
mediocre, or ability regresses. The fact that she does not improve
could be caused by many factors beyond her control, such as lack of
time to practice, lack of money for driving range or course fees and
professional instruction, poor equipment, difficult golf courses, and
exclusion from many courses except at specified times inconvenient
to her.
Financial Factor

This financial factor also prohibits participation for women, Let's
face it
golf is expensive' The initial cost of equipment may be

considered small by sonic and great by others. The selection of a
beginner's set may mean possession of inferior equipment Not all
women can afford the costs of membership in the country club or
municipal group. Yet, these are the groups she almost has to join in
older to participate on a regular basis. Even if she can afford to loin,
there are additional costs. The woman with young children must pay

baby sitters and career women may pay a substitute, take a cut m
pay. or use vacation time. Most Lvomen are lather conservative as
spenders of time and money, especially it they are guardians of the
family budget.

Social Milieu Factor

Problems in the social milieu should be considered the third
major area of concern for those interested in the promotion of golf
for women. Few mdividual women golfers are found on golf courses,
even though golf may be Mined an individual sport activity. To be
sure, lone goiters are seldom welcomed on busy golf Lotuses. Many

courses rule that only foursomes play on the weekend Others set
aside specific days for ladies to play and do little to encourage them
to participate the rest of the week,
The individual is almost forced into the group situation whether
she desires it or not. For many women the group situation is much
more desirable. At times the group may be the chief mot ivt.tol and
the only reason women participate. Golf is a social game and can act

as a wonderful catalyst among a glom) of women with diverse
interests, skill, and background. It will serve this function for many
as long as it remains social, satisfying. and refrains from gravitation
toward the plotessional types of competition.
Future of Women Golfers
"I his is the realistic picture of women in golf in the new decade of
the '70s. It should disturb women physical educators and remotion
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leaders It should tell us that the prestige 01 the game is not enough

it to heights 01 participation it should movide 'for %%omen.
The picture should make us ponder and desne to change situations
to can

as %%ell as eliminate deterrents
It does seem that women

golf instractors !we solved the

problems 01 method. lesson plans. motnotion (i.e. coed classes)

diagnosis, organisation. and admmisnation We can teach golf and

do Women learn and do play. However, does instruction reach
women too late'' Mac Kenne stated
It is naditional to teach such aLtn Ines as pH and tennis
duting the high school years My experience, however,
reveals that elementary school children ale interested in and
capable of at:lulling knowledge in these activities and, more
impor,antly that they enjoy playing them. These activities
belong in the elementary school curriculum.'

Let us cease finding excuses not to teach golf at any level Our
physiological and psychological knowledges should tell us that it
may be too late lor many adults to learn the complex skills
necessary lot a confident game. We do possess the influence and
power to introduce the game at the elementary age level
be it in

the school or municipal recreation setting Nonparticipation at a
later age could not then be on the familiar basis "I don't know how
to play and I'm too old to learn
We cannot solve the moblems of finance, ability. 01 participation
foi any one individual woman gollei llo%Lever. one can and should
investigate the situation in on's own community and use the
persuasive power that women do possess and
aetimes seldom use
Pressures can be applied and solutions to problems 1 ound if faced in
a constructive manner. Two suggestions are given below which neat
consideration and imestigation,
1. Women do shale in the expense of the construction of a new

golf course be in municipal or the country club. Is there any good
reason why the obiecnves of men should prevail for a course meant
to attract tournament golf or why women's ideas should be refuted''
Many women do not possess the time or stamina to traverse the long
course, the skill to cope with numerous haiards, nor the time to seek
lost

balls in the jungle of the huge lough. ien the less difficult

course can defeat many betore the tee -off on the lust hole. The
game ceases to provide satisfaction when the obstacles are too
difficult to overcome What is so sailed about one "ladies day" per
week" Must green lees be so prohibitive? Why not a lighted course so

one could participate alter sundown" Why not ''baby sitting"
services such as many bowling alley establishments provide"
wKen/w, Martin M

rowan/ .1 New Omuulum rn Phrcleal 1 ducation,

(New York: Me(iraw11111. 1969). p 3.
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2. Perhaps more leadeiship should be exhibited in the municipal
recreation setting. More oppoi (unities for inexpensive instruction
and practice could be provided by the recreation department. The
imagination and creative ability of recreational leaders could provide
opportunities that would excite, challenge, and otter variety for the
women beyond the often dull "ladies day.- Why do we lind so few
women's golf leagues, yeomen's leagues organwed into ability
In oupmg, and mixed league play?

These questions and suggestions are only a few samples of

conditions that can and need to be changed or implemented. In turn,
deterrents to participation in terms of finance and the social might

vanish and other problems be resolved. Why be content with the

Status quo? Use your "woman power!"
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Annotated Golf Bibliography
Revised by LORRAINE ABBOTT
ANDREA HAUGE

A former instructor rf physical education at the University of
Illinois, Urbana, Lorraine Abbott currently serves as director
of educational services for the National Golf Foundation,
Andrea flange has taught golf in a variety of high schools and
colleges, and now divides her time between responsibilitie
home and graduate work at Pennsylvania State Univelsii
University Park She is the Golf Guide chairman-elect for
,

1972 -74.

TEACHING, COACHING, AND STUDENT REFERENCES
The following hooks and articles have been written expressly for
the Teacher (T), Coach (C). and Student (S)
Adams, Ronald. "Putt Putt Golf Programs for the Handicapped."

Journal of Health, Physical Education, Recreation 42 (March

1971), pp. 48-50. Includes diagrams of facilities, equipment needs
for teaching putting game to physically disabled students. (T)
American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. Ideas for Golf Instruction. AAIIPER, 1201 16th St , N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20036 1968. 57 pp. Ideas for organizing,
planning, teaching, evaluating, and improvising in large school

golf class (T)
Barnes. Mildred J. et al., Sports Activities for Girls and Women.
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 440 Park Ave. So., New York, N.Y.
10016. 1966. Golf section, pp. 202-225. The game, equipment,

terms, basic skill techniques, error analysis, rules, etiquette,
references. (S)
Broer, Marlon R. Efficiency of MOW?? Mo»ement, W.B. Saunders

Co., W. Washington Sq., Philadelphia, Pa. 19105. 1966. Golf
section, pp. 252-272. Application of basic mechanical principles

of fundamental physical skills. (T)
Bruce, Ben and Davies, Evelyn Beginning Golf. Rev. ed. Wadsworth
Publishing Co., Belmont, Calif. 94002. 1968. 58 pp. Wadsworth

Sports Skills Series. Values, history, equipment, techniques of
participation, rules, se'f-Improvement, glossary, self-evaluation,

bibliography. (S)
Billye Ann. Golf. Philadelphia. W.B. Saunders Co., 1969.
116 pp. Saunders Physical Activities Series. History, equipment,
basic skills, rules, strategy, etiquette, glossary, references. (S)
Crogen, Corrine A. Golf Fundamentals. National Press, 850 Hansen

Way, Palo Alto, Calif. 94300. 1964. 83 pp. history. funda-
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mentals, skills, equipment, techniques for the novice golfer,

competition, terms, rules, etiquette, techniques for the experienced golfer, hints for the Sunday golfer. (T,S)
Dypwick, Otis. Golf Creative Educational Society, 515 N. Front St.,
Mankato, Minn. 56001. 1962. Creative Sports Series. (S)

Hicks, Betty and Griffin, Ellen. Golf Manual for Teachers. C. V.
Mosby Co., 3207 Washington Blvd., St. Louis, Mo. 63141. 1949.

312 pp. Golf and the physical educator, the game, problc:w of
group instruction, theory of swing, teaching techniques, error
correction, supplemental exercises, rules, glossary, bibliography.
(T)

Keister, Walter S. The Keister Team Golf Score Book. Colonial
Printing House, WI N. Third St, Lewisburg, Pa. 17837. A
practical scorebook for record-keeping of golf team performance.
(C)

National Golf Foundation. Golf .nstructor's Guide. NGF, 707
Merchandise Mart, Chicago, 111. 60654. 87 pp. 60+ illus Teaching

of golf skills utilizing individual and group methods of instruction: equipment and facilities; special materials; bibliography. (T)
National Golf Foundation. Golf Lessons. Chicago: NGF, 1970 44
pp. 100+illus. Student reference and companion book to Golf
Instructor's Guide. Equipment, basic skills, rules, terms, etiquette, playing a golf hole, practice checkpoints, personal golf
records. (T)

National Golf Foundation. //ow to Improve Your Golf. NU,

Chicago: 1964. 196 pp. Reproduction of 35 mm shdefilm series
by NGF. Pictorial analysis Jf )asi skills, etiquette, history,
terms. Also available through The th.-"ic Institute, Merchandise
Mart, Chicago, III. 60654 as part of /low To Improve series. (T)
Zanger, Jack. Exercises for Better Golf. Ridg,:. Press, 17 E. 45th St.,
New York, N.Y. 10017. 1965. (S)
POPULAR READING

The following supplementary books are written to increase the
amateur golfer's playing and knowlege of the game.
Armour, Tommy. / /ow To Play Your Best Golf All The Time Simon
& Schuster, 630 5th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10020. 1953.

Bell, Peggy Kirk. A Woman's Way to Better Golf. Bantam Books,
666 5th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019. 1966.
Burke, J., Jr. et al. /low To Solve Your Golf Problems. New York.
Crossett & Dunlap, 51 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10010.
1963.

Cranford, Peter G. The Winning Touch Ill Golf, A Psychological
Approach. Englev,00d Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1961.
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Ilogan, Ben. Eire Lessons. The Modern Fundamentals of Golf.
Cranbury, N.J.: A. S. Barnes & Co., 1957.
Michael. Toni and Editors ot Golf Digest. Golf's Winning Stroke
Digest. Inc., 88 Scribner Ave., Norwatk, Conn
Putting.
06856. 1967.
Novak. Joe. Golf Can Be An Easy Game. Englewood Chits, N J

.

Prentice-Hall, 1962.
Snead, Sam. Sam Snead on Golf. Englewood Cliffs. N.J. PrenticeHall, 1961,

Inglewood Cliffs, N.J.

Wind, Herbert W. Tips From the Top
Prentice-Ilall, 1962.
Wright, Mickey. Play Golf
Doubleday & Co.-. 1962.

the iiinght

Way. Garden City, N Y

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN
Golf Digest Editors. Bette, Golf for Boys Dodd, Mead & Co . 79
Madison Ave., New York. N.Y 10016. 1965. A well illustrated
book for grades 4-6.
Sherman. James W. Joey Gets The Golf Bug Boston, Mass .

Brown & Co., 34 Beacolt St , Boston, Mass 02106 1961.

RULES/ETIQUETTE/COMPETITION
Hermanson, Roger IL The Rules of Golf in Programmed Front.
Professional Golfeis Association of ," menea, Box 12458, Palm

Bach Gardens, Fla. 33403. 1968. C,,.'nt is based upon 1967
programs the readers'
rules. however, its unique format,

learning of the rules, warrants attention.
National Golf Foundation. Compeunre t;o1.1 Lves
n.d.

Chicago. NGF,

23 pp. Eighty special events: methods of handicapping

participants and conducting tournmaments.
National Golf Foundation. Easy Way to Learn Golf Rules. Chicago

NCR Current year. 84 pp, Pocket-sue booklet, simplified
illustrated explanations, USGA-approved.

United States Golf Association. The le if 3 of Golf USDA, 40 1
38th St.. New York. N.Y. 10016. Current year. Complete official

wording of golf rules Available in small booklet or hard cover

book.
United State , Golf Association. Golf Ruler in Po tures. New Yolk
USDA. Current year. 96 pp. 81/2 x 11- illustrated reference.

HISTORY
America's Golf Book, Editors of Golf Magazine Charles Scribner's
Sons, 597 5th Ave , New York. N.Y, 10017. 1970.
Cheatum, Billyc Ann "A History of Selected Golf Tournaments for
Women with Emphasis Upon the Growth ot the Ladies Proles152
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sional Go lt Association.'' Ph I) dissertation. "eras Woman's
Umvers:ty, 1967
Gibson. Nevin
Putotial Ihsu»y of Golf: Cranbu v. N.J.: A.S.
Barnes & Co.. 1968.

Golfer's Digest. Chicago. Golf er's Digest Associat,on Current year.
Deluxe edition. The encyclopedia for all golfers.
Grimsley. Will. Golf Its Ihstwy. People and /'rents. lingkwood
Cliffs. N.J. Prentice-Hall. 1966.
Lindsay. Peter "A I hstory of Sports in Canada. 1807-1867.- Ph D
dissertation, University of Alberta. Canada. 1969
RESEARCH

Adler. Jack I) "A Kinesiological Analysis of the Golf Swing.Master's thesis. University of Washington, 1960

Averback. 13.L "hotness on the Number One Wood Technclogy
Rerimv, May 1969 A study of steel vs plastic clubfar e and steel
vs aluminum shaft performance.

Be Vacqua, Yvonne Ann. "A Comparison ;rt tip. !flthrencc of Two
Club Progressions on the Ability JC Beginning Golf Students to
Hit a Golf Ball.- Master's thesis. University of Colorado, 1964.
Brewer. Everett Lowayne. "An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of
Instructional Television as Applied to Learning Beginning Golf
Skills.'' MastL,i's thesis. Central Washington State College. 1969.
Broer,

Marion R. and Houtz. Sara Jane. Patterns of Muscular
in Selected Sports Shills. Charles C. Thomas. Publisher.

A mull.

301-27 F. Lawrence Ave.. Springfield, III. 62700. 1967 tlectromyographic studies of various activity skills including golf.
Brown. II. Steven. "A Test Battery for Evaluating Golf Skills."

Texas AAIIPER Journal,May 1069. (Also app:ars in Haskins.
Mary Jane. Evaluation in Physical Education. listed under
measurement and evaluation section,)

Cochrane. June F "The Construction of an Indoor Golf Skills Tes!
as a Measure of Golfing Activity Master's thesis. University of
Minnesota. 1960.

Danforth. Susan Posey "Cinematographic Analysis of Clubhead
Withdrawal in Golf.- Ph D. dissertation, University of California
at Los Angeles. 1964.
Garrison, Levon
"Electromyographic-('mematographical Study of
Mos( tdar Activity During the Golf Swing Ed.1), dissertation.
Florida State University. 1963.

Iluckelbridge. Jane. "A Golf Skill Test Using the Five Iron.-

Unpublished paper. Southern Illinois University, Aug. 1965.
McClure, Carolyn C, "The Physiques of Professional and Amateur
Women Golfers.'' Master's thesis. San Diego State College, 1967.
Olsen, Andrea Cathryn. "The Development of Objective Tests of the
Ability of Freshmen and Sophomore College Women to Drive and
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thesis,
to Pitch a Plastic Ball in a Limited Indoor Area. Master's
Unit ersit} of Colorado. 1958.
of the
Park. Patricia A "A Status and Opinion Study of the Effect ProfesAmateur
Rule
on
Women
United States Golf Association
Instructors
sional and Amateur Golfers, and Physical EducationTechnology.
of Go lt. Master's thesis. Lamar State College of
1969,
and
Reese. Pat. "A Comparison 01 the Scores Made on an Outdoor

the Scores Made on an Indoor Golf Test by College Women.
Master's thesis, University of Colorado. 1960 Methods and Two
Stallard. Mary II "The Effect of 'I wo Learning
in the Golf
Grips on the Acquisition of Poser and Accuracy
Master's thesis.
S%% mg 01 College Women Beginning Golfers
University of Washington. 1965

Thomas, Richard A. ""I he Use (if a Visual Device in Teaching the
Downsv,ing ID Golf.'' Ph 1) dissertation. Florida State University.
1969.

LeainThompson, Donnis Hazel. "Immediate External Feedback in
589-594
ieseareli
Qua,
icrly
40
(Oct
'9691.
pp.
ing
"Construction and Validation
West. Charlotte anJ horpe, ;oanne
Pest.''
Rewind? Quarterly 39 (Dec,
of an Eight-Iron Approach
19681. pp. 1115-1120
D.
Wiren. Gary. "Human Factors Influencing the Goll Driver. Ph
dissertation. University of Oregon. 1968.
PERIODICALS

Universal Publishing and Distributing Corp., 235 E. 45th St.,
New York. N.Y. 10017. Published monthly. Available at newscopy.
stand or by subscription. S7 per week. 75 cents perNomalk,
Conn.
. 88 Scribn:r Ave..
Golf Digest. Golf Digest. IncAvailable
subscripat
netAssland
or
by
06856. Published monthly.
tion, $5.95 one year. S10.95 two years. S13.95 duce years. 75
cents per copy.
38th St..
The Golf Journal. United States Golf Association. 40 F.
monthly
March-Nov.
SubscripNew York. N.Y. 10016. Published
tion $3 one year. S5.50 two years.. $7.50 three years. 40 cents
per copy.
Box 1118. Scottsdale. Ariz.
The Lady Golfer. Seidal Publications, Subscription
S6 one year. 75
85252. Published 10 times annually.
cents per copy.
di St.. New York. N.Y.
Pa? Magazine. Sports Group. Inc.. 200 W.
10019. Published 9 times annually. Subscription $3 95 one year,
$6.95 two years, $8.05 three years. 60 cents per copy.
The Professional Golfe,. PGA National !headquarters, Box 12458,
Palm Beach Gardens, Fla. 33403. Published monthly. Subscrip.

Go/J.
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twin S4 one year, $7 two years, $10 three years, 50 cents per
copy.
Tee It Up. Magazine for junior golfers. National Junior Golfers
Association, P.O. Box 27538, Station 7, Atlanta, Ga 30327.
Published 10 times per year. Subscription S6 per year, 75 cents

per copy.
The Woman Golfer. The Woman Golfer Publishing Corporation, 131

Lincoln Highway, Frankfort, Ill, 60423. Published 9 times per
year. Subscription $5 per year, 60 cents per copy.
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Golf Visual Aids
RUTH M. SPARHAWK

Ruth Sparhawk recerred her Bachelor of Science and Master of
Arts degrees from Kent State University, Kent, Ohio, and her
Doctor of Physical Education degree from Springfield College,
Springfield, Mass. She is presently at the Unzrerszty of

Southern California, Los Angeles, on a postdoctoral fellowship.

Prices listed arc subject to change. Numbers in parentheses refer
to film distributors listed.
16 mm Films

All Star Golf. 1959-60, b&w. Free loan (1). Films of past TV
All-Star golf matches featuring men and women professionals.

Better Golf with Arnold Palmer. 28 min., b&w. Free loan (4). Film
starring Arnold Palmer at Kaiser Open. Palmer describes how 1w
played, the type of shots that faced him, and what happened.
Complete Golf Instruction Moms. Color, sd. Rental ((4). sale (10).
A series of five units.

Unit 1Welcome to Golf, 13 nun. Rental SS. sale S65. Expertly
motivates students to want to play golf. Aids students to
understand the game, the golf course, and equipment.

Unit 2- Building Your Swing.

27 nun. Rental S10. sale S135.

Explains how the swing is developed. Discusses stance, rhythm.
movements of upper and lower body.
Unit 3- Pitching, Pitch and Run, and Sand Shots. 12 nun. Rental S5.
sale S65. Teaches fundamentals of pitching, pitch and run, and
explosion lilt of sand traps.
Unit 4- Putting. 10 min. Rental S5, sale S65. Demonstrates and

teaches several approved techniques. Explains wrist tap and
stroke method of applying momentum to ball as well as how to

play uneven greens.

Unit 5-Courtesy on the Course. 18 min,

Common Swing Errors of Beginning Golfers. 21 mm., b&w. sd
Rental 53.25, sale S75. (2). Film #U6357. Useful reference for
physical education students preparing to teach golf and for
inexperienced golf teachers.

Courtesy on the Course. 18 min., color, sd, Rental S25. (3) Newest

golf instruc'on film includes every aspect of the game- e.g.,
fairway and j Ming procedures, viola%ons, golf etiquette, and the
enjoyment derived from playing.
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Keep Wm in the Faulvay. 38 nun b&w, sd. free loan (5), PGA
1 caching Commit tee highlights live golf fundanmentals.
Lifetime Sports in Education. 17 min.. color. 16). Shows methods of
clinicians from the AAIII'I :R Lifetime Sports Lducation Project
as they conduct classes for students and teachers in golf. archery,
bowling, tennis. and badminton

Play Them As They Are. Color, Rental S10 (7) The USGA 'tiles for

fairway and rough are explained in detail
Rules of Golf Hazards. 18'5 nun.. b&w. color. Rental b&v, 53.

color 55. (7). Privileges and prohibitions are demonstrated by
"Mrs. Right" and "Mr. Wrong."
S1(l. 17) A
St, Andrews Cradle of Golf. 14 min co/or. Rental
hist one travelogue to the famous Royal 13urgh of Scotland and to
St. Andrews Old Course, the world's most famous layout.
Six. Lessons From Gene Littler. 24 nun.. b&w Free loan (8).

Instructional film featuring the U S. Open Champion in 1961
Deals with grip, stance, chip and pitch shots, lull irons. wo6ds,

putting. and special shots such as sidehill. uphill, and downhill
Sporthle. Golf -74 Patty Berg. 12! min., b&w. Rental $10. (:)
Patty Berg, nationally known woman professional. gives tips to

improve one's game.

1.11111

also includes putting and driving

e \hibnions,
Tips From Top Pros. 121/2. min . b&sv. Rental $10 each. t 3)

instructional films by top - linking touring professionals.

I

Five

flow

to Handle 1.ach Club. 2 Trouble Lies. 3 Long lions. 4 Grip
5-Trouble Shots.
Weaning Golf. 1962, 35 min :. color. sd. (0). An instructional film
featuring Jack Nicklaus. Cosponsored by MacGregor Div. of

Brunswick Sports and Photo Products Dept. of Dupont Company
under the technical supervision of Bob Kepler. golf coach, Ohio
State University.
Women's. World of Golf b&w, sd, Rental $10 each., S25 series: sale
S75 ea. (3), Series of three films. (TV and theatrical rights
reserved,)

IS min. Patty Berg emphaswes the importance of the correct
grip, proper swing, fairway wood, hook, slide and sand shots.

Unit 1

Unit 2 )7 mm. Betsy Rawls demonstrates the proper backswing,
position of the ball, short irons, chipping, and putting.
Unit 3 20 nun. Mickey Wright demonstrates hitting the long ball.
correcting the slice, shifting the weight.

8 mm Films
Instructional Films. Sale (I 1 ). Set ul 3 films. I ecing Off.
Play. 3- Putting. Available singly or as a complete unit.
GOLF VISUAL AIDS
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Golf Lessons. b&w, Rental 52.75 ea.. 510.50 series. (3).
Sella of tour halms featuring Johnny Rest) ha on 1- Woods and
hitting the Long Ball
2 Shoat Irons, and Mickey Wright on 3
and 4 Coriection of the Slice.

Simi-art('

Filmstrips

Beginning Golf. 35 nun.. lolor, sd.. Si. Rental S3 50. sale- sd. S65,
S55 (10), Available in complete sets only SD: milts. Includes
instructor's guide and student handbook. How to Improve Your
Gott
The Game. 10 nun. Discusses game background. equipment.
Unit
1

the golf course, par. and how the game is played.
view of the
Umt 2 Get Set to .S-ss mg, I I nun. Presents an overall
posture
and
rhythm.
skNing
Discusses
factors
that
control
total
Umt

3 Budding Connols into Your Swing

19 min. Continues

discussion oh control factors. Sho \Ns the importance of hands and
arms in controlling arch and plane. Graphically demonstrates the

importance of upper and lower body in the interaction of creative

resistive knees,
unit 4 Getting an the Gleen. 9 min Teaches pitch and run, and

explosion shot out of sand Haps.
Teaches
I_ nit 5 Putting 10 nun. Demonstrates firm wrist putting.

both tap and stroke method of applying momentum to ball

Unit 6 Ono te.9 and Etiquette at Golf. 8 min Review of behavior
on the course that makes golf tun for everybody.
Group Golf Instruction, Color, sd. Sale S12, (12)

Produced by

AA1111-R Lit clone Sports ducation Project to illustrate group
teaching techniques aimed at optimum use of time, space,
equipment, and personnel in the teaching of golf.

Loop Films

hoidamental Shills in Gall Super 8 111111. color Sale S18.95 ea..

Instructional guide
$108 series (10). Series of six loops
accompanies each loop.
Unit I The Grip. The 4 dd, s
Unit 2 The Pull Swing, Woods. and Irons
Unit 3 The Short Approach. Pitch and Run Shot. Pitch Shot

Unit 4 The Phu
Unit 5 The Sand LAphisuin Shot.
Unit 6 Uneven lies, Downhill. SzdehzIL
SIO0 65
Seven Loops on Golf. by Bruce Fossil, 8 111111. color. Sale
( 13).
Posters

Golf Rules

Chau. National Golf Foundation. 707 Meichandise

Mart. Chicago, Ill. 60654,
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Group Golf Instruction. Sale S9 series A AIIPER. 1201 16th St.,
N.W., Washington. D.C. 20036 A series of 24-hour photo
illustrations reproduced on six 24-x 30-inch plastic posters
demonstrating class organization for group instruction.
Film Distributors
1.

Miller Brewing Company, Film Section, Sales. Promotion, and
Publicity Dept.. 400 W. State St , Milwaukee, Wis. 53208.

2. Audio Visual Center. University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa
52240.
3. Sporthte Films. 20 N. Wacker Dr.. Chicago. III. 60606.

4. Sears Roebuck and Company. Audio Visual Div.. Dept. 703,
303 E. Ohio St.. Chicago. III. 66611,

5. Professional Golfers Association. Film Library. P. 0 Box

12458. Palm Beach Gardens. Fla. 33403.
6. State Director of Health. Physical Education, and Recreation of
the Department of Education in all states.
7. United States Golfers Association. 40 F. 38th St New York,
N Y 10016.
8. Golf Films. I riL.. 1868 Holton St.. St. Paul. Minn. 80913.
9. National Collegiate Athletic Association. c/o Sterling Films. 512
Burlington Ave.. LaGrange. Ill. 60525.
10. National Golf Foundation. 707 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Ill.
11. Columbia Pictures. 8mm (Ionic Movies Sales Div.. 711 5th Ave.,
New York. N.Y. 10022.
12. American Association for Health. Physical Education. and
Recreation. 1201 16th St , N W., Washington. D.C. 20036
13. Ealing Corporation, 2225 Massachusetts Ave.. Cambridge. Mass.
02140.
14. Ideal Pictures, 417 N. State St.. Chicago. Ill. 60610.
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DGWS SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS
DGWS Research Report: Women in Sports. 1971 .
Forward Riding Manual for Teachers .. .
GAA Manual. 1966
Handbook for Teaching Basketball Officiating. 1969
.
Manual for Teaching Western Riding
Philosophy and Standards for Girls and Women's

.

.

. (243-07988)
(243. 07846)
(243. 25170)
(243. 25228)
(243.25160)
.1243-07596)
. (243-25134)
(243-25162)
. (243-25164)
.(243. 08036)
(243. 25152)
(243-08044)
(243. 06894)
(243-25166)
(243-06896)
(243-25124)
. (243-06922)

Sports. 1970 ..
"Polly" Cartoons. Revised 1968
"Polly" Cartoons II. 1971
AIAW Handbook. 1971 published annually
Selected Archery Articles. 1971
Selected Aquatics Articles. 1971
Selected Fencing Articles. 1971
Selected Field Hockey and Lacrosse Articles. 1971
Selected Gymnastics Articles. 1971
.
Selected Riding Articles. 1969
Selected Soccer-Speedball Articles. 1971
Selected Softball Articles. 1969
Selected Tennis-Badminton Articles. 1970
Selected Track and Field Articles. 1971
Selected Volleyball Articles. 1970
Sports Programs for College Women
Training of Judges for Girls Gymnastics. 1971
.

.

.

(243-06920)
(243-07342)
. (243-07730)
(243-08038)
(243. 25106)

,

Techniques Charts

.(243. 08046)
(243-07842)
(243-06878)

Archery. 1969
Badminton. 1967
Basktstball. 1965

, (243. 08048)
(243. 06874)
(243. 25130)
. (243 08050)

Diving. 1969 .
Softball. 1967
Swimming. 1971
Speedball. 1969
Tennis. 1967

(243-07844)

(243-08052)
.
Volleyball. 1969
Second National Institute on Girls Sports. Fencing, diving, canoeing
(243. 07220)
and kayaking, track and field, and gymnastics .
Third National Institute on Girls Sports. Skiing and
.

(243. 07768)

figure skating

Fifth National Institute on Girls Sports. 1969 Basketball,
gymnastics, and track and field coaching and officiating

,

(243 08054)

ORDER FROM
American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036

